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ISO 9002
REGISTERED FIRM

Pri

FREE -PHONE ORDER LINE

0500 73.73-88
maik-a" 22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS

Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM Web Site:- http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk

Read the latest Hot News on our Weby-1\--N of Service to
I.as UK Amateurs

UN s Best Prices?

Even Lower
Than our Advert
- - on some items!

Call Us Now
ISO 9002
4 Engineers
10 Days Approval

,49te
666itaxt9'

Get The Catikvie
"Europe's Finest"

176 Pages Full Colour
Crammed with Products
Some never advertised
£3.95 post paid.
Full refund if not delighted

The NEW FT -100
1.8MHz-430MHz!
£1 295 approx.

100W Max

Send for advanced data sheet

lin Hora C150
non sit 2 Metre Handy

' 25112.5kHt Steps ' 130  170MHt Rri

' 1750N Tone. ' 20 Memories

'Scanning. 'Battery Save

5VilEx112V1. ' LCD Readout

' Keypad Entry. ' 6 v AA cell case

'Antenna. ' Manual

' 12 Month Full Warranty'

-^isre.a4sawt perfumer De to:1Mb/

7 once

10- Day approvai

Kachina 505DSP HF Transceiver
[12'4 nmutlngil
Ag31( qcpu' ©©[1039 ©© YA E S U £349(267 nwOVIM FT -3000M 2m + Wideband RX

Orders: 0500 73 73 88
01702 206835

Enquiries 01702 206835
01702 204965 r

FAX 01702 205843
E-mail sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

AR -146 2m 50W

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel AR -446 70cm
7 Programmable steps 35W r2t9
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

From

HORA
70cms

Handheld
Full

CTCSS

09.95!

Main Features £1 899 aop ttIM yention

100W HF All bands + Receive 100kHz - 30MHz
Filters for SSB 3.5. 2.7. 2.4, 2, 1.7kHz
Filters for CW 1kHz. 500Hz. 200Hz, 100Hz
Band Scope, DSP filter. Memory keyer. log book.
VSWR meter, Smith Chart, pre -amp, 20dB attenua-
tor, plus many software controlled functions.

SGC-2020 QRP HF Transceiver

IMO
1.8 - 30MHz

0 20 Watts SSB and CW with full break-in Can run
from 12 volts or internal pack Delivery expected at the
end of March

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
FREE Postage

Full CTCSS; 20 memories; 1.6MHz repeater
shift: Priority channel, Scanning; Dual watch: Dual
mode squelch: PTT lock; 12.5/25kHz steps.
230mW output - all from just 2 x AA cells

2m:70cm 70W plus wideband rx including AM aircraft
band 9600 Packet ready A bargain at this price!

tt.
AT -600 Dual Bander

int Lc vti

2419
PW says: an incredibly well
pnced radio - amazingly sen-
sitive - audio - worked very
well with 12.5kHz channel
spacing - An Absolute
Cracker

 2m / 70cm
 CTCSS encode/decode
' Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
 Alphanumeric memories
' Full duplex
 CTCSS tone reader
 29 programmable features
' AM airband receiver
 Rx up to 990MHz
' Ni-cads and charger

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM



VIES EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales
0
ICOM Dual Bander

trq.vir fr
1.8MHz
to
432MHz

Plus
FREE
PSU &

Incivaes 70MHz Transcelve Base Mic
100W 1.8 - 50MHz  50W 2m/70cm SS8 - CW - FM - AM  CTCSS  Alphanumeric 0.1Hz steps ' Packet
ready 1200 & 9600  DSP filtenng Dual display ' squelch ' IF shift  Notch filter ' Power control  Tx monitor 
Electronic keyer ' 12.5 / 25kHz switched FM filtering  Switchable pre -amp ' Size 260 x 86 x 270mm  weight 7kg

YAESU
FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

+ Free FM board & AM Filters

£1299

' 1.8 - 54MHz WOW  DSP filter ' MOSFET PA ' internal ATU 
Auto notch  Twin VFOs ' Auto glow display  Shuttle log  Digital
voice memory 'Electronic keyer  RS -232C converter  Quick
memory bank lots more phone or email for colour leaflet

O
ICOM

YAE S u FT -8401.8 - 30MHz

If you are looking for a good. reliable 100W transceiver,
!hen this is just the job Supplied with FREE Base Mic

YAESU
FT -8100 Dual Bander Mobile

Yaesu's top selling dual band mobile transceiver. very -
thing you could wish for including wideband receiver

0
loom New IC -2100 2k1 Mobile £26

#4,0, swacned 12 514: A 25kHz

AA .A

TheIC-2100 Mobile transceiver from ICOM features switched filter-

ing, 55 Watts with 113 memones. And all this at a very competi-
tive puce. In stock NOW

email: salesOwsplc.demon.co.uk

YAESU
FT-1000MPDC (AC £2199) £1899

2m & 70cms FM & AM Rx
In Stock about NOW

This pocket handheld provides
300mW of FM on 2m & 70cms
plus wideband receive FM AM
WFM from 30MHz - 1300MHz -
no gaps. Runs from 2 x AA cells

15

iCOm 1C-706 Mk II 1.8-146MHz Egy-

fitra
Aorimit

DSP Module for existing owners £59.95
The IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf
mobile bar none It out periorms and out specifies any
other model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy
it from, We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeat-
able back-up service plus optional extended 5 year war-
ranty for an extra {298,

KENWOOD TS -570 1.8 - 30MHz
7i51/

' I - 3GMHz IGOW  SSB CW - FM - AM  Rx 100kHz  30MHz
Message memory  Dual in -band rx  EDSP filter  RF processor  RF
pre -amp' Electronic keyer' IF shift width  Collins fitters' omprehen.
sive menu system' RS -232 interface and more - send 10, details

e 0

ur Best Seller!

Free PSU £1 595
Free Base Mic

Alinco DX70 HF Base I Mobile

1 8 - 54MHz
SSB CW FM AM

' 100W HF 10W 50MHz
 CTCSS Tone unit

0
ICOM

Kenwoods new transceiver that Is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business If

you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean!), send for brochure.

KENWOOD
THG-71E Dual band

' Dual Band 2m70cm
' 200 memories
 Alphanumeric Dispiay
' Full CTCSS
 DTMF
 Up to 6W out
' Wideband Receive
 Illuminated Keypad
' PC Compatible
' Windows Programming
and Eat &atm

YAESU
£599.95 VX-1R Dual band

1C -207H 2rt17Ocm Mobile

7.139520#:-7
MID =II Mr.

£339
 2m ei 70cm
' 50W 30W
' Detachable head

Rechargeable
Alkaline Cells
For Starter Kit

 Rechargeable Alkaline
 1.5V cells
' No memory effects
 Charge mid cycle is OK
' 5 year charge shelf life
' 3 x capacity of ni-cads
' Very low cost

In stock now, ' Note: you must use the special charger
supplied with Starter Kit

Starter Kit: Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC
wall charger £13.99 E2

4 x AA cells (ready charged) £5 99 (£1 00 pos11
8 x AA cells (ready charged £10 99 in 50 posh
4 x AAA cells (uses standard charger) £6 25 tEl 00 posit

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95

£239
Our best selling dual bander
and one we would be happy
to own

ICOM IC-T8E Dual Band hand

6m riff,rr
2m

70cms

Phone

All in one
small package.
'5W output (13V1
' 25/ 12.5kHz ready
' Wideband Rx
 Nickel Hydride haft
' Wide FM broadcast
' AM for attend
' Rapid scanning
' Alphanumeric

inc. post



.95

MFJ
Ham Radio
Accessories

The Best DSP Filter in the World!
MFJ-784B MFJ tunable DSP filter

&oft lbw., 

£239.95

....111- MI.. iv.  -
Hear those weak signals - Get rid of the ORM - works better than any
internal rig DSP  16 memories  totally programmable

Robin/ iota ©P £179,95 UK's Top -Selling Linear

FREE 48 Page Catalogues
With Discount Vouchers

Just phone. wnte
or e-mail for your
copy of the com-
plete 48 page MFJ
UK catalogue with /
discount vouchers
Your chance to see /
the huge range
plus save money
on normal prices -
and its completely
FREE,

1.8-30MHz 300W ATU

MFJ-949

' 300 Watts PEP 15014, CW

18-3041Hz - with ease'

Wire. coax or balanced hoe

&slut, included for des' nah:f

' 30 '300W power meter PEP RMS

Antenna selector by-pass etc

Same as MFJ-948 above but with internal
dummy load

£14995

New QRN Noise Rtb3r

MFJ-1026

-= 

' Phases out noise at the antenna socket
 Kills local ORN lets signals through
' No more electrical interference,
' RI sensed for transceiver use (150WI
 Up to 20d8 noise reduction
' Recovers signals below the noise'
' Adjust to suit local problems pi 49

Kill that thermostat problem Li .95

Auto ATU Matcher

1 8 - 54MHz 300 Watts
 Built-in 300W Load
 Wire - balanced or coax
 Roller Coaster Inductor
 Active PEP meter (PP9 Batt)
 4 -way Antenna Switch
 Cross Needle metering

Pari9wi` -f Lil) 

"It's an Amazing Idea!"

160 - 10 Metres

600 W linear 7.5dB Gain
Like a 3 element Monobander'
Uses low cost 811A tubes
Built-in rugged AC Supply
Instant by-pass switch
PA V/A meter . Grid meter
Over rated vanable capacitors
Fan cooled for long life

 Displays words. letters and nurnt_ws
' 3 to 35WPM with natural CW note
' Various modes including Farnsworth
 Enormous vocabulary of words
' Actually sends OSOs as well'
 Individual characters or groups
 Headphone socket. Power from PP3
' Sends text just like an actual test
' A tutor that displays what it sends

Nothing Compares £79.95

r.1)?, .P1111) U All 5nr.risi
1.8-170MHz

£229.95
There's nothing else like it!

Connect to aerial or coax and adjust it in seconds
Turns hours into minutes and ideas into antennas'
Give your antenna system a complete check out
Over 500 sold so fare A great piece of kit

 1,8MHz - 170MHz  Digital Readout
' Resonance ' VSWR
' Impedance ' AA batteries or

12v external

L°113JETE AZT=
MFJ Ameritron Vectronics

Weil match our competitor's advertised prices
provided they have it in stock . PLUS we'll
give you a genuine MFJ backed warranty! MFJ Warranty.warningl

MFJ USA wish it to be known that only stock imported
by Waters & Stanton PLC and supplied to approved
dealers carries the official FREE factory warranty.
All future MFJ stock will carry the official UK warranty cards (which have to be returned to
usland serial numbers. If your item does not have this card or serial number phone us for guid-
ance If a product is purchased that does not come through the official channel you could find
yourself al the mercy of a dealer who has no service information is supplying old versions or
non European models, has no access to factory parts or the backing of the UK service team'
PHONE FOR FREE If FJ CATALOGUE

Vc@dirmkg VCDSV1/40D

4., f wai :--`1 £59.95 Data Decoder

MFJ-914

Lets your Auto
ATU match any
coax aerial

Amick -Tuner Extender
Connect between transceiver and antenna -
no more problems with G5RVs and all those
difficult antennas 160 to 10 metres

MFJ-462B

 Decodes OW. RTTY. ASCII. AMTOR FEC
' LCD 2 x 16 characters
 8000 character RAM
' Key input for CW practice
 Epson compatible printer port
' Requires 12V at 300mA DC

DSP Data Audio Filter
MFJ-781

£139.95

' CW 50. 100,200.500Hz filter
' Suits all data modes
' Full adjustable pass hand & filter

Ameritron AL -8 1X

£799.95

Vectronics HFT-1500 ATU

' 1 8MHz - 30MHz 300W ATU
' Balanced. coax, long wire

PEP Average and VSWR
 3 -way antenna selector
 Built-in dummy load
' Thru position  Size 257 x 85 x 197mm

£129,95

' 1 8 30MHz ' I kW Power LiA,95
 Graphic' PEP Meter  Roller Inductor
 Wire, Balanced or Coax  6 -way
antenna switch ' Crosse -needle meter
' Built-in 4:1 Balun

4 -Way Coax Switch

Rated at 1kW with a frequency range from
DC - 1GHz Fitted SO -239 sockets Ideal
for shack antenna switching

200W Low Pass Filter

' 1 8 - 30MHz 200W PEP
 50 Ohms impedance
' 50d13 d 50MHz 0 5dB at 30MHz
' SO -239 connectors

is Waters & Stanton PLC
net

£179.95

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
Orders FREEPHONE 0500 73 73 88
Technical 01702 206835
E-mail sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
Web http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
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Practical Wireless

Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Editor

Rob Mannion C3X11)

Technical Projects Sub -Editor

NG (-Tex") Swann GI TEX
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Donna VInc ern U TLB

Tr (01202) 659910
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PWs Internet address is:
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You can send mail to anyone at PW, just

insert their name at the beginning of the

69
address,

e.g. rob@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

17 RADIO BASICS
Rob G3XFD's popular beginners'
series has been extended to two
pages from this month!

20 WHAT IS A ...?
Ian Poole G3WYX sets out to answer
the question what is an IMPATT
diode?

24 A FUN TO OPERATE, HIGHLY
VERSATILE, FEATURE PACKED

iRADIO - THE ICOM IC-Q7EI
Richard Newton GORSN discovered

that size isn't everything when he
reviewed the latest in 'micro'
hand-helds from the Icon 'stable'.

29 ELECTRONICS IN
ACTION

Three packed pages full of
electronics hints, tips, ideas and

news collated by Tex Swann
G1TEX.

33 HARDY AND HIS HOME-BREW
Clive Hardy G-1SLU has been busy
building and
testing two
complete
project kits
from the Ten-
Tec range.

44 CARRYING ON
THE PRACTICAL
WAY
This month George G3RJV shows you
how to build a portable lest -box'.

46 ANTENNA WORKSHOP
Peter McNally EI9GT describes his
idea for an antenna mast which he
thinks is ideal for single-handed
raising and lowering.

49 RUGGED & READY TO GO
The SGC-2020 could be useful if
you're a keen QRP c.w. operator or

need to work in
tough conditions
says Rob G3XFD.

52 DUPED BY A DVM
Ken Lee -Rand shows
you how to verify the
results given to you by your
digital voltmeter.

56 LUNDY ISLAND - IT'S A BEAUTIFUL
PLACE & RADIO'S ALLOWED TOO!
Colin Blunn GOIFM recalls his
combined holiday DXpedition to the
island of Lundy.

58 GROUND LEVEL COMMUNICATIONS
Roger Lapthom G3XBM invites you to
go 'underground' with low frequency
operating.

62 VALVE & VINTAGE
Ben Nock G4BXD is 'on duty' in the
PW wireless shop.

64 RALLY ORIGINS
John Worthington GW3COI delves
into the past to try and discover how
radio rallies actually began.

e

9
10
12
32
40
65
76
80
83

KEYLINES

LETTERS

NEWS

SUBSCRIPTIONS

BOOK PROFILES

RADIO DIARY

BARGAIN BASEMENT

BOOK STORE

COMING NEXT MONTH

The Beauty of Lundy- Page 56

Pip

All the regular band
reports from your
favourite authors.
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DX -70TH
100W HF Transceiver plus 100W on 6 mfrs

The DX70 TH packs a hefty
100W punch on all Ham
bands 1.8 - 50MHz. It is
backed by a superb
receiver with narrow filters
fitted as standard. Make
no mistake - this is a real
DX operators transceiver
ideal for use at home, in
the car, or for that
portable DXpeditlon.
General coverage receive
is included and wideband
transmit facilities for
export customers. The
detachable front panel
allows remote mounting
and additional security.

 Covers all HF Amateur Bands
 General coverage receive

(150kHz 30MHzi
 100 memories
 100W. 55B. CW & FM. 40W AM
 Built in speech compressor
 Computer control with optional ERW4
 Full QS& in CW modes

 TX all HF  6mtr
 RX general coverage

150kHz 3PMHz
50MHz - 54MHz

 SSB. CW. AM. FM and digital
modes

 100 memories
 Detachable faceplate and rernof.

mounting kit available
 Speech processor standard
 Narrow filters fitted as standard
 100W output on HF & 6mtrs
 Selectable 4 stage RF gain

-20dB to 10dB
 Superb TX audio and RX
 Excellent RX sensitivity
 Full break in on CW
 All mode squelch
 Scan facilities
 CTCSS encoder
 Noise blanker
 Quick offset for DX pile ups
 IF shift control

Separate HF & 6M antenna
sockets

 QRM/QRN reduction with IF shift,
RF attenuator and optional CW filter

 Two VFOs a memory operation mode

 Basic model upgradeable to (T)
model with

E133U Electronic keyer £29.95
E.1344.1CTCSS... £19.95
EJ35U CW filter £49.95

Post and P.s

MICRO SIZED Ilandhelds

PRICES
Water thin credit
mind size
frcmsceiven
300mW RF output

Miler c'ilseh

DJ -C1 2mtr Handheld Ralf
 144-146MHz TX  Extendable RX 118-174MHz Inc (AM) Air band

DJ -C4 70cms Handheld UMW
 430 - 440MHz transmit  Extendable receive 420 - 470MHz

111.1-65EY
Dual Band Handheld

 Spectrum channel display
 Optional extended receive

including Airband
108173.995MHz
400-511.995MHz
800-999.990MHz

 Full VHF/UHF Duplex
 Over air cloning
 Cross band repeat
 Up to 5W RF output
 100 memories

NEW LOWER PRICE

A brilliant twin band handheld that does
everything including spectrum display of
adjacent channels. The RX has a superb front
end that does not suffer with breakthrough like
some other handholds. It has CTCSSIDTMF built
in as standard.

DR -610E Twin Bond Mobile

DR -1511E 2 Metre Mobile

A full featured 50W 144MHz FM mobile radio that's
crammed full of extras. The DR -150 takes mobile
radios into the 21st century!

 Optional receive to simultaneously displays
cover Airband. PMR. 7 channels
Marine, UHF, etc  9600 BPS Interface
135-950MHz (with gaps)  CTCSS encoder

 100 memories  Time Out Timer
 Channel Scope  On air cloning

DJ -191E
2 Metre Handheld
A new slim line 2 meter handheld that's
easy to use and has an enormous
clear display.

 Up to 5W output iwith 9.6V NiCad pack'
 40 memories channels
 Cloning capable
 CTCSS encoder
 DTMF fitted
 Battery save facility
 Scan functions
 Time out timer

DJ- 1 90E
Low Cost 2mtr Handheld
A powerful super slim 2mtr handheld
with a huge easy to read display.

 Up to 5W RF output (with opt. E8P-36N

battery pack)

 40 memory channels
 Includes NiCads and charger
 CTCSS tone encoder fitted
 Battery save function
 Scan function
 Time out timer setting

The DR -610E dual band transceiver equipped with
Alinco's Advanced Channel Scope utilises a 'Real
Time Monitor' on 11 different frequencies
simultaneously giving you quick visual scanning
capability and the potential for making numerous
contacts.

 120 memories  AM Airband RX
 VHF 50W/UHF 35W max  Optional extended
 Channel Scope receive inc airband
 Full duplex  VHF 108 174MHz
 CTCSS encoder  UHF 420 - 470MHz

DR -1411111
2 Metre Mobile/Base

NEW
LOWER PLAICE

Simple to operate, easy to program and dependable
to use. It has optional extended receive coverage
for airband, business and marine radio.

 Optional receive to
cover Airband. PMR &
Marine

118-135.995MHz (AM)
136-173.995MHz (FM)
 51 memories

1111-111151 Dual Band Mobile

Easy to use twin band mobile TX that delivers
both high power and performance with user
friendly features.

 50W (2m) - 35W (70cms)
 100 memories
 Full Duplex
 CTCSS encoder fitted

- E1111-1 HF Antenna Tuner

EMS -49 Speaker Mit
Miniature speaker niic with lapel clip for
use with al -C1 and DJ -C4.

122.15

The EDX-1 is a coaxial tuner with built
in Power and SWR meters. The ATU is
rated at 120W and covers 16010
meters including WARC bands.

gaD

 Time out timer
 Alpha numeric display
 50W FM output
 Electronic squelch
 c/w DTMF mic

DR-MOGTH
6mtr FM Mobile

50 54MHz

:11.11-11:14
CI

Se

With the new 6 metre repeaters now up and
running, this is the ideal radio for the Band. With
an optimised receive front end. CTCSS encode and
easy to use controls you will be amazed at the
range achievable.

 100 Memories
 Programmable Repeater Shift

EIIX-2 Auto Random Wire Antenna Tuner

Quickly matches
random wire
antennas.
mobile whips.

verticals, inverted
Ls. Wired for DX70 -

but can be used with
most HF Transceivers.

 1.6MHz 30MHz
 200W PEP

NEM-1
HF stainless steel

mobile antenna

c/w spring base.

Covets
3.5 30MHz
(when used
with EDX-2
auto ATU)
Length:
2.7 metres



ACCESSORIES
 Soft case
 Earphone
 Two hour charger
 Rechargeable Lithium -ion battery
 Flexible whip antenna
 Speaker Mic EMS -49

mrunnne
nLvilull 189 London Road  North End  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE  e -moil info@nevada.co.uk  website: http//www.nevada.co.uk

K,.121,E,""  tel: 01705 662145  Fax: 01705 690626

FlE1IJ SUPER SLIM
micro dual hand transceiver

alinco d-05(
The new Alinco DJ -05E is so slim that it will

hide in a shirt pocket and yet it has the power

to work repeaters miles away. Clear, clean

audio, 40 memory channels plus two call

channels, one per band and a lithium ion

battery that can be charged hundreds of times

without memory effect.

 40 memory channels
plus one Call channel
per band, each
memory capable of
non-standard splits

 CTCSS encode plus
tone burst

 300mW output
 Large capacity internal

500mAh lithium ion
battery

 Earphone/mic port
 Built-in loudspeaker
 Includes snap -in

battery charger
 Fast 2 hour

charging time
 56(W) x 94(H) x 10.6(0)mm

(without projections)

 Weight only 80g

 144 - 146MHz transmit
 430 - 440MHz transmit
 Extendable receive

1 1 8 - 1 74MHz including

(AM) air band
 Extendable receive

420 - 450MHz

alifico EMS -49
SPHIhEfi FDIC
Miniature speaker mic with lapel
clip for use with DJ -05E

f22.95

241.111.al
innovation quality style



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01
922
41
47
96

Ask for Dave
(G1LBE)

Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

711

ECM
There is NO CHARGE for

using credit cards

WAN'1111
USED

EQUIPMENT

PX WELCOME

BEST PRICES
PAID!

RADIOWORLD
(WEST MIDLANDS)

37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA
WE ARE S MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

I tEL SALES/ FAX: 01922 414796

MOBIL F TEL: 0850 099244

Main dealers for Alinco, !corn, Yaesu & Kenwood
Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment

0
ICOM YAESU KENWOOD

ro

IC -706 DSP
HF 6m, 2m.

Smallest DSP radio on
the market.

IC -746
HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,
100W with tuner built in.

J IF1111111

PCR 1000
Computer Driven

Receiver

IC-Q7E
corns new
VHF/UHF

Handle. Micro
small

wideband
receive.

FT -920
HF & 6m built-in
tuner with FM &

FREE AM/FM Filter

FT-1000MP AC
Dual Receiver.
Digital 100W

Competition radio.

FT-VK
1R

VHF: UHF
Handie.
Micro
small.

FT -847
The new mobile -

base. DSP HF
2m-70cm 50MHz

CALL NOW FOR
LATEST PRICES

Cushcraft

X9 £749.95
The latest multi -element beam - 9
elements

X7 £449.95
Same as the X9, slightly smaller with 7
elements on 10, 15 and 20m

A3S 10-15-20m, 3 element £389.95
A4S 10-15-20m, 4 element £469.95
A3WS 12-17m, 3 element £299.95
R7000 10.40 metre vertical
10-4CD10m el beam 2Kw £139.95
10-4CD10m 4CD 4 el beam 2Kw£269.95

TS -870
Still the only true

DSP radio with
TX,EQ N/R.

TS -570D
Dedicated HF

mobile -base DSP
with built-in tuner.

TH-
G71E

Full 5 Watts
power.

Wide band
receive.

C:3
TM -G707

THe new mobile
package with features:
High visability display,

5 -in -1 programme
memory, memory

name function,
multiscan facility &

built-in CTCSS ???????

ALINCO- 7

DX -70TH HF
+6M

1.111
DR -M06 6M
MOBILE 20W

iletft.
DR -140 2M

MOBILE 50W

DR -430
MOBILE 70CM

DJ -G5
2M/70CM
HANDIE

Telephone for our
special deals and

save £'sss.

Power Supplies

PS -30m 3035A PSU twin meters,
cigarette lighter socket 1110.00
PS -20m 20.25 A PSU twin meters,
cigarette lighter socket £89.95
PS -101012A PSU £47.50

Sirio Whips
Sirio 2m mono band Hi -gain mobile
whip 12 wave x 2, 142-148 MHz £32.50
Sirio Hi -gain 2m70cm dualband Hi -gain
mobile whip, VHF 5.15dBi,
UHF 8.15dBi £32.50
Sirio SA -270 dualband fibreglass base
antenna £53.00

We stock all Cushcraft antennas. Contact our Sales to
help you decide the best antenna for your

requirements.

Comet base antennas

GP15N Triple band 50, 144, 430Mhz
length 2.4m 300W PEP £89.95
CA628 50Mhz 5/82 2 step 6.5dB
500W PEP £84.95
GP1 144/430Mhz 3/6dB 1.25m
200W £49.00
GP3 144/430 Mhz 4.57.2, 1.78m
200W £57.95
GP6 144/430Mhz 6.5/9.0.3.07m
200W .£89.95
GP98 144/430/1.2Ghz 6.5/9.0/13.5dB
2.94m 200W PEP £119.95

Telephone our professional sales team for best prices
and deals on new and used equipment. See our Traders

Table in this issue.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

TELEPHONE SALES ON:

01922
414796
Ask for Dave

(G1LBE)
Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

37 COPPICE LANE

CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

W MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

TEL SERVICE /FAX: 01922 414796
WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROMyl 1 M6

Due to our success, we have now opened a Senice Department

to give our customers excellent after -sales senice.

ti All types of repairs undertaken
and carried out by experienced
staff

/Alignment and calibration
using 'state-of-the-art'
equipment

Nlodilications undertaken

II Original manufacturers spares
fitted

b' All repairs guaranteeed

ti We aim to turn around repairs
within 7 working days at very
competitive rates

Call now on 01922 414796
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For the true state
the world of radio mo
Monitoring Times is
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Satellite Times is the only magazine to
explore all aspects of satellite
communications and
covers commercial,
military,
broadcasting,
scientific, broadcast,
personal
commu j pns
and pri
satellites ems.
If it's in orbit,
it's in Satellite
Times! Published
monthly.
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PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Tel: (01202) 659930. Fax: (01202) 659950. Email: bookstore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
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South Midlands
Communications Ltd

Mobile Transceivers

NEW NEW NEW
LATEST YAESU FT -100 All
Mode All Band Transceiver!

Breaking ne
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Kenwood TMG-707E
FM Dual Bander

 High visibility display  User friendly
 "Five in one" progrmmable memory

180 memory channels  Nameable

memories ultiple an functions 
C CSS encc dec 1200/9600

d cket t panel,

Transceivers, Receivers, Short Wave Radios,

Antennas and Accessories, Towers and Masts,

Commercial Radio - Hire and Sales, Rotators.

Radio Repair and Servicing Facilities

THF Base Transceivers

icom IC -746 HF+50-144
YET TO BE BEATEN!!

100W output on all bands  DSP as

standard  Multi function LCD  Band
scope  Nameable memories  Twin
PBT settings Split operation  4

channel memory keyer  Auto antenna

tuner  CTCSS encode/decode.

RRP 1695

Kantronics KAM Plus

OUR BEST SELLING ALL MODE
DATA TERMINAL

Modes include:

AMTOR, R1Tr', CW, ASCII, NAVTEX,

PACTOR, GTOR, HF & VHF Packet

(including DAMA), WEFAX  128K

RAM  Powerful Personal Message

System  GPS Support

Built in KA Node.

ONLY £395.00
ludes c es for co er and radio

us P are

SMC 40TH ANNIVERSARY ,

FUN DAY - AUGUST 1ST
WITH A WIDE RANGE OF EXHIBITORS,

REFRESHMENTS, RAFFLE, CAR BOOT SALE, SURPLUS

STOCK SALE AND UNBEATABLE REDUCTIONS ON
MANY NEW RADIOS.

d) -6 m
1 z 430-45  Power

utput: 100W (160- m), 50W (144

MHz), 20W (430 MHz!)  DSP

Bandpass Filter, Notch Filter and Noise

Reduction IF Noise Blanker IF Shift

 SSB. CW, AM. FM, AFSK, Packet

11200/9600 bps) operation  Two

Antenna Jacks (HF/50 and 144/430) 

VOX  Dual VFOs  Available IF

bandwidths of 6 kHz, 2.4 kHz, 500 Hz,

and 300 Hz Built -ii Electronic

Memory Keyer  Speech Processor 

Built-in CTCSS and DCS for FM

operation  Automatic Repeater Shift

and Auto -Range Transponder System

 200 memory Channels  Quick

Memory Bank (OMB)  Bright LCD &

multi -function display.

NOT AVAILABLE
UNTIL LATE '98

u to an tin

p of sign I stren

FM/MW/LW

Yaesu FT r  50MHZ

I
bles for

s PC software

CAT irierface
tions on your P

eyer.

and Yaesu

atible with II I

e and logging

£69.95
r and radio

Worldband Radios

Full duplex capability  110 Memory
channels Multiple high speed scan

NEW SANGEAN ATS 909

functions  lndependant tuning NOWYPTI4 PDC

Remote control microphone 

Simultaneous RX Built in duptexer.  100W from 1.8 through 54MHz 

RRP £495.00
Auto antenna Tuner  Direct Digital

Synthesizer  Auto AGC  Computer 0000 --
Icom IC -207H Switchable control interface  FM Repeater features

0000000
Dual Bander RRP £1699.00

0 0 0 0,

0,613  L* »Jr11. Step Fine

 Auto scan and preset

 CTCSS encode/decode Subaudible
tone encoder  Detachable front panel

SSB

Tuning inData Products

priorty of signal strength in
Paccomm Tiny z Mark 2

Packet TNC
FM/MW/LW bands  306 Memories.

32K RAM, Powerful PMS, KISS, GPS
RDS (Radio Data System) on PI, PS and

support, Upgradeable to 9600. CT for station time and clock

182 memory channels  9600 data ONLY £139.00
 42 world times built in.

socket Built in duplexer. Including cables for the computer and NOW ONLY £139.00
RRP £369.00 radio PC software Including AC Adaptor

NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR SOUTHAMPTON

TEL: 01703 246222 FAX: 01703 246206
SMC

South Midlands Communications Ltd HQ, SM House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh, Hampshire S053 4BY. Tel: (01703) 251549 Fax: (01703) 263507). Open 9-5.15pm Monday -Friday, 9-1pm
Saturday. E:mail: amateur©smc-comms.com Web: http://www.smc-comms.com

couNDTALK»))) Reg Ward & Co, 1 Westminster House, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NX.
Tel: (01297) 34918 Fax: (01297) 34949. Open 10-5pm Monday, 9-5.30pm Tuesday -Saturday. E:mail: regward@smc-comms.com
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Most PW readers will realise
that I'm a keen c.w. operator
- not a good one - but

someone who enjoys this simple
mode and does so every day, even if
it's only to get a short break from my
magazine work. It has the great
advantages of letting me
communicate all round the world
using relatively low power and simple
antennas.

However, even though I am a keen
c.w. operator I'm fully aware that
although it has a great future for those
who (like me) want to use it - as far as
the regulating authorities are
concerned Morse has had its day
as a requirement for access to
h.f. for Radio Amateurs. And this
statement leads me on to what I think
must be one of the strangest
decisions ever to come from the
Radio Society of Great Britain
(RSGB) so far!

The strange
decision?...it's the
RSGB's widely
publicised 'Let's do away
with the Morse
Test....but Let's have
another Morse test
instead!

A member of the
RSGB I have been
concerned at several
strange decisions that
have been announced
from Lambda House this
year. But the strangest
decision so far has got
to be the suggested
scrapping of the 12
words per minute (12w.p.m.) Morse
test for another - albeit slower test.

As I understand the suggested
idea it's regarded as an interim
measure - but in my mind it seems
very strange indeed! Surely, with the
certain knowledge that the regulating
authorities would support the
replacement of 12w.p.m. Morse test
with something regarded as more
appropriate - it would have been
better to announce the intention to
scrap the Morse test altogether and
start work on the replacement without
introducing 'part -baked' or 'half'
measures?

The Future
Personally, I think the future of the
Amateur Radio hobby in the United
Kingdom depends on many more
important factors than a simplified
Morse test. The factors include: Better
access to the Radio Amateur's
Examination, many more
opportunities to take the examination
throughout the year and a far faster
results service.

I also think that the structure of the
RAE itself has got to he looked at very
carefully because I consider it's not
serving the hobby or the candidate
very well at all. I say this because
whereas the Novice RAE is well
structured and seems to produce
students who are well prepared and
able to operate efficiently (in all
senses of the word) - the RAE does
not.

If the RSGB considers that they'll
generate more
money - and
members - by
making access to
h.f. easier by
lowering the
standards or
dropping the
Morse test
altogether...) think
they've got it
badly wrong. The
problem is far
more serious and
requires much
more than the
lowering of
(admittedly an

outdated) a higher standard as an
interim measure. As far as I can see it
- the decision will annoy both the
'must have Morse' camp and others
who consider that something more
appropriate must take its place.

More Class
Distinction?
As I consider England (in particular) to
be still riddled with 'Class Distinction'
in everyday life I'm loathed to see
class distinction to be increased in our
hobby. Over the years I've heard and
read much disparaging and

Calling Malta GC
In the last two years I've had letters from younger

radio enthusiasts in Malta GC explaining the

difficulties in getting radio components. I'm now

pleased to say there's a possibility I've found a way to

help and I'd like to hear from anyone who has wntten

on the subject ...so we can 'get the ball rolling'.

And as I write this 'Keylines' we're inundated

with the 'World Cup' football extravaganza. What's

the connection with Amateur Radio you may ask?

Well, I can answer you by saying that it's a good idea

to call 'CO' on 18MHz on the opening night of the

'World Cup'. I did  and was inundated with calls from

stations all over South America who could hear my

5W c.w. signals because the bands were so quiet.

I felt like a DX station. Oh well - for every dark

cloud there's a silver lining. Roll on the Olympics

I say!

unwarranted comments regarding A
and 'B' licence holders. So, personally
speaking I would be very sorry to see
a multi -layer American -style licence
system introduced here in the UK.

I'm reminded of the possible
increase in 'Class distinction'
everytime I meet one particular G3???
at rallies. He and I worked together in
broadcasting and when I joined the
organisation he said "I'm glad you're
a G3 Rob and not one of those
dreadful G8s". His comment disturbed
me greatly - not only because I want
everyone to enjoy our hobby (after all
- enjoyment is what it's all about!) but
at that time most of the Class Bs
working with us...were working in the
forefront of technology and often had
far more important jobs and were
better technically than I ever could be'

So, whatever happens in the future
regarding h.f. access to those that
pass the RAE - whether it be from a
specially re -vamped, redesigned and
more regularly 'available' examination
with speedier results - I fervently hope
that our hobby will not continue to be
tainted with 'Class Distinction' of any
sort.

I'm reminded of the time (as a
Junior Boy Entrant in the Royal Navy
nearly 40 years ago) when I asked if it
was possible for me to study for the
RAE at HMS Ganges (the former Navy
Training Base near Ispwich in Suffolk).
Looking surprised, the Petty Officer
Instructor told me "Amateur Radio -
that's for officers only my son"! To
encourage more people into our
wonderful hobby we've got to lay
such attitudes to rest now!

Rob Mannion G3XFD
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COMPILED BY ROB MANNION C3XFD

STAR LETTER
Practically Interested
Dear Sir

It was 1958 when I looked upon Amateur Radio with

nothing more than a cursory interest. But soon I was filled

with an enthusiastic challenge to find out more about this
hobby and quickly my need to explore the radio spectrum
was paramount. Those days most cities boast ex -war

surplus shops selling radio sets and it was with such

receivers as the CR100 and the AR88D that I tuned the

amateur bands within the h.f. spectrum.
The real challenge came when I tried my hand at radio

construction and with home-made valve converters I
monitored the 2m and 70cm bands. where practically all

activity was on a.m. It was here I found my niche in

Amateur Radio and my excitement to learn constructional
techniques was fired with each successful project

Today, most amateurs prefer factory made equipment

with the challenge to experiment diminishing to all but a
few enthusiastic constructors, and with it a declining use
of some band space dedicated to the radio hobbyist
above v.h.f. 70cm, a band once enveloped by

constructional 'know how' and experimentation, is but
one.

Now in the quietness of this band. I wonder if we the
Radio Amateurs have a genuine need for the 10MHz of

band space as we move towards the year 2000, and when

frequencies within this band are allocated to users other
than the Amateur Radio fraternity who except for the real
enthusiast, has long since thought of as simplex

challenging.
With today's technology where cheque book radio is

surpassing the once viable challenge of table top
constructional ingenuity perhaps we can manage with
less band space for our needs above v.h.f. There are still

amateur experimenters keeping alive this rewarding part
of our hobby, but with the majority of new radio licensees
preferring the multi -functional computerised equipment
offered by the giants of today's modern electronics
industry. But for how long will the spark of enthusiasm
hold the fascination and need to acquire the technical

knowledge and expertise to enable the Radio Amateur to

be builders of the equipment they use, rather than merely
operators of someone else's commercially -made grey

box?

The self achievement in using a piece of equipment

we made ourselves can never be price tagged  and the
11/

band space to experiment is there, but for how long, lest
we care to use it? Ingenuity is a gift to oneself. Keep

wireless practical!

Frank G6TNO

Greater Manchester

What If...?
Dear Sir
It is a commonly accepted theory
that nothing in this world goes to
waste and that we can see light
from the stars that commenced
their journey millions of years
ago. It is also accepted that
everything works on a magnetic
and wave principle, right? Just
suppose in time our radio
knowledge (for it has progressed
in leaps and bounds during this
century), just suppose we were
able to produce a sophisticated
piece of equipment that could
pluck sound waves out of the
ether from years ago. Would we
he able to listen to the Battle of
Waterloo? An opera sung by long
dead singer before recording
equipment was even thought of?

Daft idea? Is it? Just think
about it for a moment. Does a
sound wave ever die or merely
diminish in intensity over the
years? It may he weak but it's still
there. A thought to ponder on
maybe?
John Noble
Kent

Editor's comment: I'm not so
sure about sound waves John
- but I wonder what our
nearest neighbours will think
if they ever get to hear the
long delayed (for example)
chaotic signals associated
with Amateur Radio contests!
I've also heard it suggested
that any aliens who might
eventually receive TV signals
from Earth may think that
everyone speaks in what we
know as an Australian
accent!

Royal Approval For
Marconi

Dear Sir
This year is the Centenary of the
first use of wireless by the Royal
Family. Queen Victoria was so
impressed by the achievements
of Marconi that she gave orders
for wireless communication to be
established between Osborne
House, her mansion at East
Cowes on the Isle of Wight and
the Royal Yacht Osborne on
which her son the Price of Wales
(later King Edward) was sailing.
That was in August 1898 and
proved a great success, over 150
messages being handled by
means of the 10in spark coil

transmitters and coherer
receivers.

This truly historical event is
being re-enacted in period
costume on Saturday 29th
August this year, the special
callsign GBOQV - for Queen
Victoria - having been allocated to
Douglas Byrne G3KPO (Me!),
curator of the National Wireless
Museum on the Isle of Wight. It is
planned to transmit some of the
original messages between
Osborne House and a period
yacht on the Solent. On hoard will
be Rod Burman G4RSN. taking
the part of Mr Kemp (Marconi's
right-hand man). Unfortunately, I
think I'm just a wee bit too
antique to pass as a 22 year old
Marconi!

Any readers on holiday on the
Isle of Wight at the end of August
might he interested to know that
Osborne House will be open to
the public all day on 29 August
and might like to witness this
historic re -construction.
Douglas Byrne G3KPO
Isle of Wight

Gee - You're Wrong!
Dear Sir
I have read Brian Kendal's
excellent article describing Gee,
the navigational equipment which
assisted Bomber Command in
those far off days. I would like to
point out an error and suggest a
correction to the picture of the
Lancaster. The antenna shown
and said to be the Gee antenna is
in fact the SBA antenna. The Gee
antenna on the Lancaster was on
the upper part of the fuselage,
just above the navigator's
position (just forward of the
astrodome). It was a whip
antenna feeding into an antenna
coupler, accessible to the
navigator. The coupler contained
several switched, slug tuned
inductors, in order to meet the
wide range of operating
frequencies.

The Mk11 receiver employed
plug-in r.f. units. By changing this
units, several alternative
frequencies were available to the
navigator. I recall three such units,
RF24, RF25 and RF26, the latter
having variable tuning by variable
capacitor and slow motion drive,
whilst the 24 and 25 offered four
or maybe five switched
alternatives, tuning was by pre-
set LC circuits, the capacitor
trimmer being the concentric Pye
trimmer still in use today.

The suggestion that Gee
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The Bad News... Followed by the Good News...
Blots On Frequency

Dear Sir
'Keylines' in February 1998 PW referred to 'our
marvellous hobby', a true description, but like most other
aspects of modern society it has blots. One blot exists just
above 3.7MHz late at night, where gathers a number of
persons with no regard whatsoever for the conventions of
normal conversation, both in speech and subject matter.

It is unfortunate that Esde Tyler GOAEC in the
February 1998 issue of Radio Communications has
recommended that Novices listen on that frequency and
time, one hopes that youthful listeners will not encounter
this group of emphatically expressive creatures of the
night. A cassette is enclosed, if you can steel yourself to
listen to it all and I hope you will come to the same
conclusion as the second and third opinion gathered
locally here.

Something should be done to end this disgrace on
British Radio Amateurs. Please use your influence to this
end.
Ray Coley G3IFF
Hampshire

Editor's reply: I did not need Ray's cassette - I've
often heard the OSOs mentioned underway in the
early hours. Such behaviour does us great discredit
and they obviously just do not realise (or even
care!) how many people are listening. You can be
sure - whatever time of day it is - someone IS
LISTENING to you. So please represent our hobby
in the best way possible.

became as ineffective as is
intimated in the article, is certainly
not so. The Mk I Gee, which used
VR92 (Mullard EF50) valves was
soon replaced by the MkII, which
used VR65 (Mazda SP61) valves.
The Mk11 receiver was equipped
with several, very effective, anti -
jamming circuits. The
combination of these together
with the range of frequencies
from the increased number of
chains, considerably extended the
useful employment of the system.
The Mk11 was still in use long after
H2S was introduced in 1943/44.

I have included a block
diagram of the Gee Indicator Unit
which might help readers to
understand how the accurate
measurements were obtained.
Gordon E. Lumley 03DJE
ex 100 Sqdn. Bomber
Command
North Yorkshire

Editor's comment: Thanks for
the correction Gordon. Brian
Kendal (the author) was not
responsible for the
photograph - it came from a
separate source. Sorry about
the error - and readers who
are interested in Gordon's
block diagram can obtain a
photocopy by sending in an

The Amateur Radio Spirit

Dear Sir
How's this for a fine example of the Amateur Radio spirit?
Hearing that I needed a p.s.u. for a Russian set Anatol,/
UA2AO wrote to me and said he had just what I wanted
and that I could have it free, but postage was very difficult
from his location.

We managed to find a German Radio Club going on a
visit to Russian. One of the members, Horst DJ2HN, was
approached and asked if he could help. Despite a
language problem, he with no English and my poor
German, this was agreed. True to his word, a parcel
eventually arrived from Germany containing the p.s.u.
which he carried all the way from the USSR.

Now if that does not deserve a medal, I don't know
what does! Also assisting in this operation were Mike
G4AYO and Arthur PAOAOB. My thanks go out to all of
them.
Ben Nock G4BXD
Worcestershire.

Editor's comment: That's more like it - the true
spirit lives on!

The Star Letter will receive a voucher worth
£10 to spend on items from our Book or other

services offered by Practical Wireless. All
other letters will receive a £5 voucher.

s.a.e. to Donna Vincent
G7TZB at the PIN offices. And
I don't suppose there are
many of us over 50 years old
who didn't come across those
wonderful RF units -
especially those with the
illuminated translucent
Muirhead dials (the RF27?).

Amateur Radio Valid?
Dear Sir
In these days of Global
Communications whereby we
have instant control and more
importantly instant access of both
voice and data modes of
communication via cellular
telephones, Internet, FAXes, etc.,
is Amateur Radio still a valid and
relevant medium? - bearing in
mind its various limitations
including unpredictable
propagation trends, slow and
unreliable packet access, etc.

Even the marriage of
convenience which seen the
dominance of the PC, interlink
with the hobby via SSTV, Packet,
etc., seems to have reached its
peak with the demise of these
modes in favour of Internet
subscription. I can recall many
weekends whilst living in a

Glasgow flat precariously
balanced on a tenement roof and
erecting various masts and an
assortment of antennae in search
of that Holy Grail...the perfect
signal.

The wind of change has
arrived to effect our hobby inn a
variety of ways. In order to
embrace these changes we
should abandon the RAE in its
present form and dispense with
the Morse requirement which is
now of little relevance and serves
no meaningful purpose
whatsoever in a society versed in
digital electronics and
communications.

The hobby has come a long
way since cosy Sunday afternoon
'rag chewing' on 'top band' and
perhaps in many ways technology
has left it behind.
S. Adams GM4PGL
Scotland
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Letters Received Via The 'Internet'
Many letters intended for 'Receiving You' now arrive via the 'Internet'.

And although there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many

correspondents are forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to

remind readers that although we will not publish a full postal address

(unless we are asked to do so), we require it if the letter is to be

considered. So, please don't forget to include your full postal address

and callsign along with your E -Mail hieroglyphics! All letters intended

for publication on this page must be clearly marked 'For Publication'.

Editor
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COMPILED BY DONNA VINCENT G7TZB
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Another
PW Winner!

Pictured here is David Anger
M1ANA who was the lucky winner
of a Kenwood TH-235 in our
wordsearch competition as run in
November 1997 issue of PW. David is
a regular visitor to the pages of PW
and actually holds three callsigns -
2E1DXW, M1ANA and MOBMF - the
latter being the latest one to be
added to his list after recently
passing his Morse.

The 'prize' Kenwood hand-held
was used extensively by David
during a 'Thinking Day on the Air'
event held in February. The event
was run by the Sudbury & District
Radio Amateurs in conjunction with
the Boxford Girl Guides using the
special callsign GBOBGG.

David also put his new Kenwood
through its paces during an even held
on March 10 when the Sudbury &
District radio club were on air for the
Stour Valley Run. So, David is
obviously geniunely pleased with his
'PW' prize and this just goes to show
that if you enter our competitions you
do have a chance of winning and that
the prizes are won and used by 'real'
people!

Examination Time!
Next month in PWwe will be bringing you
news of the various RAE. Novice and Morse
courses that are due to start from September.
So, if you are a representative from a college,
radio club, examination centre, or a course
tutor please make sure you send full details of
the course to me, Donna G7TZB, c/o of the
Editorial Offices or via E-mail to
donna@pwpublishing.ltd.uk by 20 July to
be included in the feature.

Recent Rigs And Receivers
Twrog Press of Penybont, Gellilydan, Blaenau
Ffestiniog, Gwynedd LL41 4EP, Tel: (01766) 590341
have introduced a new publication
entitled Recent Rigs and Receivers
to their range. This A5 sized 40
page book, written by Dave
Morgan GW4KYZ contains up-
to-date information on
equipment manufactured in the
last three years.

Recent Rigs is intended as a
supplement to Twrog's other
publications, the Rig Review
and the Receiver Review both
of which were also written by
GW4KYZ. The cost of Recent
Rigs and Receivers is £3.50
post free and if you fancy
getting hold of Twrog's
earlier publications, they are
still available at £5 each.

Tom
Leaves
Leeds
The Leeds Amateur Radio
(LAR) Communication
Centre has recently moved to
new premises in East Ardsley.
This move has been prompted
by the fact that Tom
Beaumont has now reached
65 and is moving into
retirement.

Tom and his wife Hazel
have been trading at the LAR
Communication Centre for the
past 22 years and during that
time have made many friends,
in the trade and customers.
They would like to thank all
those who have supported
them over the years and hope
that the same support will be
extended to Steve Pounder
and David Wood G4TIIN, the
new proprietors.

The new location for the
LAR shop is Bradford Road,
East Ardsley, WF3 2DN.
Tel: 0113-2524580, FAX:
0113-252 4586. East Ardsley
is located between Exit 28 on
the M62 and Exit 41 on the M1
and will soon be connected to
the new Al -M1 link giving
access from all directions.

Trading hours for the LAR
Communications Centre are
9.30am - 5.30pm Monday to
Saturday (closed on
Wednesdays afternoons).
There is ample parking on -site
and a full range of Amateur
Radio products on offer.

Waters &
Stanton
Open Day
The eighth Waters &
Stanton Open Day, held
on 7 June once again
proved to be very
successful. There was the
usual queue of some 50
plus people waiting
outside for

the doors to
open.

Free food and drink was
on offer throughout the
day with two of the
highlights of the day being
the free raffles with items
donated by Kenwood and
Icom and the auction held
by Mark Francis where
20A power supplies
fetched around £30 and a
video recorder went for
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Leicester For The Cup!
Leicester Radio Society are due to operate a very
special event station using the callsign GB98FLD ..I/VOrldeurt
from 30 July to 16th August. The station will be
put 'on -air' by
is begin run in connection with the Football
World Cup for footballers with learning
disabilities.

The tournament 'kicks -off at Leicester City
Football Club ground on the 30 July and with
16 countries taking part and matches being
played at various club grounds throughout
Leicestershire and neighbouring counties
until the final on 16 August it promises to be
an exciting few weeks. Throughout the
tournament GB98FLD will be activated on 3.5
and 28MHz s.s.b./c.w. and also on 144 and
430MHz using as many modes as possible.

The venues for operation will be as follows:

30 July - 4 August

5 - 12 August

13 - 16 August

members of the Leceister RS and 't

I

Leicester Radio
Society HO
World Cup Village,
Victoria Park, Leicester
Leicester Radio
Society HO

In commemoration of this Football event and also
the unique callsign, the commemorative QSL card

just 20p!
The other major

attractions of the day were
antenna parts, alloy tubing,
traps and brackets.
Customers were invited to
pay £1 for as much as they
could carry! You should
have seen the rush, not to
mention the over -laden cars
that left Hockley with the

goodies!
The total attendance

for the day was
believed to be in
excess of 400 people
and considering the
event clashed with
National Field Day it
was a great turn -out.
Both Practical
Wireless & Short
Wave Magazine
were represented,

as were Yaesu, Icom
and Kenwood.

(as shown here)
has been designed. All QSL
requests should be made either via the
Radio Society of Great Britain's bureau or direct to
PO Box 49, Leicester and QSL collectors and
short wave listeners are also welcome to apply for
this very special card.

The Leicester RS would like to thank the RSGB
and the Radiocommunications Agency for the
issue of the Special (Special) Event callsign.
Thanks also go to club member Arthur GOTNI
for his work in gaining the callsign.

A Digital Helping
The transmission and distributor
provider for Independent radio,
NTL, have launched a guide
called A helping hand into digital
radio for commercial radio
stations, which is the first
publication of its kind to be
written for the commercial radio
industry. The digital age is fast
approaching and with digital
radio being seen as the biggest
challenge since the introduction
of f.m. broadcasting it was
decided by NTL Broadcast Radio
that a simple -to -understand,
'jargon' free guide to the
complex subject was much
needed.

The radio team at NTL has
been working on digital radio
since 1995 and the new guide A
helping hand into digital radio

for commercial
radio stations
examines the
strategic and
business issues
involved in
migrating
commercial
radio into it's
new digital
platform.

The new
guide will be
distributed to

Fun Day
On 1 August 1998, South Midlands
Communications Ltd., will be holding their
annual Open Day at their HQ in Chandlers
Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire. This year's event
marks the 40th anniversary of SMC and the
event promises to be a real 'fun day' with a
wide range of exhibitors in attendance, a
raffle, car boot sale, surplus stock sale and
bargains galore. For more information call
Ailsa on (01703) 251549.

commercial
broadcasters and other
interested parties. The team at
NTL are also producing a
companion publication to A
helping hand into digital radio
for commercial radio stations for
engineers. This will be titled 'A
helping hand into digital radio
for engineers'.

For more information on how
to obtain either of the NTL
guides or for additional details
on digital radio contact Emma
Bickerdike on (01962)
822891

TOI
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Hereford Visit
Rob Mannion G3XFD recently
visited the Hereford Amateur
Radio Society (HARS), where he
was presented with a £50 donation
to be passed on to the Radio
Amateur Invalid & Blind Club
(RAIBC). The money was collected
from that evening's meeting, which
was also attended by members of
the Abergavenny Radio Society.

As many of you are probably
aware when Rob visits clubs to
provide a 'PWtalk' he doesn't
charge for the privilege but instead
asks for a donation to be sent to the
RAIBC, so the donation from the
Hereford and Abergavenny clubs
was certainly well received.

The picture shows (l -r) Tim
Bridgland-Taylor GOJWJ
(Chairman of HARS), Rob G3XFD
and Eddie Wyman GOUDF
(Honary Secretary of HARS) during
Rob's visit on the evening of Friday
19 June.

Stockton Celebrates
The Stockton-on-Tees Special Events group
(G3YNB) will be running a special event
station using the callsign GBOSRF from
Friday 24 July through until Sunday 2
August. The station is being put on air from
Gloucester House in Stockton-on-Tees to
celebrate the Stockton International
Riverside Festival.

Short wave listening reports are most
welcome and QSL is 100%. Any direct QSLs
should be sent to GODOD (QTHR) and must
include a stamped addressed envelope.
More information on the GBOSRF special
event station can be obtained by E -mailing
mikegOdod@compuserve.com

New Book
Now available from the PW Book Store is
newly publishedCO-CTZM, Diary of a Maritime
Radio Officer by Ross Bradshaw. The book,
written In a diary format of a radio officer
during the period 1973-1979, provides an
insight into into the activities of maritime
radio officers, the equipment that they
used together with some technical
Information. Order your copy now from
the PW Book Store for only E12.95 plus £1
P&P (UK), £2 P&P (overseas).

Plymouth Radio Club
Den Perryman G7NMA of the Plymouth Radio Club has dropped me a
line to remind you of some interesting 'talks' that are taking place over the
next few weeks. These are as follows:

Date

August 4
11th
18th
September 1

Talk Subject

Fort Bovisand Underwater Centre
Visit to the BBC Studio in Plymouth
National Blood Transfusion Service
Air Ambulance

The Plymouth club meet in the basement of the Royal Fleet Club, 12
Morice Square, Devonport, Plymouth and all meetings open at 7.30pm
for a 8pm start except on the occasion of a visit to another location when
members are asked to arrive at 6.45pm for a 7pm start. For more
information on the club's activites you are invited to contact Den on
(01752) 346158 before 9pm.

Admiralty list
Just published by the United
Kingdom Hydrographic Office in
Taunton, Somerset is the Admiralty
List of Radio Signals (ALRS)
Volume 3 Radio Weather
Services and Navigational
Warnings. This A4
publication is now
produced in full colour
and has been fully
updated to contain a
complete guide to
Automatic Picture
Transmission IAPTI
and Weather
Facsimile (WE FAX)
services as well as all
maritime radio
weather services
and safety information
broadcasts.

Full, international NAVTEX
details are also included as are
Internet, telephone and telefaz
marine weather services provided
by national Meteorological

Authorities. The information
supplied is completed by
SUBFACTS and GUNFACTS, which
are broadcasts detailing submarine
and practice firing activites.

The ALRS Volume 3
contains over 160
diagrams and tables
and is produced in
two parts. Part one
covers Europe, Africa,
and Aisa and Part two,
the Philippines,
Indonesia, Australia, the

Americas, Greenland and
Iceland. Both parts are

available from appointed
Chart Agents for the
recommended price of £24.

Further details can be
obtained from The United

Kingdom Hydrographic Office,
Public Relations Department,
Admiralty Way, Taunton,
Somerset TA1 2DN. Tel: (01823)
337900.

Free To A Good Home
Mr E. G. Thompson has recently contacted us with the news that he has a
mint conditIon copy of the June 1985 copy of Practical Wireless which he'd
like to give away free to a 'good home'. So. if your collection is
incomplete and you've been desperately looking for a copy of the June
1985 issue then contact Mr Thompson at 16 Primrose Street. Cittheroe,
Lancs 887 181 But hurry, it's first COMe first served!
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INNOVATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

ICOM
I

2
E

TRANSCEIVERS
Alinco DJ -190 £149.99

Alincu DJ -S41 £99.99

Icom 4279.99
Kellwood T11 -22F £209.99

Alinco DJ -G5 £269.99

Yaesu Fr -so 4Call
Yaesu FT -I1 £Call

Alinco DR -140 4219.99
Alinco DR -430 4259.99
Yaesu FT -81008 &Call

Yaesu FT -3000M £Call

'cum IC -207H £439.99

Kum IC -2-10H 4494.99
lcom 1C -W321: £349.99

Icom 1C -T8 4Call

GARMIN
GPS III

NIGHT VISION
from £141.99

SR PALM PILOT
from £140199

DIGITAL CAMERAS
from £490:99

4

LASER POINTERS
from

MAGELLAN
GPS

RLDI/Vio

SUNRISE
0/p- 9

.5" AND Ef'
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

Fax 0171.837 3728 E-mail: saleaCaun-riae.co.uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London N11
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

YUPITERU
M

T

1

O

SCANNERS
Wel, WS -1000 £209.99

Icom IC -RIO £259.99K L'niden /20XIT 4169.99

GPS 11

GPS 11+

4129.99
S209.99

GPS I1XL 4204.99 GPS Pioneer £89.99

GPS 48 £229.99 GPS 2000XL 4139.99
GPS MAP130 £434.99 GPS Tracker £219.99

GPS MAP135 SCall Color Trak S279.99

GPS MAP175 /Call GSC 100 £1349.99

GPS MAP230 SCall NAV 1200 £229.99

GPS MAP220 iCall NAV 6000 4569.99

GPS III nem SCall NAV 6500 4739.99

Uniden 6OXLT £49.99

Yupiteru MVT-9000 £319.99
Yupiteru MVT-7100 £199.99
Uniden BC-80XLT £89.99

AOR ARR000 4289.99
Alinco DIX-111 £289.99

Yupiteru MVT-3300 1,154.99

AOR AR3000 SCall

Ian ICR-8500 £1499.00

Yaesu FRG -100 5489.99

Ici nil PCR-1OPO /Call
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RIGS OF DISTINCTION
(;3R('()_ & SON 49.77r+, 1

IC

WE BUY AND
SELL HAM GEAR

We don't give interest Free credit, ++c don't take
credit cards. We do, however, SELL GOOD GEAR

AT REASONABLE PRICES.
40 years of buying and selling gives G3RCQ a

wealth of knowledge. If you are selling a TCS12
or a BC348 to the latest state of the art gear

think G3RCQ.
Having won the lottery several times over funds

are unlimited - CASH is always available for
your gear WORKING, BROKEN, OW or NEW.

It makes sense to phone Dave, Maree or Michael,
the family team, for the best deal in the

universe. OK, OK, I know it's corny but you're
reading this and more importantly I want you to
remember G3RCQ is the GENTLEMAN DEALER

of the amateur radio world.

CALL DAVE G3RCQ ON:
Showroom (01708) 374043

Mobile (0956) 854947
Pager (01523) 133511

E-mail: radiog3rcq acompuserve.com

,RAAAA.s.a.s.asiAeas,gs,maAalloa.*0410,gsas,5a.ww.sa-witvwspsv.seww.Ervivseu.

is

et CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

If you need Valves/Tubes or other
electronic components etc.

. . . then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and

35 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

Dept PW, 130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. England

Tel: 44-01245 355296/265865 Fax: 44-01245 490064

B S I Regd stockist
ISO 9002 R533906

We supply
Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses
Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

1=.1411-le *IxMember
Sieinens franchised distributor

Diodes & rectifiers
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable
Fans
Switches
Relays
Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

Electrovalue Ltd. Tel 0161-432 4945 Fax: 0161-432 4127

680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
e-mai! sales@electrovalue.demon.co uk web site: www.electrovalue.com

( o
.dCuts
Limited

Game and see us al a
Radio Fair

2 Chase Cottages
New Road
Idham
Essex
C06 3QT
Td: (01206) 213322
Fax: (01376) 561373

Suppliers of quality electronic
thingies at very friendly prices.

OsziFox Probe
20MHz Oscilloscope £75
Laser Pointer Pen £15

:1
it Laser Pointer 10 in 1 £20

CCD Camera module B/W £50
ti CCD Camera module colour _1,145
c Camera Scan kit 13W £85

Camera Scan kit colour £175
Date & time module £45
4 channel switcher £50

\t I mr rsd,/ rIIF.t2EES. PC/STAI. ottnNts. VISA & Act ACCEPTED

SYON TRADING
16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead

Surrey KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax:01372 361421

Callers by appointment only.

Try us for:
Resistors - Capacitors - Switches - Semiconductors -
Cable connectors etc.
Plus all those hard to find parts for the constructor.

Send or phone today for your catalogue

* See us at the rallies *
COMPONENTS AND AMATEUR RADIO

EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

Robin G3NFV Geoff G4ECF

J. BIRKETT
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
ED MOD Flf POWER MODULE . . . .

Hf AERIAL AMPLIFIER !. .xbr
COLLINS MODULE FREQUENCY STABILIZER with two mechanical fitters es -6101

25 The Strait
Lincoln 1N2 1JF
Tel 01522 520767

Partners J H Birkett

J L Birkett

VHF TRANSMITTERRECEIVERM with 21 valves. dynamotor. 10 crystals etc a f.251P8P f101
POLYESTER CAPACITORS. 00710F. 0 NE All 400wiz 20o each discs 0.010 976.w. 001uF ICOOvw Both 412
Icy fl SUER MICA CAPACITORS 350vw. 1039. 61 10 82.100 120 150 180 210 400. 540 820 1000 1422 2200pF All
2Do each

SURPLUS INE CAST BOXES 3' x 1 1' f1, 4' l' 9 (1 so. 4., 3.. v f195 xt f4 50 T 3" a L415
PNP 1GHz TRANSISTOR 254959 2 50p. 5 lor f2, 2529070 6 6 for 50p

NEW METERS 130mm dia 300 volt AC for monitoring mains a f5IPAP1721

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 15- 15pF a f3.50 I 0.10.211pF a C150. 200,300pF a C350 303-400pF 3 £350
C1304 types 10pF 25pF 53pF. 6 f3 SO each

DC -AIRCRAFT RADIO CONTROL BOXES Harrier type PV1754 S 015 IP8P f51, ex -Lynx 17169 0 EIS 1P8P 131, ex -V

B:mber Intercom unit 2E10 IPAP (Ii, radio box ex -Nimrod a 15 rP8P f51, Tacan box 183 an IP8P £31, Tacan box 182
Ed P&P ADF box ex -Hercules 6 f15 !P&P f51

RF POWER TRANSISTORS 501487, 1001N, 11 soh 6 fI295,f22 pair, CTC 711584 matched quads 6 (15 ABC 711530 a

;'7.E741 Cf4 544BLY fa
FERRITE RINGS Andres sae ext die 12 &run, tut dia 75mm 4 8 for ft

ACCESS SWITCH SAPCLAxCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS cards accepted

for =tee, niess othewse stated.

C.M. HOWES KITS Available by post and for callers.

LAKE ELECTRONI
The Kits with ALL the Bits!

Established for more than 12 years as premium d
and suppliers of kits, components and accessories for R

Amateurs and SWLs, our range now includes:
The DTR range of ORP transceivers - ATUs (Tx and Rxi
CARLTON' 3 -band receiver - Audio and noise reductio

filters - Antenna coupling transformers ("Magnetic Balunsl -
ORP power meter (20W CW/AM/FM plus 40W PEP SSB) -

SWR meter - Code practice oscillator.
For a FREE illustrated catalogue, send a large (A5} SSAE to:

Lake Electronics, Dept PW, 7 Middleton Close
Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

Phone: 0115-938 2509

[7:.] E-mail: radkit@compuserve.com
Callers by appointment only
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BY POIVIAR OEMANDi

By now I hope you've
had a little practice in

designing, drawing
preparing and etching some
little printed circuit boards
1p.c.b.$) of your own. And if
you've followed my advice
you'll have made the boards
shown in Fig. 2 of last month.
If so - it's on with the process,
if not - make your boards and
then join in the fun!

It's very simple to prepare
the p.c.b. material - whether
epoxy based paper or glass
fibre material. And a tip I can
pass on is not to cut it with a
saw. My method is to use a
sharp file to divide the
boards, using a 'straight
edge' (usually another board)
to guide the file.

I think the file method
makes a much neater job and
there's less chance of
damaging the board.
Additionally, you don't need a
large hacksaw or bench vice
to do the job, only something
heavy enough to hold the job

down while you file.
The design I'm using for

the introduction to p.c.b.
techniques, is the simple
diode detector and one stage
of audio receiver from the
April issue. It's a case of 'one
step backwards' (by using a
circuit you know already) and
several steps forward by
introducing the p.c.b.
technique.

Incidentally, the simple
p.c.b. method I'm introducing
will be in use throughout this
series from now on.
However, although I strongly
advise you to make your own
p.c.b.s it is still possible to
use the drawing -pin and
board system.

Surfam Mounting

I suppose you could call the
method of mounting wire
ended components - as I'm
about to describe - as a crude
system of 'surface mounting'.

Fig. 1: The p.c.b. pertly assembled, the two vertical wires to the
right of the ferrite rod are used to connect the tuning capacitor.
The coil centre tap can be seen attached to its solder pad, as can
the main connection at either end of the coil. Note how the
components are mounted directly to the solder pads without using
mounting holes. Heat shunting (by gripping the leads with pliers or
tweezers) is essential when soldering the diode and transistor.

However, in reality the only
real connection is that the
components are mostly
mounted on the same side as
the copper etched track using
traditional wire ended
components.

The components are
directly mounted on the
copper tracks, as shown in
Fig. 1. This photo was taken
during an early stage of
assembling the project. As
drilled mounting holes aren't
used, larger connecting
'pads' are necessary. But
that's no problem with the
'Data' pen method of
applying the etch resist
because it's easier to make
thicker tracks than thinner
ones!

From the photograph, Fig.
1, you can clearly see that the
stress and loading on the
copper track is spread
somewhat by the larger
surface area of the pads. The
stresses involved get even
smaller if you use lighter,
modern components but in
practice I've used many
differing types over the years
and it's rare indeed to over
stress the copper foil

laminate and 'lift' it off the
board.

Finished Board

The finished board for the
project is shown in Fig. 2. In
this photograph the tuning
coil (inductance) wound on to
a small ferrite rod, is shown
mounted (it can be secured
with a spot of hot wax or
blobs of adhesive at the ends
of the rod) on the board with
its two 'flying lead' ends
soldered to the pads as
indicated. The coil centre tap
is soldered to the pad marked
'antenna' on the board.

How easy it is to make
these boards is shown by the
slight variations in the
photographs in this issue and
from the 'Radio Basics'
column from the July issue.
This is because I made four
boards, in less than an hour,
to show the various stages of
construction. And because
they were all drawn
'freehand' there's bound to
be slight differences between
them.

The Polyvaricon tuning
capacitor - mounted to the

Radio Basics is continued on page 18

Last month Rob Mannion G3XFD introduced you to the techniques involved in

designing, preparing and etching your own printed circuit boards. This time, Rob

goes one step further by describing a simple p.c.b. assembly technique.
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To earth

Cla/b D1 Cl

right of the tuning inductance -
is secured by adhesive to the
board and connected by two
vertical wires (see Fig. 11. The
tuning knob/dial has been
removed for clarity in the
photograph.

All the other components to
be mounted on the board are
straightforward to install. Note
however that it's a good idea
to mark 'E, B, C' (Emitter,
Base, Collector in the case of a
simple transistor) on tne
boards you make. Correct
placing of the transistor during
assembly is then much easier.

For the 'phones' audio
output I suggest you use
multistrand wire rather than
single core. This reduces wire
'fatigue' breakages at the
soldering point.

Switch On

Once you've finished the
assembly and checked all the
connections, and all is well -

you can switch on by
connecting the battery supply.
A PP3 9V battery is ideal and
the 'press stud' type of
connector with colour coded
leads, connected to the -V and
+V pads can be used.

Connect the antenna, and
the earth and you're off! If you
built the original 'drawing pin'
version you won't be surprised
at the performance - but if you
did - although it performs the
same it looks much neater
doesn't it?

And of course, if you prefer

R1 +9V

To
Headphones

0 V

Fig. 2: Annotated photograph showing the completed p.c.b. ready
for use. The ferrite rod inductance and the tuning capacitor (left)
can be attached to the board with adhesive or by using a small
amount of melted wax. Note the connections on the Polyvaricon.
(Centre connection is 'common'). The circuit used is the one that
appeared on page 22 of the April 1998 issue of PW.

to use the 'old fashioned' open
framed variable capacitors for
tuning - you can easily modify
your boards for these excellent
components. This system is

that flexible!
Next time I'm going to take

you on yet another step
forward by describing a true

'tuned radio frequency'
receiver, which also
incorporates a 'regenerative'
detector. It will of course be
built onto your own 'home -
brewed' p.c.b.s! In the
meantime - keep practising
making your own boards.

PW

Interested?
Want to join in with

'Radio Basics'? You

can - if you send in an

s.a.e. with a 50p stamp

requesting the free

'Radio Basics'

Information Sheets

1 & 2 to Donna

Vincent G7TZB at the

Editorial offices. Also

available are reprints

of G3XFD's original

'Getting Started the

Practical Way' 5 -part

series which was first

published in 1986. If

you require this please

enclose a cheque

(payable to PW

Publishing Ltd.) or

Postal Order for

£2.50.

Fig. 3: This photograph is included in 'Radio Basics' to illustrate how the p.c.b. material 'chassis'
construction technique lends itself to 'quick home -brewing' in a very effective way. The p.c.b. sections
can be soldered together to form the 'chassis' and is remarkably strong and lightweight. The
photograph shows an '0)(0' 7MHz ORP c.w. transmitter (Designed by George Burt GM3OXX and
published in Sprat - the G-QRP Club's journal). The versatility and simplicity  of the technique is
demonstrated by the mixture of the variable crystal oscillator (VXOI capacitor which dates from the
1930s, and two solid dielectric variable capacitors for the (milliwatt) p.a. stage and a plastic till -roll
centre for the coil! In the final 7MHz version the transmitter has an output of less than 500rriVV and has
provided DSOs all over Europe - from a transmitter built over a weekend entirely from p.c.b. off -cuts!
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RECTROffifill
-77

Technical products
....yours for under e4

The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue provides
a virtual technical superstore, product
encyclopaedia, and a help line with

round-the-clock service - the moment you
slip it into your computed

It's quite amazing just how much you con get out of it. Products from

batteries to bearings, fuses to fans, semi -conductors to computers, hand

to power tools On-line advice, and access to a full library of data
sheets, providing detailed information on almost every product in our
range. But the best thing about Electromail, is that it's open just when you

wont to go shopping. 24 hours a day 365 days a year.
And in most cases your order will be despatched on the very

EIECTI10111811
a more professional choice

same day you order (failing that, the next
working day)

The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue offers
you more products and services than any of the
alternatives. Send for your copy and get a head

start in your business, your home or hobby .. and at just 0 99 with free
delivery, it's not worth struggling on without it!

HOW TO ORDER

Tel 01536 204555 or Fax 01536 405555
When ordering by fax 01 phone quote stock no. 313 6988 and hove your «edit card details

handy. Alternatively, you tan open your own Electromail account please ask for details.

Electromail, P.O. Box 33, Corby, Northants, NN17 9EL. Tel: 01536 204555 Fax: 01536 405555

Colchester Radio
Amateurs Rally and

Giant Boot Sale
26th July 1998

Open 10.00am
St. Helena School, Sheepen Rd,

Colchester. Entry: £.1.50.

This year there will be:
Radio, Computers, Hobby stalls, Crafts,
Modelling, Cars, Trains, Kits, Golf, Fishing,
Antiques, tools, Bric-a-brac, Clothes, Books
and more!

MORSE TESTS REFRESHMENTS

SOMETHING FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Traders . . . book early or arrive on the day. gates
open 8.00am for traders to set-up ready for the

general public (10.00am).
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT RALLY DIRECTOR ON

(01206) 369226.
Outside pitch - £5.00. Inside hall table - £10.00.

Potter point (hall only) - £5.00

LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENT THE

27th LEICESTER
AMATEUR RADIO

SHOW
at a new venue

CASTLE DONINGTON
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

CENTRE
near juction 23A Ml motorway & East Midlands

International Airport
on

Friday 25th & Saturday 26th
SEPTEMBER, 1998

Direct bus services from Barnsley, Bradford, Leeds, Leicester, Sheffield,
Loughborough, Milton Keynes, Nottingham and Wakefield to East Midlands

Airport. Free shuttle bus from airport to exhibition hall.
Nearest railway stations: Derby and Loughborough on Midland Mainline from

Leeds, Sheffield, Wakefield, Kettering, Wellingborough, Luton. Bedford, London
1St. Pancras) and the continent. Central trains from Birmingham and the South-

West serve Derby also. Central trains from Cambridge and the East serve Leicester.
Air flights from the UK and the World via the British Midland Airways link from

Schipol Airport. Amsterdam. Holland.

ALL THE USUAL FEATURES BUT EVEN BIGGER THAN EVER. 150 STANDS,
A CONVENTION AND FLEA MARKET

For stand and table bookings contact John Theodorson, G4NTTF!
TeVFax: (01604) 790966 E-mail GL'vMTPG+Idr; orci irk

For further details contact Geoff Dover, G4AFJ.
Tel: (01455) 823344 or Fax: (01455) 828273

or see our Internet site http//www.lars.org.uk with maps and all sorts of
information on how to reach the show and all its features.

. .
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Ian Poole 63N1 His about dosnriog the

posh° What Is fl IMPATI VIA?

The IMPact Aviiiiiii,.lie
ransit Time IIMPATT)

diode is used for
generating radio frequency
signals in the microwave
region between about 3 and
100GHz and beyond. There
are a number of types of
diode used for generating
microwave signals, but the
IMPATT is the most powerful.

The basic idea for the
diode can be traced back to a

p. fl

Cathode

Drift reg,on

le, Anode

Avalanche region

Fig. 1: An s=ample of is typical'
IMPATT diode.

paper written by Shockley in
1954 where he proposed the
use of a p -n junction. A further
idea for a slightly different
type of structure using a
p+/n/i/n+ was proposed by
Read in 1958. However, it was
not until 1965 that a working
diode was made and the first
IMPATT oscillations were
observed at Bell Labs. Since
then a number of different
types of structure have been
used, but all employ the same
basic principle of operation.

Different
Structures
A variety of different
structures can be used for the
IMPATT diode. In general they
are variations of a p -n junction
often with an intrinsic area in
the structure as shown in Fig.
1. The most common form of
diode, the Reed diode is
shown here for simplicity as it
shows the mode of operation
particularly well. Other forms
are generally variations of a p
n junction where avalanche
breakdown is made to occur
in a high field region.

The typical realisation of
the Reed diode is also shown

in Fig. 2 Here it can be seen
that the diode is made in a
vertical structure with vertical
current flow. Typically the n
layer is about 1-2mm and the
intrinsic layer is between 3-
20mm, although thicknesses
of 0.5mm may have to be
used for frequencies in excess
of 100GHz.

A variety of materials can
be used. Silicon and gallium
arsenide are the most
common, although
germanium, indium
phosphide, and others have
been used.

Diode Operation
The operation of the IMPATT
diode is based around the fact
that there are two basic areas.
The first is called the
avalanche or injection region.
Here the current carriers
(electrons or holes) are
generated.

The second area is a drift
region. Here the carriers move
across a region of the diode
taking a certain amount of
time. The fact that the carriers
take time to cross this region
is crucial to the operation of
the diode.

The IMPATT is operated
under reverse bias so that
avalanche breakdown occurs
in the p -n junction. The electric
field at the p -n junction,
formed by the heavily doped p
and n regions, is very high.
Here a voltage appears across
a very narrow gap.

In this circumstance any
carriers will be accelerated
very quickly. When they
collide with the crystal lattice
they may free one or more
carriers, which in turn may be
accelerated and will collide
again freeing more carriers.

Avalanche breakdown due
to the impact occurs when
one carrier frees more than

Cathode p
n

Mods
WT0942

Fig. 2: A vertical IMPATT
diode structure.

one other carrier from the
lattice. However, for this to
occur a certain voltage must
be exceeded across the
junction. But, this is only the
first part of the story.

The way in which an
IMPATT operates relies on a
phenomenon called negative
resistance to cause and
sustain the oscillation. This
effect occurs when an
increase in voltage gives a
decrease in current. Normally
an increase in voltage would
give a corresponding increase
in current.

The negative resistance
effect does not occur at d.c.
Instead here it's
an a.c. effect that
is brought about
by phase
differences that
are seen at the
frequency of
operation.

When an a.c.
signal is applied
the current
peaks are found
to be 180' out of
phase with the
voltage. i.e.
when the
voltage is
positive the
current is
negative. This
results from two
delays which
occur in the
device. These
are injection
delay and a
transit time
delay as the
current carriers
migrate or drift
across the
device.

The summary of the two
effects which cause this delay
are seen in Fig. 3. As the
voltage rises a point is
reached where breakdown
occurs.

As can be seen from the
diagram, Fig. 3, the rate of
breakdown does not occur
when the voltage peaks.
Instead it is delayed. The
reason for this is that the
generation of carriers results
not only from the electric field
that's present, but also from
the number of carriers that are
already present.

After the field passes its
peak value the number of
carriers continues to grow.
This results in the maximum

generation of carriers
occurring about a quarter of a
cycle (901 after the peak of thr
voltage waveform. Once the
field falls to zero and becomes,
negative the generation
process stops and the current
starts to fall.

When the charge carriers
have been created they move
across the region creating
an external current. In Fig. 3
you can see the current takes
a finite time to flow across the
drift region and it is out of
phase with the voltage.

The second delay causes
another phase shift of the
current of about 90- giving a
total delay of about 180'. In
other words the voltage and
current are out of phase with
one another.

The result of the phase
difference is that when the
correct voltage is applied
across the device an
oscillation starts and is chiefly
dependent upon the delays
across the device. In this way
the IMPATT diode can be used
as a very simple microwave
oscillator.

430943

Fig. 3: Examples of IMPATT voltage and curent
waveforms.

Application
Variety
In view of the high power
capability of the IMPATT diode
when compared to other
microwave generators it's
used in a variety of
applications from low power
radar systems to alarms. Its
main drawback is the high
level of phase noise which
results from the statistical
nature of the avalanche
process. Nevertheless is still
makes an excellent
microwave generator for
many applications.

In October I'll be lookin, at the Tunnel Diode.
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HAYDON COM
MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2
London showroom 8 Mail Order
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.
Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782 r
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm wiIr EOM

(or easy to remember number:- "07000 HAYDON"

If remisearees
IC -756
The ultimate HF +
6m transceiver on
the market.

ONLY £1495.00
IC -746
The UK's best selling
mid -priced HF + 6m
transceiver.

£1595.00 Buy one this
month and get £200 cash -back!

IC -706 MkII
With free DSP.

£995.00
Buy one this month and get £100

cash -back!

FT -847
' ili99110

£To low to print
FT -920
HF + 6m
transceiver.

ONLY £1299.00
Buy this one and get £100 cash -back.

FT-1000MP
£Phone

for UK's lowest price
TS -870S

ONLY

£1699.95
Alinco DX -70TH our price £Phone

MUNICATIONS
(NEXT DAY DELIVERY £10 TO MOST AREAS)

W. Midlands showroom
Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Showroom now quadrupled in size.
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

VIII/VIIF TRANSCEIVERS
TM-G707E
Dual band mobile
with detachable
head and optional

wide bandONLYRx. £299 00
FT -8100R

OUR PRICE

£Unprintable
FT-290RII

2m all mode.
SCOOP PURCHASE

£349.95
VX-1R
2.,,+ 70cm transceiver with
wide band Rx.

£239.00
+ £20 cash -back

TM-G71E
2.,,+ 70cm transceiver with
optional wide band Rx.

ONLY

£239.00
DJ-G5E

£269.00
+ £40 cash -back

IC-T8E

£349.00
+ £50 cash -back

our price t79.9.;
Standard C5900D our price t7)99.110
Hora 0408

RECEIVERS
6 PCR-1000

11111 ) Computer receiver.
J 100kHz-1300MHz

(all mode). 1.349:110.

£Censored
101 AR7030 plus

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

With free notch filter &
noise blanker &

telescopic antenna.

ONLY £879.00
FRG -I00 + PSU our price L129.00

AR3000A

£649.00
AR8200
The latest all mode innovation in
handies. There's too many
features to list.

£349.00 (to be confirmed)

AR8000
NEW LOW PRICE

£269.00
Soft case for AR8000 1 17.95

MVT-9000

£319.95
Soft case for MVT-9000 t 19.99

MVT-7100

£199.00
Soft case for MVT-7100 4.19.149

SOPER INV PRICE SIKORMWVE "NAVIES

SONY SW -100E
Award wi g miniature
portable SW receiver. Its
performance is brilliant
for its size. The best shortwave
receiver for under £250. RRP

SALE PRICE £149.95

k SONY SW -55E
Superb quality portable SYY
receiver with 125 presets.
1001Iz step tuning for

shortwave. Includes compact antenna,
stereo headphones and carry case.'24' £235.00SALE PRICE

ROBERTS
R-861
Portable SW receiver
with SSB and RDS.

RRP 1.1419:15.
OUR PRICE 16900
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HAYDON COM
MAIL ORDER: 0181-951 5781/2
London showroom 8 Mail Order
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.
Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm 'w
(or easy to remember number:- "07000 HAYDON"

UST COWIE411$
* * NEW LOW PRICES * *

TSB -3608 (..4 5.. I I 711. 2. I ", h 2 N. i(MI

TSB -3315 GI; 111 7(). 5.5 11(11t 1.5.

TSB -1301 GF 14-1, 70.6.5; 9dB (3m)

L99.95

t54.95

TSB -3302 GF 144 70. 4.5/7.2dB 11.7m) 139.95

TSB -3303 GF 144 "70. 3 r 6dB (1.1m) 129.95

ACCESSORIES P&P £2.00 on the following

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2,'70 (N: N259( 4.24.95

TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (PL/259's) 119.95

CFX-514 Triplexer (6:2 .701 (Coax) 5)3.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS (6.5o &livery

TSM-1612 6/2/70 (2.15 6 8.4d8( 2.IM E54.95

DB-7900 144,79 ems. 15 7.6dB) I.5m i29.99

DB-77051 144 70 erns. (3,5.5dB) Im I.24.95

DB-1304 144, 70 ems. (2.15 3.&IB( .41crns £19.95

DB-EL2E 14451Hz, ',tbs. 4.5dB (1.8m) 1:29.95

DB-285 144MHz, Nahs. 3.4dB (1.3m) E 1 5.95

PL -6M 50MHz '. wave (1m) 1Ifi.95

ACCESSORIES P&P t2.50 ao the fallowing

MT -1301 H Duty Mag Mnt + Coax ...Top Quality 124.95
MT -3302 H Duty Hatch Trunk Mnt. lop Quality 1.24.95
CF-BPF2 2m band pass filter £49.95

Q-Tek fim band pass filter 142.95

7Ett 41111114t
Q-TEK a SPECIALS
2m Sele (boom 45", 9dBc11 1.05.45

2m 7ele (boom 60" IldBd) 115.95

2m I2ele (boom 126" 13.8dBd)
70cm 7ele (boom 28" IldBd) 121.95

70cm I2ele (boom 48" 13.8dllid) 144.95

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m Sele (boom 63"/9dBd)

2m 8ele (boom 125" illdBd)
2m I tele (boom 186" 12.7dBd)
2m Sete crossed (boom 64" 9dBd)
2m 8ele crossed (boom 126" IldBd)
4m 3ele (boom 45" 7dBd)
4m 5ele (boom 128"/9dBd)
6m Sele (boom 72"/7dBd)
6m Sele (boom 142" '9dBd)
70cm 13ele (boom 76" 12dBd)
70cm 13ele crossed (boom 83" 12dBd)

E3)3.95

1.46.95

0916
£145.95

£39.95

£59.95

£49.95
09.91

1.5:LIC)

Q-TEK HB9-CV
70cm HB9C1' (boom 12") £16.95

2mtr HB9CV (boom 20") £19.95

4mtr HB9CV (boom 22.5") 1:29.95

bmtr HB9CV (boom 32.5") £16.95

I0mtr HB9CV (boom 52") 1:65.95

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Easy to mount HF mobile whips ready' to go with P1,259

fitting.
P1,80 80m whip (approx I.5m long) £21.95

PL -l0 40m whip (approx 1.5m long) £1 9.95

PL -20 20m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95

PL -6m 6m whip (approx I.2m long) £16.95

END FED HALF WAVES
Ground plane free
4m Length 92" (S0239) £39.95

6m Length 126" 1502391 £49.95

2m Length 52" (S0239) E23.95

70cm Length 26" IN -type) £20.95

f71,1

MUNICATIONS
(NEXT DAY DELIVERY £10 TO MOST AREAS)

W. Midlands showroom
Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Showroom now quadrupled in size.
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

41411 4CCESSIPRIES
Q-TEK PENETRATOR

tft/I//11/111111/11111111
* 1.8 - 60MHz HF vertical
* 15 foot high
* No ATU or ground radials required

ONLY 150.00 delivery £10

\ \

I I

II \III I

Q-TEK INTREPID - Half waves
-1-

SI)219

HF single band end fed wire antenna - -requires no
ATU". ( IkW).
ITP-80 80m version (40.7m) 1s9.9; P&P £6

ITP40 40m version (20.3m) Ev(.9'. P&P £6
ITP-20 20m version (10.1m) I".'1. P&P £6

ALSO *VIABLE IN OTHER BANDS. PLEASE PIRAF..

DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna wire.

MI parts reusable. Stainless

steel and galvanised fittings.
Full size - 102ft.

°nIY £39.95
Half size 51ft. Only £34.95 Cwriage C6.00.

STANDARD G5RV
Full size 102ft L2.1.11( P&P £6

Half size 5Ift E2130 p&p L6

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS
80mtr inductors. Add them to your if size G5RV
and convert it to a full size. ,A, A,
(New length only 69 feet total)AZ h.U3 P&P £2

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE limo
rats)

Enamelled £9.95 P&P £5

Hard drawn £12.00 P&P £5

Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC) £8.95 P&P £5

Extra H duty (Clear coated) £20.0)( P&P £5

Flexweave (H/duty) £30.00 P&P £5

Flexweave H/duty (20 mtrs) £12.00 P&P f.5

Flexwease (PVC coated 20 mtrs) £16.00 P&P £5

Q-TEK BALUNS
Wound on femte rod and encapsulated into a dipole
centre with an S0239 socket. Brass terminals form the
balun output and stainless steel screw eyes offer an
anchor point for the ends of the antenna. Ratio power
rating is 1000 watts.

1.1 Balun £22.95 P&P £2

4.1 Balun fl'L95 P&P £2
6.1 Balun 1:22.95 P&P £2

Q-TEK TRAPS
40 mtrs Traps .125.00 P&P £4

80 mfrs Traps £25.00 P&P £4

10 mu's Traps £25.00 P&P £4

15 mtrs Traps £25.00 P&P £4
20 mtrs Traps (111 P&P £4

Q-TEK WINCHES
SEND SAE FOR SPEC SHEET

VISA

NW IMASSEIS
D -308B BLACK DELUXE

A-08

K-08

I-08

AM -08

Y51-08

DESK MIC (with up down).
Super qualm. with tfin pre -wired
Yaesu lead) 49.9 P&P £5.00
OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P £1.50)

8 pin "Alinco" round
8 pin "Kenwood" round
8 pin "Icom" round
Modular phone "Alinco"
Modular phone "Yaesu"

£9.95

£9.95
£9.95

U-120 headset
A high quality headset that will fit most hand portable
and most HF & VHF UHF tcsrs via optional interface.

£24.95 P&P 0.50
Supplied with two pin molded plug -
will fit Alinco Yaesu Standard. AIR
Icom hand holds).
Optional leads (P&P £1.50).
F-3035 8 pin "Standard" round £16.95

F -303Y 8 pin "l'aesu" round £16.95

F -303K 8 pin "Kenwood" round. £16.95

F -303I 8 pin "horn" round £169;
F-303YP Modular "Yaesu" phone 1'

F-303KP Modular "Kenwood" phone Eh.,
F-303IP Modular "Icom" phone £16.95

41. TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 212" in diameter
and finishing with a top section of 114" diameter we
offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is
supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for
lucking the sections when erected. The closed height

,1 of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre

version at 10 feet. All sections are extruded
aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mtrs £69.9512 mtrs £99.95
(Ammar £1000.

Fret standing tripod for the above telescopic

masts £84.95 P&P£10

GUY WIRE KITS
Standard kits (complete with wire)
Heavy duty kits (complete with wire)
MAST HEAD PULLEY Easy to fit pulley with mast
clamp I up to 2"). 1.7.50 P&P £1.50

SECTIONAL MASTS Oaring( £8. SO

4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.

114" dia E19.95

112" dia 129.95

134" dia £36.95

2" dia 145.95

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES
2" Mast base plate 1: 12.00 P&P £.5

Stand off £11.95 P&P £5

9" Stand off £8.95 P&P £5

12" T&K Brackets 1.12.0) P&P £8

18" T&K Brackets 118.110 P&P is

24" T&K Brackets 120.011 P&P £8
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IT WANT

YOUR 44/4/

AMAZING PRICES
TEED. PHONE NOWOW

FIRST CLASS
SAVINGS AND

SUPPORT.

WSW METERS
NISSEI

'.fgreffi METERS

RS -102 1.8450MHz (200W) 09.95 p&p £5
RS -102 125.525MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p £5

RS -101 1.8-605111z 13kW) 09.95 p&p £5
RS -502 1.8.525MHz (200W) £99.95 p&p £5

RS -40 144/ 430MHz Pocket PWR/SWR
Meter (200W) (S0239) 1.34.95 p&p £1

RS40N As above with N-tspe 09.95 p&p £1

GARMIN

GPS-III
Latest UK version complete
with moving map of UK &
Europe. £.449:00.

OUR PRICE £319.95
GPS-12 Navigator £129.95

GPS-I Ext. Includes Europe CPD £209.95

New version £245.00

Cigar power lead £20.00

Active magmount antenna £39.95

IF ACCESSORIES

NEW MODEL

CE Approved

P-2512 'M'
25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-
15). Dual meters (Volts +
amps). The UKs best selling
power supply. RRP £901957

ouRplua£89.95
P-11112 12 amp PSU £49.95

PS -200 Portable PSU £46.95

 ....IVECTRONICS
-"FE IVC-300DLP

UK's most popular 300W ATU
with built-in dummy load. filn nt

SPECLAL OFFER otrilUsUj
NI 9-949 Special offer £139.95

IR MI

M9-259
HF digital SWR analyser + 1.8-170MHz
counter resistance meter.

ONLY £169.00.,,
SP -350V
Be protected this summer: In -line
lightning surge protector.

INTRO PRICE £19.99 P&P

COAX SWITCHES iPScP C.3.00)

CX-401 4 way (SO -239) £49.95

01-40I 'N' 4 way (N TYPE) 154.95

X -20l 2 way (SO -239) £18.95

a-201 'N' 2 way (N -type) £24.95

SPECIAL OFFERS IIAIINIEW ACCESSORIES

MILITARY SPEC RG-24111 09 1 Nissei EP -300T
Same size as RC -213 hut centre condutor has 7 stands x Over the ear earpiece with lapel tine &
0.7mm which are silver plated. Double screened outer - PTT. Fits Kenwood. AlMco, Yaesu or Icom.
again silver plated. Imp 5011 cap 96p F; M. Max (DC) New low price £ 19.9 P & P til
5Kv. Max working volts 1.25Kv IRMS). Alen (a 150MHz-

3.2dB3.2dB 100ft. Ait'n (a 450MHz-5.8dB 100ft. Thii Ear/Mir rows with air "wee (hr ear" rtalneet as ET -7O°

SPECIAL OFFER £25.00 per 10m. Del £8.00.

£225 per 150m. Del £10.00

* * SPEC1:1L PURCULASE * *
entry N siker plated careen par.

1 for 10.00 - 1.1.50 P&P.
istiiii, .1(u k

SIC PRODUCTS
SGC-230
Superb ATU will work with
any HF transceiver. E349.

SALE £289.00
SGG2020 HF QRP TCVR 1.,559.00
SGC power clear (DSP speaker) £259.00
SGG500 powercube £949.00
SGC-231 141, + 6m Smartuner £449.00

CUSHCRAFT PRODUCTS
R-6000 6-20 meters 1.275.011

R-7000 10-40 meters £329.00
X-7 10, 15, 20 meters 7 de yagi 1449.00
X-9 10, 15, 20 meters 9 de yagi £649.00
A-35 to. 15. 20 meters 3 ele

OPTOELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS

Tectoyz micro counter 1:89.95

TNC-I 00 Optional antenna ti 1. 1

Opto Cub our price
Opto Scout our price £349.95
R -I 1 Intercepter our price £299.95
Opto Xplorer our price £795.00
Opto Lynx computer interface £129.95
Micro DTMF decoder 189.95

SCOOP PURCHASE

Q-TEK HF-M5
5 band I -1F mobile antenna system (with
interchanging cable whips). RRP £39.95.

Antenna length: 130cm. Longest whip:
100cm. Fitting: UNF base. Freq cov.: 20-

10m (incl WARC). Max power 200W PEP.

(can be used for base by adding 1/4 wave
radials).

£29 95.SPECIAL PRICE .at Del £4.50

SPECIAL PURCHASE

M-120 speaker mic
Fits most YaesuiAlincoi Icont
Standard/ADI handies.
With volume control.

£12.95. Rle f1.50.

MS -107 Fist microphone to fit Kenwood.

Icons & Alinco.

£16.95
+11 P&P

RRP

PIJAST sercits woa (F Ron N11/.% ORDER! (.I

NB -30W 2M FM handheld
amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output
(for 5W ip). Turn your handheld into
a mobile for under £50

£49.95 P&P £2

T-2602
2m, 70cm 23cm

(2/3/5.5dB1 flexible
antenna with

wideband receive

(14" long BNC).
OUR PRICE

£22.95
P&P El

1

DB-770H
High gain 2m + 70cm

telescopic antenna

with sideband
receive.

OUR PRICE

£24.95
P&P El

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand Ileitis. Can he worn on the
belt or attached to the quick release body
holster. nr

. uaiuf P&P £1

Waterproof case for handheld 1.1(1 no p&p £1

QS -200
Mounts on the air vent grille on a car
dashboard to allow easy and safe

operation of most handhelds.

£9.95 P&P £2

MA -339
Mobile holder for handhelds

£9.99 + P&P £2

QS -200 Air vent holder 0.00 P&P £2

A full adjustable desk top stand fur use
with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly
(FAI) with BNC & S0239 connectors

OUR PRICE i 19.95 P&P £2

S-300

wow EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

t9. 95 .pkpu
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mins
Fun To Operate, NM Versatile,

Feature Packed Radio

The Isom IC -07E!
Richard Newton GORSN tries out the latest in micro hand -fields available on the amateur

market and this time it comes from the Isom stables in the form of the IC.Q7E.

"Hie f2c2llo{1

audio on the

IC -07E is

[BallUir0

11111110SSiVP"

Power is supplied by
two AA cells as there is
no provision for
external power to be
used.

.1. he Icom IC-Q7E dual -band hand-
held is the latest micro hand-held
to hit the market. Measuring just
580 x 860 x 270mm it has got to be
one of the smallest hand held
radios around at the moment. The
Q7E appears to be well made, is

finished in high impact grey plastic and
its rounded edges and ergonomic design
give the radio a reassuringly professional
feel.

The Q7E is supplied with a belt clip, carry
strap and a rather long helical antenna. This
antenna looks (and to be frank is) out of
keeping with the unit's miniature size. But I
have no doubt that Icom have done this to
give the customer the best possible all round
performance.

Two AA cell batteries are used to power the
radio. However, batteries are not included.

The IC -07E not only transmits on the 144
and 433MHz Amateur Bands but also has
wide -band receive capabilities that include the

f.m. broadcast hands. Using
the supplied antenna gives
a good all-round
performance. But you can
purchase smaller antennas
designed for more specific
uses. For all my tests I used
the supplied helical
antenna, except when I put
the Q7E on my external
WX1 antenna.

Corns Simple
The IC-Q7E is very simple in
design as most of the
controls can be found on
the front of the radio.
Switching between memory
and v.f.o. is a one -button
process and is as easy as
recalling the 'call' channel.

Changing the band and

volume control are also 'instant access' and
although adjusting the squelch is a two -button
operation, this is not a problem with the Q7E
as I found the squelch very reliable and I didn't
have to adjust it once.

All the controls on the Q7E are multi
function, this means that the radio is simple to
use, has the minimum of controls but enjoys
an impressive range of options should the
operator wish to use them. On the whole I
think the controls are well set out and
functions easy to access.

Repealer Offset
The one problem I did encounter was
selecting a repeater offset in v.f.o. mode. This
was, to be frank again, laborious.

Firstly, you have to select the Function
Menu, once in the function menu you have to
rotate the dial until duplex is found. This in
turn then has to be set to plus or minus and
then you have to 'exit' back to normal
operation. Then you can transmit using the
repeater offset.

If you then want to return to simplex you
have to reverse the whole operation. (The
USA version has automatic repeater shift
facility). Icom advertise the IC -07E as 'Ideal for
short range contacts and repeater operation'.

The only way around the repeater shift
problem is to store all repeater frequencies

".... it's 11.10111 VefSdhlB and

offers a lllidE [NOB of

fokies dS 111011 as a

1111(10 range in frOQUO11CieS"
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and their offsets into memory
channels. Once programmed
repeater access is simple as a
1750kHz tone -burst can be
transmitted by just 'double
clicking' the p.t.t.

I was impressed greatly with
the IC-Q7E's versatility. The
function menu can be 'expanded'
to give the operator greater control
over advanced features or can be
kept simple for those who do not
want 'bells and whistles'. One small
point which particularly impressed
me was the fact that when in
Memory mode, if the Band key is
depressed for approximately two
seconds the memory contents are
copied to v.f.o.

formidable Options
!corn have also given their IC -07E a
formidable range of scanning
options. Up to 20 scan ranges can be
programmed; these are likely to be
needed by some operators as this
radio covers frequencies between 30
and 1300MHz.

The receiver can scan its whole
range, it can also scan between two
programmed frequencies. The IC -Q7
will also scan memories, either
memories in bank 0 - 99 or bank 100 -
199 or all 200. Operators can set any
memory channel to 'skip' if scanning is
not desired.

The last option in the scanning
armoury is the Frequency Skip Scan. I
thought this option was great!

The frequency skip scan is used in
conjunction with band scan or
programmed scan, where v.f.o.
frequencies are being monitored. You
can also set the IC -07E to skip
unwanted frequencies in the v.f.o.
range that would impede good
scanning.

For example when I was scanning
the airband frequencies the local airport
information service kept stopping the
scanning. This is a low power looped
transmission and as I live near to
the airport it stops me scanning the
airband. Not so with the 07E!

To compliment the already
impressive range of scanning
options the IC -07E has a Priority
Watch. This checks for signals on a
frequency every five seconds while
operating on a v.f.o. frequency or
while scanning. There are three
types of priority watch, all of which
can be used with an audible alert.

The three types of priority watch
available on the IC -07E are: Memory
or Call channel watch, Memory Scan
watch and VFO Scan Watch. The
memory or call channel watch will
check a specific memory or the call
channel every five seconds while
you are monitoring a v.f.o.
frequency.

I found the watch facility very

useful, as there
are several local
amateur chat
frequencies in use
near to my QTH,
some of which
more used than
others. I was able
to monitor the
v.h.f. one on the
v.f.o. while
keeping half an
eye on the u.h.f
frequency stored
in the memory.

The memory
scan watch is also
very useful, while
monitoring a v.f.o.
frequency the IC-
Q7E will check
each memory in
turn every five
seconds. If all 200
memories are full
and none are set
to skip this will
take a long time, however if you configure
the radio for this option it could prove very
useful indeed.

The final and for me most impressive
and useful watch facility was the v.f.o. scan
watch. While scanning a v.f.o. range priority
watch checks a chosen memory channel
every five seconds. This meant that I could
enjoy monitoring airband or the 145MHz
band while still keeping a watchful eye on
the local chat frequency.

Fared On lir
Having programmed the IC -07E with the
repeater frequencies I decided to see how
the radio fared on the air.

First I tuned to BBC Radio 2 on the
f.m. broadcast
band, the audio
was quite simply
wonderful. I was
extremely

impressed.
Tuning
through the
broadcast
band I
compared the
Q7E with my
dedicated
a.m./f.m.
Hitachi radio
in my kitchen.
Considering
that the
Hitachi was
manufactured
to receive the
broadcast
bands the IC-
Q7E did very
well (the
Hitachi did
have the edge,
but not by very
much!).

TliANSUirtH

vim POWER

?COM IC - 07E

The IC -07E
is supplied
with a
rather long
helical
antenna
which is
rather out of
keeping
with this
transceiver's
miniature
size.
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The next test I carried out was with
the low power continuous loop
information transmission from the local
airport. This is my 'yard stick' for
airband.

The 07E received the signal with a
fair amount of background noise. (This
compares very well with a dedicated
airband receiver). For general airband
use I found the Q7E excellent, even
when using the suppled helical whip
antenna.

The IC -07E puts out 300mW of r.f.
power. I found that when using the the
helical antenna this was not enough to
open the local repeater from my home
address. As I live about 6.4km (as the
crow flies) away from the repeater site.

However, I had no problem with
accessing the repeater when I put the
radio on my WX1 antenna. To do this I
had to use a BNC to SMA adapter, which
can be purchased as an optional extra.

Rd° Ilepoi[s
The received audio on the IC -07E is really
quite impressive. So, I wondered what
reports I would get on the transmitted
audio?

I spoke to Terry G7VJJ on a 145MHz
simplex frequency. Terry lives quite close
to me and gave the Q7E a very favourable

report indeed.
"That audio is
really good
Richard, what
radio are you
using"?

So, I told
Terry about the
Q7E, he said, "I
didn't think it was
your normal one".
Thanks Terry!

I then called
through the local
repeater, GB3SC
but got no reply.
However, I knew
that my brother
William G7GMZ
was due to be
travelling down to
Bournemouth.

Eventually, I met
up with William on
GB3SC, again using
the WX1. William
gave me a good
report and he also
mentioned the
transmitted audio,
giving it a glowing
report.

Next we decided
to try a simplex
contact, William was
still about 11km
away from my
location but by using
the WX1 antenna on
the IC -07E we
managed a simplex

Manufacturer's Specifications
General

Frequency range

Mode:
Memory channels
Useable temperature range
Tuning steps:

Frequency stability
Power supply requirements

Current drain (v.h flu hi f
at 30Vdc)
Max Power
Rated Audio
Standby
Power saved
Antenna connector
Dimensions
Weight
MICJSP Connector

Transmitter

Modulation system
Output power:
Spurious emmissions.
Maximum frequecny deviation

Receiver

Recevier system
Intermediate frequency

Sensitivity
FM
(at 12dB SINADI

Squelch sensitivity.

Selectivity f m /a m

Image rejection ratio
Audio output power -

Tr ,uncoil
. I 46MHZ

440MHz
fm
200
-10'C to +60°C
5. 6 25. 10. 12 5. 15, 20.
25, 30. 50 & 100kHz
-10°C to +60°C (t6ppml
2 x AA (R6) Ni-Cad or akaline
cells (negative ground?

Receive
30 - 13099951,1k.:

am, wf .m

440mA/380mA?typical?
170mA (typical)
95mA (typical)
38mA Itypicall
SMA (50U1
58 x 85 x.27mm
170g
4 -conductor 3 5mm 21d1/811

Variable reactance
350mW typ Iv h f
Less than -40d9
±5kHz

Triple conversion superheterodyne
1st 266 7MHZ. 2nd 19 65MHz,
3rd 450kHz

30. 117 995 MHz 0 32pV
118 174 995MHz 0 16pV
175 - 246 995MHz 0 2201/
247 - 329 995MHz 0 4pV
330 - 379.995MHz 0.32pV
380 - 379.995MHz 0 18pV
470 - 749 995MHz 1 OpV
750 - 999.995MHz 0 32yV
1000 - 7 199 995MHz 0 790V
1200 - 1300MHz 0 5pV
0 1801144 - 148MHz1
0.22pVI430 - 450MHzi
More than 15kHz/-6dB
Less than 30kHz/.60dB
More than 60dB (amateur bands only(
100mW typ at 10% distortion

contact. Just goes to
show that power is
not everything - but
a good antenna
system is! Alas our
enthusiastic QRP
contact still failed to
draw any more
interest and I didn't
get any other
reports.

Considering the
very wide
frequency
coverage of this
little radio I was
expecting a few
break -through
problems when I
put it on the WX1.
I had none despite being very close to a
nightmarish nest of pagers. This impressed
me greatly and the IC -07E also offers all
the modern bits and pieces such as CTCSS
and Tone identification.

Next I spoke to Laurence MOAUY
who actually owns a 07E. He loves his
and has great fun while walking around
Bournemouth town centre chatting on the
local 433MHz repeater, GB3SZ, which is
located in the town centre itself.

Due to the limited time I
was able to have the 07E
to trial I was not able to

get as many contacts
under my belt as I
would have liked.
Unfortunately I also
didn't have the
opportunity to monitor
the 50MHz band long
enough to hear
anybody.

The Q7E has a very
good receiver and the
battery life appears to
be excellent. The radio
is powered only by
battery and there is no
facility for external

power to be used.
There are several optional extras available

for the transceiver. These include a speaker
microphone, VOX head set and soft case.

Fun lo Operate
The Icom IC -07E is good fun to operate, it's
highly versatile and offers a wide range of
features as well as a wide range in
frequencies. In my opinion it would only serve
as a main rig to the most dedicated QRP
operators. However, I think the Q7E would be
a good choice for an all round second radio
for use at rallies, field days and a local
community. Even considering the low output
power of the radio, I think that it represents
superb value for money. PW

My thanks go to loom UK for the
loan of the IC -07E, which is available
from all Icom approved dealers for
the recommended price of £215.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

New Easy -PC Professional CAD
for Windows 95 and NT

60 5,0 11".. *i bag. 0,0 11..6
- I 2.1

 Produce Complex Designs Faster.
 Revolutionary Time Saving Features

Dramatically Improve productivity.
 Track and Component Editing - a dream!
 Full links to our Analogue, Digital and

Electromagnetic Simulators.
 NO pin, net or layer limits!
 Powerful, high speed Shape based

Autorouters available.
 Very Competitive Pricing.

Number One Systems Ask for demo disc or download
working demo from web site

UK/EEC: Ref: PW, Harding Way, St. Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR, United Kingdom
Tel: 01480 461778 Fax: 01480 494042 International: +44 1480 461778/494042

USA: Ref: PW, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Tel/Fax: (408) 395-0249 http://www.numberone.com

Antenna
Rotator

EAR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support
hearing). 360

deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
(cable not supplied). Support bear-
ing optional extra. £49.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

L.

SRP-905
U- Communications

Speaker
5 watt 8 ohm fil-
ter/mute extension

speaker complete with 3.5mm
mono jack. £13.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

Syncron
SX-144/430
2m/70cm cross nee-
dle direct reading
SWR/1000W power
meter. £39.95 + free

P&P (mainland UK only).

Radio shack DX -394 communi-
cations receiver - 1 50kHz to
30MHz base station AM, CW, USB, LSB
communications receiver. Features

include clock and
timer, signal meter,
100+ memories, RF
gain control and
direct frequency
entry.

A steal at £149.95 + £7 P&P

SRP Mini-Mag 2/70
2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna featur-
ing super strength mini -
magnet (only 30m diam-
eter) c/w miniature coax
and plug.
£19.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

Yupiteru
MVT-7100
Scanner
Full spec wideband
scanner complete
with accessories.
£Ring for this
month's special offer

ViliaktioeilravietatikIkV*1111111100TM Mit
Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5.30pm. We are Kenwood. Yaesu, Icom, & Nino) dealers.

Can Rod (GSSUP). Richard (4560RAI or Mary (MOOMMI on
TEL: 0121-460 1581, .0121-457 7788 FAX: 0121-457 TF:A9
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

20% discount fat Pleiades
on audio and ift signal generators'

AG2601 audio generator £119 inc VAT & del.

Vann Draper is offering over 20% discount to
readers of Practical Wireless on both their audio
and rf signal generators.
Both units normally sell for £151.58 but for
readers of Practical Wireless the price is just £119
fully inclusive of VAT and delivery.
The generators are supplied ready to use
complete with mains lead, operating manual and
a 12 month guarantee.
To order simply post the coupon to:
Vann Draper Electronics Ltd., Unit 5,
Premier Works, Canal Street, South Wigston,
Leicester LE18 2PL.
Alternatively telephone 0116-277 1400 or
Fax 0116-277 3945
or e-mail sales@vanndraper.co.uk
AG2601 audio signal generator specification
Frequency range : 10Hz-1MHz, 5 ranges + variable
Frequency accuracy : +/-5% of full scale
Output waveforms : Sine and square
Output impedance : 600ohm
0dB amplitude : >20Vpp no load
-20dB amplitude : >2Vpp no load
-40dB amplitude : >200mVpp no load
Sinewave distortion : <0.05% (500Hz-50kHz)
Size & weight : 150 x 250 x 130mm, 2.5kg
Power requirement : 115i230Vac 50/60Hz

SG4160 rf signal generator specification
Frequency range : 100kHz-150MHz, 1450MHz 3rd

harmonic)
Frequency accuracy : +/-5% of full scale
Rf output : 100mV rms no load
Output control : High/low switch & fine adjust
Int modulation : 1kHz (AM) 30% approx
Ext modulation : 50Hz-20kHz at <1Vrms input
Audio output : 1kHz min 2Vrms
Crystal oscillator : For 1-15MHz crystal
Size & weight : 150 x 250 x 130mm, 2.5kg
Power requirement : 115/230Vac 50/60Hz

SG4160 rf signal generator £119 inc VAT & del.

Vann Draper Electonics Ltd.
the test & measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk

Use this coupon for your order
Please supply me:

AG2601 audio gen(s) at £119.00 inc VAT

and delivery

SG4160 rf signal gen(s) at £119.00 inc VAT

and delivery

Name:

Address:

Post code

Tel No:

Total £
Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, master, access or switch card

Card type:

Card No:

Expiry date: Switch iss no:

Signature:

OVERSEAS READERS CAN STILL OBTAIN THIS DISCOUNT BUT

CARRIAGE CHARGES VARY ACCORDING TO COUNTRY. PLEASE

TELEPHONE, FAX, E-MAIL OR WRITE TO VANN DRAPER.
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W Icome to 'Elec-
rionics-in-Action' IE-
,-Ai, a news and

\. ice % s t olumn where you, as
readers, decide the direction.
Pose a question and I'll find an
answer for you - or if t can't, I'll
try and find a person that can. I
also hope to publish your
electronic tips and tricks and
the authors of the ideas I use in
any month will get a voucher
to 'spend' at our PW Book
Store. And in each issue I'll
have a look at a few books to
suit all levels of knowledge and
skills. Tex

Let me get the 'nasty hits' over and
done with! With that I mean that I
have to make my apologies for the
'clangers' In the lune issue of E-i-A.
I'll start with Harry teeming G3LLL,
where in the news section of the
June issue of E-i-A I made it appear
that Harry iof Holding Amateur
Electronics) was to stop all work on
his retirement.

I -Tarry has asked me to say that, as
soon after retirement as possible,
and when he has a workshop set up
at home, he will start doing repairs
again. So, I'm more than happy to
oblige and correct the statement,
and you can contact Harry (until his
proposed retirement) at: 45
Inhnstone St, Blackburn, BB2 lEF.
Tel: 101254) 59595 on Thursdays to
Saturdays only.

My apologies must also go to
Conundrum No. 3 winner Colin
Hawkins GOCEU to whom I
inadvertently gave the callsign
GOCEV. My apologies to both of
you. Ooops 'SRI OMs', and if I've
got that hit wrong as well - it's
because I'm still struggling to learn
Morse - sorry!

I managed to get both the callsign
wrong and mis-spell Walter Farrar
G3ESP's name, for which I also offer

IN

ACTION
THE ANSWERS TO CONUNDRUM -3 - REVIEWS

- SOME BOOKS TO READ AND ANOTHER
CONUNDRUM TO KEEP YOU BUSY

my apologies. I was able to give
my apologies in person to Walter,
when he and his XYL made a
flying visit to the office whilst in
the area. Once again the sack-
cloth and ashes were being worn
openly by GI TEX!

Help Wanted
I often get requests for help with a
variety of projects and information.
and I've had an E -mailed plea from
Eddie Wheaton G7OMK. Eddie
wrote "About four years ago I
purchased a 'hands -tree' set from
Heatherlite. On checking it over the
weekend I found the tone burst was
about 3kHz, thus it didn't open any
repeaters! Do you, or anyone at PW,
know where I can get a circuit
diagram of the unit (a Kenwood
version)?

Eddie went on to say "I know I
could work it out from the
components, but I thought I would
try the easy way and get the circuit
first! The control inside only brings
the tone down to about 2kHz so a
component must have gone, but
which one?" I have to admit Eddie
that I have also drawn a blank - can
any reader help Eddie with a circuit
diagram of the Heatherlite hands
free unit for a Kenwood rig?

Sometimes readers ask for
information about projects that have
appeared in past issues of
/Wand very often the
projects were by George
Rayer G3OGR, During
the 1960s and 1970s
there were periods when
a project from George
seemed to he in almost
every issue.

It was one of George's
radios that was the
subject of a letter
from john Blaylock,
who asked for a
reprint of the General
coverage Receiver that appeared in
the March and April 1970 issues of
PW. Whilst I was looking at the
article in the archives, I thought that
it was a good introduction to the
technicalities of a receiver.

Although the components used are
now fairly well out-of-date, the
layouts and descriptions and
sections are simply laid out. The
receiver covered medium wave and
up to 30MHz with a.m./c.w. and
s.s.b. reception. I think it would
make good course material for RAE
students and instructors. With a little
research, the circuit could be
changed from the pnp Germanium
transistor, that it used originally, to
more modem npn Silicon devices.
Anyone keen to try out the idea?

Another request for advice was from
David Clifford, who been given a
Datong RF Speech Clipper of about
1981 vintage. He is looking for
some information of its method of
operating and possibly a circuit
diagram of the unit. I was unable to
help David - can any reader help
him with the information he is
looking for?

A letter about his 'CR100 needing
completely rewiring' was the start
point from Roger Grenville. Roger
then went on to mention an article
in QEX called 'Synthesizing Vacuue
Tubes' and asked if it would be
possible to replace the valves in his
CR100 with j.f.e.t.s?

Roger's question set me thinking
about the possibilities, and the
problems that might be experienced
with such a scheme, as there are

many similarities between
valves and j.f.e.t.s on
first glance. Then I

remembered the
'Fetron' that was
available in the early
1970s I a special report

appeared in the May
1973 issue of MM.

The Fetron was a direct
pin -for -pin replacement
for some types of valve.
although only a few
small signal amplifier
devices appeared. The

Fetron was rapidly overtaken by the
rush to put integrated circuits into
equipment and its general cost.

As the Fetron is no longer an

available option for valve
replacement I considered Roger's
idea as an interesting possibility. I've
done some of the work towards an
article on valve replacement with
semiconductors, but it will have to
wait until next time due to space
limitations this month.

Signal Generator

Now I'll take a look at a signal
generator. One very useful piece of
test equipment tor anyone interested
in radio. is - of course - a signal
generator. And I've had the
opportunity over the last two
months to evaluate the Loadstar
SG4160B from Vann Draper
Electronics.

The SC416013 covers, with six
ranges, from 100kHz to 150MHz on
fundamentals and it gives coverage
up to 450MHz on harmonics on the
upper range. The six ranges are 100-
300kHz, 300-1000kHz, 1-3.2MHz,
3-10MHz. I0-35MHz and the top
range of 32-150MHz (plus
harmonics 96-450MHz).

The unit offers a basic accuracy of
within t31/4 of the displayed
reading, a two step plus variable

Ils **070 I *

Fig. 1: The Lodestar 4160B signal
generator is the subject of a
special offer this month in PIN
(see text).

attenualtn, and an .1.111. and
unmodulated r.f. output. The
internal modulating frequency is
1kHz, but the external modulation
can be almost any audio frequency
at a medium level.

A large semicircular 1120mm
diameter) dial shown in the front
view photograph, Fig. 1, allows
reasonably easy frequency setting.
However, as the scale is analogue, it
can be somewhat difficult resetting
to a frequency as previously set. But
even expensive signal generators
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WELECTRONICS IN ACTION!

Kanga's Kit

I've been looking at some of the
kits that Dick Pascoe GOBPS,
supplies as part of the Kanga range.
The kit I've had the chance to build
is the Kanga Stockton bidirectional
power meter. A bi-directional
power meter may be used as an
alternative to an s.w.r. meter
(though it is not an s.w.r. meter) - as
it gives a better indication of the
actual 'goings-on' between the
transceiver and the coaxial
feedline. A bi-directional power
meter show the real power flowing
in both directions (forward and
reverse) along the coaxial cable.

The circuit of the, David Stockton
GM4ZNX designed. bi-directional
wattmeter is shown in Fig. 2 as
published in the May 1996 issue of
PW ('A Low Cost Bi-Directional
Wattmeter' By Ken Fisher GOLKX).
In many respects as the Kanga Kit
and the PW project are both based
on David's work and they may be
viewed as complimentary.

#7141-A.-1
I 1.747.

Fig. 2: The circuit of a Stockton
bi-directional power meter - as it
appeared in the May 1996 PW.

with analogue scales can have that
difficulty - so, this is
understandable.

I found that for best frequency
accuracy a digital frequency counter
was the best idea. And I found after
a period of 'warming -up' (about half
an hour) the signal remained quite
stable. I also tried the long term,
frequency stability at several
frequencies on all the bands and
found it very good, given the
simplicity of the circuit.

The frequency stability of the unit I
tried out was within t 0.05% on all
bands and, whilst not up to the
standard of modern synthesised
signal generators, it was, I thought,
more than acceptable. Frequency

Fig. 3: The Kanga kit of parts
including the two meters and a
variety of resistors to set the
maximum measured power.

The Isanga kit itself came in a heat -
sealed plastic bag and a separate
neutral grey 'painted' aluminium
case as shown in Fig. 3. Enclosed in
the bag were two edge reading
meters, two yellow ferrite rings, two
S0239 sockets, two lengths of
RG58 coaxial cable, some single
strand covered wire. There were
insulated stand-offs nuts and bolts
and two feedthrough capacitors
(which are not needed if it's built as
a self contained unit).

The kit also has four 100C1 1W
carbon film resistor to make up the
two 500 pads. Where the kit
varied from the PW project was
that Kanga supplied a series of
resistors to give differing peak
power readings on the meters (from
1-100W max). The meters
themselves are marked as signal
level meters with a 0-30dB scale (so
removing the need to have different
scales marked depending on the

stability is by far the the more
important proviso and the 5G41608
performed well in my tests. I set the
unit to 10MHz and monitored the
output frequency over several hours.
and the drift was a little under

1kHz in that period.

The output attenuator is rather
simplistic in nature, being a rotary
potentiometer and two -level
matching pad. At the low level
setting, the matching pad gives an
output impedance of about 70-75g.
The output impedance at the high
setting of the level switch is around
150-200D.

The coils used in the oscillator
circuit are all air -cored and the
double tuning capacitor is a sturdy

maximum power).

The kit is suitable for all levels of
knowledge, even though the
instructions are a little spartan
(contained on three sides of A4).
The main requirements are an
ability to cut and drill the soft
aluminium of the case accurately
and, although a layout is given in
the instructions (about full size) no
dimensions are given for the meter
cutouts.

Fig. 4: The layout I adopted for
the kit I built up from the Kanga
parts.

I marked ton the removable film)
the size and oblong shapes needed
for the meters. I started the holes
with a largish drill and then roughly
cut out the holes with a nibbler,
before finishing of with a medium -
cut flat file. After making sure all
the meters and sockets fitted the

Fig. 6: Inside the SG4160B, the air -
cored coils and a sturdy tuning
capacitor both aid frequency
stability.

framed unit (Fig. 6). Both of these
design points provide a degree of
frequency stability. The mains input
socket for the p.s.u. is on a separate

Fig. 5: A simple blue colour was
sprayed onto the case to finish
off the project.

holes, I removed the protective film
and keyed the grey surface before
spraying it a simple blue colour.
The photos in Fig. 4 and S show the
finished project. In operation it
worked well and I found I could get
very useable and reasonably
accurate readings from h.f. to up
into the 144MHz band. I noted
though that on the 144MHz band
the reverse power readings were
higher than they should have been.

The unit failed to work at all well
on 430MHz, but there again that
was to be expected. All in all a very
good projects and kit well worth it -
and you have a very useful piece of
test equipment afterwards.The
Stockton Power meter is available
as two options, it's just £19.95
without meters or £32.95 with
meters and is available from Kanga
at Seaview House, Crete Road East,
Folkestone, Kent CT18 7EG.
Tel/FAX: (01303) 891106, or E-mail
sales@kanga.demon.co.uk Home
page
http://www.kanga.demon.co.uk

panel that 'butts' up against an
opening in close fitting box. The
box was so close fitting, that I had
difficulties taking the unit apart to
photograph it!

All -in -all the signal generator is a
very good value for money unit from
Vann Draper. For more details see
page 28 for their exclusive offer to
Practical Wireless readers, offer this
month.

Books

I've been looking at a few books
again on your behalf this month and
I've found four that I think are very
interesting. In the many years I've
been in electronics, one book I
always wanted lo 'get my hands on'

PRACTICAL

Ft IFHANDBOOK
in1111=11111011:1MEMIIIIMI.

£18.95

Practical RF Handbook

Valve Amplifies

fie

Valve Amplifiers

£25.00

N,111.,..11

Foundations
of Wireless
& Electronics *if "L*-- - -

£1',111,
.c

-Kr

Scroggie's Foundation
Of Wireless And
Electronics

BOOKS MENTIONED THIS MONTH

0
Practical

Practical digital electronics
for technicians

All of these

books may be

obtained from

the PW Book

Store featured

elsewhere in

the magazine.
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Conundrum

Finally, this month I turn to
the conundrum corner. There
were many correct answers
to Tex's Conundrum No 3.
(the answer was 49500 or
4.95k52 by the way), and
first out of the hat as the
winner of the PW Bookstore
voucher is: Bill Rowley
M1 BQZ

There were many of you
trying for the 'brevity' prize
with your answers, usually
on a postcard. Just a few of
the postcards that stood out
were: a 'furry' 1950s Robert's
radio from J. Bell, a Heath
Cartoon from Walter Farrar
G3ESP (I hope I've got them
both right this time), and a
rather nice reproduction of
an oil painting of 'Miss Anna
Alma-Tadema 1883' from M.
Wright GOVWH.

If you have internet access

was Scroggie's Foundation Of
Wireless And Electronics. or more
usually just known as 'Scroggie's'.

I was always unable to prise
Scroggie's out of the hands of the
owners, and had practically given
up on ever getting hold of one.
Now from Newnes comes the
eleventh edition revised and
updated by S. W. and R. S. Amos.
Published originally in 1936, but
updated regularly the latest edition
covers all aspects of radio and
electronics in 28 chapters and five
indices.

Chapters cover topics such as:
electricity, capacitance, inductance,
alternating current, diodes, tuned
circuits, valves, transistors,
transmission lines, radiation,
detection, amplification at r.f. and
audio, the list goes on. Each topic is
dealt with in a clear concise
manner with many tables and
illustrations.

The mathematics used has been
kept down to the minimum, being
used only where it is necessary for
the understanding of any topic.
Without a doubt, this is a very
worthy continuation of the
'Scroggie' tradition. An excellent
book for all levels of knowledge.

RF Handbook

Another book from Newnes is the
Practical RF Handbook (second
Edition) by Ian Hickman, who is
well known for the quality of his
writing on electronic subjects. This
300 page book, that's a little bigger
than A5, is packed with information
and explanations of such topics as:
components (both passive and
active), transmission lines,
transformers, power amplifier,

A selection of the postcard conundrum answers.

then the answers to all my
conundrum questions have
been posted on our website
http:www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk
for clown loading. An on that
subject, I have to give a great
big vote of thanks to Dick
Koehl for all his help, as I
passed numerous trial ..PDF'
files to him for 'cross -
platform' evaluation

If anyone would like copies
(on disk) of the answer
pages (you will need the
Adobe PDF Reader on your

antennas, attenuators and
measurements.

There are 14 chapters and 14
appendices in this book that covers
each topics in good detail. There
are few pages that do not have
accompanying illustrations, and in
these cases the explanations
themselves are easy to follow.

The information held in each
appendix is useful on its own, being
a compilation of details on such
topics, as filters, coaxial cable,
crystals, wire gauges, frequencies
and so on. A very good first and
intermediate level book, that
explains many topics of r.f. design
and common usage.

Valves Again

I make no apologies for including a
book on valves again in this
section, as they are fascinating
subjects in their apparent simplicity.
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones
is aimed squarely at the audiophiles
who want to build, or to understand
the design ideas used, in valved
audio amplifiers.

Broken down into seven chapters
and one appendix, the book covers
all aspects of designing and
building valved audio amplifiers.
Chapter one 'Circuit Analysis' is a
good treatise about the many
aspects of electronic design. The
'Basic Building Blocks' chapter
looks at the various type of
amplifier and valves and when to
apply each type.

After a chapter dealing with
components there are chapters about
the three areas of an amplifier (pre
and power amplifiers and the p.s.u.l.
An excellent book if you are

machine) a formatted disk
(IBM or Macintosh) to me at
the office, along with a
sticky self addressed label is
all I need.

New Conundrum

This month's conundrum is
fairly simple and it again
concerns the Wheatstone
bridge circuit shown in Fig.
7. The question is: what are
the two reading on the meter
M1 (a centre zero
movement, the 101(12 shown

Interested in valved amplifiers - or
just in valves in general.

Final Book

The final book I shall be looking at
in this section of E-i-A, is also from
the Newnes stable. Practical digital
electronics for technicians by Will
Kimber is a book I wish I'd had
back in the distant days when I
was struggling with my HND in
electronics. It is copiously
illustrated with diagrams and truth
tables, it makes light going of a
somewhat logical()) subject.
There are 12 areas in the book

ACTION
for R3 is its internal
resistance) when Rx is a short
circuit, and when Rx is open
circuit?

Fg. 7: Tex's conundrum uses the
Wheatstone bridge circuit again
(see text).

Your answers to me please,
at the editorial address (or
via E-mail to
texepwpublishing.ltd.uk)
marked 'Tex's Conundrum 4'
by Monday 17 August. The
first correct answer drawn
out of the editorial hat wins a
voucher to spend in the PW
Bookstore.

dealing with Logic gates,
Combinational logic, Karnough
mapping, Logic (i.c.) families, Flip-
flops as well as multivibrators,
counters, and display components.
Usefully there are many practical
exercises that you can carry out to
reinforce the explanations within
each section. Logically, it's a book
well worth reading for beginners to
intermediate students.
That's all I have space for this
month in E-i-
A, see you
again in the
October
issue.

Dealers in Your Area
Let me now turn to the section about dealers, and I have two
names for you this month. Firstly, if you have
been to the Leicester show any time A,It4LINCover the last few years then you have _  sues
most certainly seem a team of hard
working young ladies, usually dressed in
red, working behind the Mainline Electronics stand.

John Higgins of Mainline has sent me another well laid out
catalogue of very desirable bits and pieces for radio and
electronics and a news release. Mainline are to open (what was
originally) the old 'Eley Electronics Component Shop at 102
Beatrice Road, Newfoundpool Leicester by the middle of July.
It's a shop to look out for if you're in the area. For more
information contact Mainline at: PO Box 23, Leicester LE2 9SH.
Tel: 0116-277 7648, or FAX: 0116-247 7551. You could visit
their website at: http://wi,vw.mainlinegroup.co.uk

As I'm mentioning the world -wide -web, just a quick mention
this month, of a site I found in one of my 'Web -trawls' for
information about some older semiconductors. One of the
addresses I found was Mushroom Components at
http://www.mushroom.co.uk who deal in old or obsolete
semiconductors. Their 'real' address is Unit 3 Bradfield Road,
Finedon Road Industrial Estate, Wellingborough, Northants
NN8 4HB Tel: +44 (0)1933 275345.
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If you're an avid reader of the UK's

only independent Amateur Radio
magazine you might like to

consider taking out a subscription.

Taking out a subscription to your favourite radio

magazine not only saves you money but ensures
you don't MISS a single issue and you also get the

extra benefits of:

Seeing your copy before it gets to the Newsagents! 0
Ensuring that you're right -up-to-date with all the latest

news and reviews!Z
Making sure you don't miss out on the best Amateur Radio

features in print! 0
Having PW delivered direct to your door every month!

Protecting yourself against cover price rises during your

subscription period! 0
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The two kits I've assembled for PW this
time are from Ten-Tec, a company
famed for the h.f. transceivers so
beloved of ORPers. Ten-Tec have their
factory in Dolly Parton Driveway,
Sevierville, Tennessee, in the good ole'
US of A. That must rank as one of the

more interesting addresses for an electronic
kit maker! In Britain the company's kits are
marketed by Adur Communications.
based in West Sussex.

As it's the more unusual of the two kits -
I'll start of by describing the RF Ground
Counterpoise 1251 project. What's that?
you may ask - and to find out I suggest you
read on!

ArtiPcial Ground
Ten-Tec describe their r.f. counterpoise kit as
the most compact and economical
approach to 'Artificial Ground'
technology, and claim that it will
perform "useful functions in
apartment, condo, or travel situations".

Still baffled? Then think of the
counterpoise as a box full of
inductance and capacitance to attach
between the ground side of the radio's
antenna connection and a short length
of counterpoise in situations where it
isn't possible to have a full length
counterpoise. That's what it does!

In a more ideal situation the
radiating section of an antenna will be
operating against ground or a
counterpoise. And while it's often
possible to string up a long radiating
wire at temporary operating places
such as those encountered on holiday,
often there isn't a suitable ground
connection available, or room to install
a counterpoise.

With the Ten-Tec counterpoise it's
possible to make the radio think that
there's a lot more counterpoise system
out there than there really is.
However it doesn't enhance a
poor antenna's performance,
which is why Ten-Tec say that it
isn't a substitute for proper radials
or a good ground connection.

What the Ten-Tec counterpoise will

do is provide a route for earth currents that
means a suitable load is presented to the
transmitter. But enough of the technicalities
for now, I'll tell you how it performed later.

Head me Mod
Of course, being a good constructor you read
the manual first as it really is a good idea, and
the manuals are very readable documents full
of useful information. When it comes to
writing instruction manuals the Americans
always do a good job.

The breakdown of the instructions and the
language make it easy for the novice kit
builder to follow without seeming to talk
down to the more experienced constructor.
The instructions take the builder step-by-step
through construction and operation...all
helped along by lots of advice.
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There are several very neatly drawn
diagrams, with helpful guidance for building
and operating the equipment. However, I had
to refer to the circuit diagram to he totally
sure of what wire to connect to what around
the inductor in the counterpoise.

The only bits of information I thought
were lacking also related to the
counterpoise. One of these was the
frequencies it is intended to cover. The other
was some idea of the maximum level of
transmitter power that the counterpoise
could cope with.

Something else that I did like was the
drawing of components inside the front
cover, and the nice little snippets of
information to aid in component recognition
on the back cover. Everything was presented
in tidy, well written, easy -to -follow manuals.
(At least nine out of ten here Ten-Tec).

V2111 Professional

Having read the manual it's time to unpack
the bits and pieces and the first impression I
got was of very professional kits. The black
metal cases, which are the same size and
style for both kits, are robust and the white
screen printing on the front panels is very
tidy.

For each kit the whole unit is in a vacuum
sealed wrapping and all the internal
components are neatly packaged in re -
sealable clear plastic bags. And apart from
solder, tools, and glue, everything else is
provided.

Counterpoise First
I decided to build the counterpoise kit first. In
this project there's one toroidal inductor,
with a 'wiper' in contact with the outside of
the winding, and this 'shorts out' unwanted
turns and so varies the inductance used.

Seven fixed capacitors are individually
selected by a rotary switch. The capacitor
and inductor are connected in series
between the transmitter ground and
whatever length of wire counterpoise can be
attached.

The first and major construction task is to
wind the inductor. Ten-Tec apologise for
putting the builder through the effort, but do
explain that it's the only way!

But winding the inductor really isn't that
difficult. The wire fits in grooves in a neatly

"....these Hits are uefq 111011 made and [1E00 90 problems in building"

moulded plastic cover over the toroid. (The
grooves keep the wire in the right place
around the toroid).

Because the wire used on the inductor is
non -insulated (because of the rotary 'wiper'
type slector control) the turns can't be
allowed to touch. There are suggestions
about using your feet, pliers, or a friend to
keep the wire tight when it's being wound. I
managed alone with my bare hands, but you
do need the ability to pull the wire straight.

The rest of the construction is pretty
straightforward. Completing the project
should be within the abilities of anyone who

feels themselves to be a 'dab hand' with a
soldering iron, pliers, and a small screwdriver.

Apart from having to find two different
sizes of Allen key to tighten the grub screws in
the control knobs everything went without a
hitch. (I would have preferred those grub
screws to have simple slots so that they could
be tightened with an ordinary screwdriver).

The only very slight modification I made to
the kit was to put a couple of strips of double
sided foam fixing behind the meter. This
provided a cushion to hold it firmly in place
against the outer casing.

When completed I think the counterpoise
has the appearance and the weight to suggest
that it will easily withstand the rigours of
being abused by your average Radio
Amateur!

Nee Coat%
When assembled the counterpoise has three
rotary controls. One to adjust the inductance,
one to select the required capacitor, and
another to adjust the sensitivity of the tuning

meter.
The meter indicates the

relative success of any efforts to
arrive at the right mix of
inductance and capacitance for
the situation at hand. The

greater the meter reading...the greater the
success.

The SWRIlif Wattmeter

All my complimentary comments about the
manual and kit quality referring to the
counterpoise also apply to the s.w.r. bridge
project. Additionally, in the case of the
s.w.r./wattmeter 1202 kit the manual has
an additional one sided A4 sheet printed with
extra advice about building.

The points covered are some things that
have been learned since the manual was

Practical Wireless, August 1998



printed. Nothing major, more like further
hints and tips. The next edition will no doubt
incorporate those items.

Much the same general comments apply
to this kit as to the counterpoise. Everything
went according to plan yet again. The only
item worth watching slightly is the hook-up
wire between the two p.c.b. sub -units.

The wire is tinned multicore so it behaves
mechanically in a similar way to single core.
This means that if the wire is moved about a
bit too much during construction and
soldered to a p.c.b. there's a risk of it
breaking off close to the p.c.b. That
said, it's probably easier to use than
ordinary multicore with the possibility
of stray strands causing problems.

Incidentally, the bridge shares the
counterpoise's case design. And it
looks just as good.

lodepooderit Circuits
The s.w.r. bridge/wattmeter has two
independent circuits, one for h.f., the
other for v.h.f. Both can be connected
at the same time, although only one
can be read at a time.

In use the r.f. through the unit is
coupled to the detector circuit by
striplines at v.h.f., and transformer
coupling at h.f. The detected and
rectified r.f. voltage is amplified by op -
amps to sufficiently high levels to drive
the indicating meter to the required full
deflection at quite low transmitter
powers. (Ten-Tec claim sensitivity
down to 2W on 1.8MHz).

Power to drive the op -amps can
either be supplied by an internal 9V
battery, or an external 9-15V supply.
Either option can be selected with a
front panel switch. Just as I found with
the counterpoise project, the s.w.r.
bridge/wattmeter was a pleasure to build.
Practical Wireless, August 1998

Best Test

Obviously one of the best ways to test the kits
is in a real operating situation. And as the
counterpoise is specifically intended for use at
temporary locations I did my best to set one
up.

For an antenna I used 30 something metres
of wire antenna strung out from my living
room window across my garden. About six
metres of wire was connected to the
counterpoise and thrown across the floor of
the room. But instead of using a transmitter I
used an MFJ Antenna Analyser to check the
performance of the counterpoise.

What Ten-Tec suggest is that you
experiment with the wire lengths connected to
the counterpoise to help it create a match to
the transmitter. However, I used the wires that
I had set up and found that it was quite easy
to bring that antenna system into resonance
with a v.s.w.r. well below 2:1 on some h.f.
bands.

A few bands proved totally stubborn,
although on all bands some impact on
resonance was made by the counterpoise. I
did try connecting the counterpoise wire to a
heating radiator for some extra ground, but
that proved unsuccessful.

So, rather than juggle with changing the
lengths of the wire attached to the
counterpoise I opted to use the counterpoise
in conjunction with a Pi -match a.t.u.
connected to the antenna wire. Using that in
conjunction with the counterpoise I managed
to obtain an acceptable v.s.w.r. on all bands
except 1.8MHz. But that was probably more to
do with my short (for Top Band anyway!) wire
antenna rather than any failings of the
counterpoise.

Of course, the more artificial antenna
connected to a transmitter rather than wire
slung into the air, the less of the signal from

a.... QO 011

build one...

Of both._"

Fig. 2: And then you end up with your finished kits.....(the 'Artificial Ground' &
Counterpoise).
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Fig. 3: The complete SWFWVattmeter project.
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G4SLU!

DON'T

MISS IT!

the transmitter that will be pushed into the
'ether'. As Ten-Tec say, this isn't for use at
permanent installations where greater
antenna efficiency should be achieved a
better antenna. It's for use in temporary
locations to make a relatively useless
antenna into something that can be used to
advantage.

Maximum Reading

To adjust the counterpoise to its best setting
all that's needed is to obtain the maximum
possible reading on the front panel meter.
Using the counterpoise in conjunction with
the s.w.r. bridge it proved remarkably easy to
match the antenna system to the transmitter.

Having proved to myself that it was
possible to match the antenna system I
connected an h.f. radio with a 10W
transmitter, and used the Ten-Tec s.w.r.
bridge to monitor the match between
transmitter and antenna system.

The s.w.r. bridge performed exactly as
expected. The extra power through the
counterpoise was enough to drive the meter.
At this point I discovered the connections to
the meter had to be reversed. However, I had
wired it according to the circuit diagram, so
perhaps the meter in the kit was from a
different batch from the one used in the
original design?

Wired correctly the meter gave a clear
unambiguous indication that the
counterpoise was doing its job. As its meter
reading went up, the relative s.w.r. reading
went down.

Now it's time to take a look
at setting up for power
measurement - and this is
about the only point where
I think the wattmeter falls
down. I'm not criticising
the performance mind
you...but the equipment
needed to adjust the
power readings.

To get it set accurately
the unit has to be
compared with previously
calibrated equipment and
adjusted accordingly.
Some people may find it
difficult to access such
equipment and as I think
the unit is far more use as
a s.w.r. bridge anyway, I
wouldn't have lost much
sleep if I hadn't calibrated
it.

Instead, I did some
approximate calibration
using transmitters whose
power output I was pretty
sure of, and then did a
more accurate calibration
later.

Well Made

As you'll have already realised, I think these
kits are well made and that they'll present no
problems in building. The resultant boxes of
tricks look excellent and do what the
manufacturer claim.

The s.w.r./r.f. wattmeter is useful in any
shack. The counterpoise is useful for anyone
who operates away from their main station.
On its own the counterpoise won't tune a
dodgy temporary antenna set up, but used
with a good a.t.0 it will make a significant
contribution to matching it to the transmitter.

The cost for the kits is £49.95 each plus
£5 P&P (Adur aplogise for the high postage
costs but stress that it is because of the
weight of the steel cabinets). For both items
this seems to be pretty good value for money.
My advice is go on, build one...or both, you
won't regret the decision!

My thanks go to Phil Godbold G4UDU
Adur Communications, Belmont
Buildings, The Street, Bramber, Steyning.
West Sussex BN44 3WE. Tel: (01903)
879526 for supplying the kits for review. In
addition to supplying Ten-Tec kits Adur offer a
repair service for complete project kits in the
range. PW

irir
TEN-TEC

for Nil Malls Of RIP i0f1-IPC Nit (dig check out hn:iiino.pr8s[oi.co.u[liddurcomms
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Complete
Projects

_America's Best!

war
TEN-TEC

T -Kit
Modules

2m and 6m FM mobile transceivers.
40m, 30m and 20m QRP CW transceivers, short wave receivers, 20m - 6m, 2m -
6m, 10m - 2m all -mode transverters, SWR bridge and RF wattmeter, RF ground

counterpoise, transmatch tuning bridge, electronic keyer smart squelch,
universal BFO, active antenna, receive convertor, speech processor.

PLUS! Repair service for all Ten-Tec kits

Adur Communications
Tel: (01903) 879526

ttkits@adurcomms.prestel.co.uk
Belmont Buildings, The Street, Bramber, West Sussex BN44 3WE

Products from our range designed to increase your range ...
)ur superb Alpha Tower

amplifiers need no introduction!
With an easy I.5kW out, these
loaf along at the UK limit. See
Feb '97 RadCom review hy
Peter Hart for an independent
verification of their quality. We
reproduce his verdict on the 91b
manual -tuning amplifier (f2.199
currently - hut must increase
after the next shipment) ".4n excellent amplifier in all respects", and he called
the no -tune 87A (L5,295) "The Rolls-Royce of all amplifiers". As the 87A
interfaces with all brands of HI; radio (unlike other "no -tune" amplifiers). you
can change your radio to any make without losing amplifier compatibility.

Antennas? We have a huge choice of both HF and VHF antennas, from
I lyGain. Cushcraft. KLM. M -squared, Force 12. Eagle Antennas and GemQuad.
In stock now, the amazing C-4SXL (i829) from Force 12. This antenna
implements 40-2(1-15-1(1 yagis on one 24ft boom and weighs only 48lbs.

For those who would like to have a super signal on 20 through 10m. including
the 17 and 12m hands. the GemQuad is an excellent choice. For only L180. the
all -hand version of the Gem takes a lot of heating for its low windload and
weight compared with other quads. We have lots of others. and as we list
everything from 70cm verticals to a 4 de 80m yagi. we have something for
you!

Rotators? Rotators 'r us! Call us for the latest and best.

Specials? We have good stocks of haluns. cable, wire. trihander stacking units.
-four-square" vertical phasing systems and (nice one this) an antenna switch
that can he driven by any "hand data output" Yaesu or leom transceiver, or from
your PC LIT port (with appropriate software) to change up to six antennas
automatically. triggered by a hand change on the radio.

Eagle Antennas - floss asailuble again!
We are pleased to announce that manufacture of these excellent VHF yagis has
recommenced. 6m. 4m. 2m and 74km models arc available. The six and four
metre range are proving ver popular and prices are shown below. Please call
for 2m/70cm pricing.

Mattel Band Ben Boom Gain dBd £

6m-3dx 5111111 3 2.3m 7.0 79.00

6m-4dx 50MHz 4 3.6m 8.0 99.00

6m-5dx 50MHz 5 5.2m 9.0 125.00

6m-6dx 50MHz 6 6.9m 103 180.00

4m-3dx 711MHz 3 I.7m 7.0 79.011

4m-5dx 70MHz 5 3.7m 8.0 105.110

4m-6dx 70MHz 6 4.96m 103 120.00

4m4Idx 70MHz 8 8.5m 12.2 180.00

GAP verticals -see the glowing review in July PW!
The reviewer bought the TITAN after reviewing it he thought it was so good.
TITAN's need no radials. work all hands 80 through 10. toad 6 and 2 metres -
see the re 'lox!). The TITAN is only 25ft tall and needs no buried earthing
system. At only £299 - super value!

From T F Systems we present a series of the highest -quality N'HF/UHF
amplifiers. All have GaAsFET preump. with RF VOX. or PTT switching. What
is 'note the output specified is what you get. Here is just s tine of T L's range.

Band P to P Out £ Band Pin P Out £

fim 10 170 319 2m 25 35(1 509

6m 10 375 499 2m 80 350 459

6m 25 375 459 70cm 10 100 359

2m 2 I50 319 70cm 10 185 569

2m 10 200 329 70cm 25 11(5 529

Vine Antenna Products,The Vine, Llandrinio, Powys SY22 6SH.Tel: (01691) 83111 I
Fax: (01691) 831386. E-mail: ron@gw3ydx.demon.co.uk Opening hours 0900-2200, Mon -Sat. Callers by appointment please.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

* FINANCE AVAILABLE *

LARGE SHOWROOM * BEST PRICES

YAESU * YAESU * YAESU
Choice of the top DXer's

FINANCE AVAILABLE

WE NOW OFFER
FINANCING

10% deposit
on most of our selection of

NEW OR USED
EQUIPMENT

Take up to 36 months
to pay

"ALL MAKES"

ICOM IC -746
Latest HF + 6 r 2mtr transceiver
Extremely high spec and great
value for money at £1395.00

or 36 mths 1M £45.56.

FINANCE AVAILABLE

[LOMBARD
TRICITY

CHARGE CARDS
ACCEPTED

FOR A FINANCE EXAMPLE, PLEASE SEE OPPOSITE PAC I:

YAESU FT -1000111P DC
Yaesu's flagship 1.8 - 30MHz

100W all mode. EDSP filter, auto
ATU. C,ollin's filters. The ultimate

HF transceiver.
OUR PRICE £2199:00

or 36 mths @ £71.82

YAESU FT -920
Despite competition from 'coin &
Kensvoix1, the 920 clearly remains
our most popular transceiver ever
sold. Full HF + 6m coverage. Now

supplied with AM & FM.
OUR PRICE £1199:00

or 36 milts a £42.43

YAESU FT -840
l'aestm's entry model 111;

transceiver. General coverage
receiver. Full 100W output. Great

value for money and fabulous
performance for its price.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE

S.649:0II
or 36 inths 0 £21.20

YAESU FT -847
The one we've all been waiting

for! We expect our first
shipment anytime now. Deposits

are now tring taken!
CALL US NOW FOR
OUR BEST PRICE.

or 36 mths h t: 17).5t i

YAESU FT-900AT
We are now able to offer Ole.
semi -mobile tranceiver at the
lowest price ever. Full HF all
mode coverage. Auto ATU as

standard.
OUR PRICE £09:00.

of 36 111111% OT £26.10

YAESU FT -8100
This great value for money dual

band mobile transceiver
features detachable front panel,

50W on 2m, 35W on 70cms,
wide band receive & easy to

read display.
OUR PRICE £399:00

or 36 nubs 0 £13.03

YAESU VX-1R
What a superb dual band hand-
held transceiver and scanner. All
in one complete package. Alpha
numeric display, CTCSS, dual

watch & 16 hours receive
compatability.

OUR PRICE12410:00.
or 36 mths £7.81

ICOM IC -756
Now available at a greatly

reduced price. This transceiver
offers the very best value for

money. Not discontinued.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE

£1399.00
or 36 mths a £45.70.

ICOM IC -207H
Dual band transceiver. Detachable Emit
panel. 50W on 2mtrs & 35W on 7flcma.

Super wide hand receiver with AM
airband.

OUR PRICE £299.00
or 36 mths £9.77

ICOM IC -706 DSP
How much more can they cram
into such a small transceiver

DSP now fitted as standard. HF +
6 + 2mtrs.

OUR PRICE £925.00
or 36 moths a 00.21.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ALINCO DX -70T (H)
HF + 6, 100W CTCSS & CW

filter.
PHONE FOR SUPER

LOW PRICE
or 36 mths E2132.

* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED
* GUARANTEED TOP PRICES PAID

ALINCO DX -77
Interesting 11F transceiver. Great Alinco value.

Gnat Alinco quality.
OUR PRICE £A5& fl or 36 mths £21.52.

DR-M06T 20W, 6intr S.2401/0 .3110

DR-M06T 6mtr .S.213:00    (1--
DR -150 2mtr, 50W ..1139-1/0
DR -605 Dual band ..awoo ALINCO DR -610 Twin hand high power .1011MOT

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE

VAT

JRC NRD-545DSP
Orders being taken now!
PHONE FOR OUR

SPECIAL P

AOR AR7
CASH
PRICE
£679.00
or 36 nulls
1:22.18

AOR AR8000
CASH
PRICE £269.00
or 36 mths
£8.79

AOR AR5000
CASH
PRICE
£1159.00
or 36 nubs e4. -
£37.85

RECEIVERS

DRAKE SW -2
Good value, general purpose

short wave receiver.
OUR PRICE £429.00

or 36 mill,. 0 £14.01

ICOM IC -R8500
Professional quality, all mode

receiver. 0.1- 2Gliz.
OUR PRICE £1269.00

or 36 nulls 0 £41.45

FINANCE EXAMPLE
All examples do not include PPP.

Payment Protection Plan is available upon request.
Cash 10% 36 Total APR
price deposit months @ credit

£289.00 £29.00 £9.44 £368.84 19.9%
WRITTI N QUOTATIONS MAILABLE UPON REQUEST

WE HAVE AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF NEW AND
PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT.

FOR THE MOST ACCURATE AND UP-TO-DATE
LIST, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

http//www.multicomm2000.com

MOST OF OUR USED EQUIPMENT CARRIES A
FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY

ALINCO DJ -G5 EY
Brilliant value for money. Dual

band transceiver. Wide band Rx.
PHONE FOR OUR LOW

PRICE
or 36 nubs 0 £7.35.

EDX-1
EDX-2
DJ -191
DR -430

HF .NT1' .5.1.69111:1

Auto HF ATU £289:1X/
2mtr hand-held-S.360M
70cins, 35W .5.269:011

PRICES DO
NOT INCLUDE

P&P

BEARCAT 9000XLT
Fantastic value for money

AM/FM switchahle.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE
£229.00 or 36 mths 0 £7.48

FREE
PSU

AOR AR3000A
CASH

PRICE
£689.00

or 36 nulls F9
£22.50

PRICE
£259.00

or 36 nubs 0
£8.46

YAESU FRG -100
_ CASH

PRICE
£429.00

or 36 mtlis 0 £14.01

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ l \X: 01480 356192
sales@intilticomm2000.com Website: Imp/ /www.multicomm21/11(1.( um
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JO 011ie( dill] of the titles me Mooed oo these pages please use the Of

This month

the PW

Editorial team

have selected

a number of

books

associated

with testing

and test.

equipment.

This aspect of

the radio

hobby is often

overlooked by

many

enthusiasts

so armed with

a good book,

a testameter

and an

oscilloscope

that faulty

item of

equipment can

work again if

you put your

mind to it!

Book

PROFILES
hoMEEME711
How To Use
Oscilloscopes
And Other
Test
Equipment

Robert Penfold is a
prolific writer and has
many titles in the
Babani 'stables'. This
book deals mainly with
the use oscilloscope
and if you are
considering buying one
(you'd be very wise if
you did!) this slim
paperback will
introduce you to it in an
informal, informative
and well -illustrated way.
Ideal for the beginner in
oscillography.
Recommended first
book on
oscilloscopes.

Hands On Guide
To
Oscilloscopes

This book provides
an excellent 'follow-
on' to the Babani
publication. With
chapters on the
various stages of the
oscilloscope, how
they work and what
they do it provides a
higher level of 'in
depth' descriptions on
the ubiquitous scope,
and how to use it (with

excellent,
practical circuits and
drawings). Chapters
include vertical
amplifiers, probes,
trigger circuits,
timebase generators,
power supplies, cathode
ray tubes,
measurements, storage
tubes and

sampling 'scopes,
choosing an instrument,
first time operation,
calibration. In fact this
book can really be
considered as an
oscilloscope owner's
manual. Highly
Recommended.

Getting The
Most From Your
Multimeter

The PW team have
recommended this book
on previous occasions
to readers. We don't
hesitate to do it again
because like many
relatively simple
instruments
the --
multi -
meter's
capab-
ilities are
often
overlooked
by many
owners.
There's much
more they
can do other
than continuity
testing you
know!

The author,
Robert Penfold
discusses how you
can choose a meter and
the advantages and
disadvantages of
analogue and digital
types, and then leads
you through the many
tests for individual
components and items
of equipment. If you're
keen to learn more by
using your meter - this
is the book for you.

Ideal for the beginner
this book should be sold
with every new

woo Bic' iesw

GettIng 1"3rri
our

IkAoet
voltmeter
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form in this issue or relephope Michael Of ShOldVI on [01K 85990

multimeter. Highly
recommended
beginner's book

More Advanced
Uses of the
Multimeter

As the title suggests -
this book takes the
reader past the
beginner's stage and on
to the higher levels -
including the testing of
digital circuitry
(including integrated
circuits). There's also a
chapter which describes
how you can extend
your multimeter's
usefulness by external
extensions (r.f. probe,
etc). A useful follow-
on to Robert
Penf old's beginner's
book.

Test Equipment
For The Radio
Amateur

This RSGB book is one
of their 'hidden jewels'.
It's hidden and not so
well known as other

publications perhaps
because the building,
designing and use of
test equipment is often
mistakenly
thought to be
beyond the
average Radio
Amateur.

Clive Smith
G4FZH introduces
the reader to his
eminently practical
book with a short
introduction before
launching immediately
into a wealth of
projects ranging from
simple wavemeters to

direct reading
capacity meters, signal
sources and attenuators
and r.f. and antenna
measurements.
Primarily this is a
thoroughly 'practical'
book with enough ideas
and projects for you to
build a complete test -
equipment workshop -
but it's also a good
reference work. It's
worthwhile having for
the section on
wavemeters and
analysers alone. Highly
recommended - a
thoroughly practical
publication

-restequ'onGnt

How To Test
(Almost)
Anythinj
Electronic
3rd Edition

This American
book will prove
useful both as an
occasional
reference (when
something goes
wrong) or as an
educational source
for readers wishing
to extend their 'I
can repair it'

knowledge on a
extremely varied range
of equipment and
components. Although
not written in the same
'chatty' and
'conversational style as
the famous 'Smithy's
Workshop' from the
long closed Radio
Constructor magazine -
the approach and
writing style brought
back memories to at
least one of the PW
editorial team!

Fault-finding flow-
charts and information
on using multimeters
and oscilloscopes are
provided and it can
honestly be said that
the coverage of this
book will be far wider
than needed by the
average radio
enthusiast.

Very readable,
informative and in 'bite
size' chunks this book
will prove very helpful
on your bookshelf.
Recommended
reference and
informative reading
source

ovv

to test

everything
r 

ectromc.

OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 82
Please note. -
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I THE LYNCH TEAM

mirrfo TO SERVICE AND 0011/71/

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS
FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW &

USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE

edt #144,4v.

0181-5661120
FAX:

0181 - 566 1207

CUSTOMER CARE:

0181 - 566 0 566

WEB SITE:

MLandS.co.uk

E-MAIL:

sales@MLandS.
co.uk

FINANCE EXAMPLE
All examples do not include P&P.

Cash

Price

I or4

Deposit
36

Months@
Total

Credit
APR

E289.00 C29.00 £9.44 E368.84 19.944

Written quotations available on request

TA /444,4a4

Nel/wP4,i

I YAESU VX-1R
Because the VX.1R is the

smallest Handle in the world, we
know that you will take this postage

stamp radio with you when you wouldn't
bother with the others! One Watt out on 2m

& 70cm, wide band RX 0.5-1.7MHz AM & 76-
999MHZ FWWBFM

RRP £269 ML Price £make your eyes water! CALL.

IC -821H
The K -821H has

proved to be the best
performance 2.00 Base

Ft" Station money can buy Whilst
the new breed of 'Super -Rigs' offer every frequency

from DC to blue light, they obviously compromise on
performance somewhere. The IC -821H has been specifically
designed for users who want the best on two bands -
144MHz and 432MHz If you are serious about VHF
operation then the IC -821H is for you

RRP £1595 ML Price: £1295
or £14.99 Deposit & 54 x £35 p.m

STANDARD C5900
..." Still the only Triple

Band mobile on the
market with all three

bands fitted as standard! 2m,
6m & 70cm with the power

output to match. Superb
engineering with remote head capability

RRP £799 ML Price £599
or £16.99 deposit & 29 x £25 p/m

vi?KENWOOD TmG-707

Mobile Fantastic display

Nice en Easy to use in the

Dual Band 2;70

car 180 memories and Remote
Head

RRP £349 ML Price £329
or £24.15 deposit & 12 x £28 p/m

C ICOM IC-T8E
FREE FINANCE on this

product
The only TRIPLE BAND 2/6r70

Handle on the market Fortunately
it's brilliant

RRP £349
or £49 deposit & 12 x £25 p/m
ZERO FINANCE CHARGES

Standard C510
One of the nicest (and certainly easiest)

Panders on the market If you are
looking for a halfway house'

oetween the Yaesu VX-1R and a FT-

50/THG-71E then have a closer look at the
new C510 from Standard Clear large digital
display extended receive and more

RRP E249 ML Price £199.95

STANDARD C156
Compare the quality of the new Standard

C156 with the rest of the
'budget' handies and you can see

why people :house this one every
time!

RRP £149.95 ML Price £129.95

ALINCO DRM-06
The only Om FM 20W transceiver available

on the market.No

fnlls, simple in

operation & which is
all you need to get on Six

Metre simplex or through the
ever-growing array of repeaters

Available now! Only £239

ICOM IC -207
A very compact Twin Band mobile that

works
well in the

car or the
shack Remote

Head (surprise

surprise) Loadsa

power on both bands!

RRP £389 ML Price £339
or £34.15 deposit & 12 x £28 p/m

YAESU FT -8100
A full Dual deaBnadnsr : i e y

at once),ou

can

W on 2m ' 35W on 70cm One of the
best in the RX division too!

RRP £449

ML Price £399
or ZERO DEPOSIT! &
1 8 x £25 p/m

140E142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB
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riYAESU FT-847GX
Calling all

Earthlings

We've developed
a Transceiver that

does everything accept
make your British cup of tea. We think that the radio will be

so much fun you'll probably forget about drinking anyway. HF
+ 6m + 4m + 2m + 70cm

RRP £1699 ML Price £1599
or £35.86 deposit & 60 x £40 p/m

r..... ..,/ ICOM IC -746
We like this on

Huge display,

brilliant DSP and 100

Watts on HF + 6m + 2m

We've also crammed in an
auto ATU to save you twiddling your fingers more than usual

RRP E1695 ML Price £1595
or £31.86 deposit & 60 x £40 p)m

FT-1000MP/AC
Yaesu's best selling HF

Transceiver since the FT-

101ZD The ultimate R.F.

performer now available on

Interest Free.

RRP £2499 ML Price £2199
or £183 deposit & 18 x £112 p/m
ZERO FINANCE CHARGES.

FT-920AF
If it's good

enough for the
Spratly Island

Dxpedition it's good
enough for you. Excellent value HF + 6m at 100 Watts

Now fitted with AM/FM options.

4

RRP £1499 ML Price £1299
or £18.99 deposit & 54 x £35 pm

IC-706mk11 DSP
Attention anyone

out there that does not
understand that this little

box REALLY IS an HF, Six

Metre & 2 Metre wireless We won't mention the DSP,
wide band FM and extended receive coverage and optional
SSB and CW narrow filters. Still doesn't make Tea

RRP E1099 ML Price £999
or £22.03 deposit & 60 x £25 p/m

FT-900ATC

good H F performance in one compact (but not
Built like a brick out house, if you just want

micro) package then order an FT-900ATC HF, auto

ATU & 'Collins' SSB filter fitted as standard.

RRP £949 ML Price £799
or £15.53 deposit & 43 x £25 p/m

IC-775DSP
The flagship

200 Watt Bruiser.

Built in PSU and ATU,

if you only want HF

operation and can live
without every other band between DC & Blue light place

your order now

RRP £2995 ML Price £2795
or £187.33 deposit & 50 x £75 p/m

KENWOOD TS -870S

lii).41!)(:1

Still the

reigning DSP

Base HF Transceiver

Get used to the
operation of the Digital

machine and you won't want to go to bed Unless there is
a 6' 2" blue eyed blond waiting for you.

RRP £1999

ML Price £Phone and ask for 'wilky'
special!

Linear Amp U.K.
Ranger 811

Easy to tune minimum

400 Watts out (upto 8001)
HF Linear Amplifier Includes

built in PSU and metering. Better
still its made in Great Britain

Priced at only £895
or £25.77 deposit & 50 x £25 p/m.

YAESU FT -100
Although at our No 10 slot this ispndprimarily due to its non -availability until Vie

of '98. Once again we're asking for a £25
deposit to secure earliest delivery, just like all of

you that placed a
deposit for the FT-847GX

and got ahead of the rest of
the suppliers! HF + 6m + 2m +

70cm (4m ?? Don't know!) All

in a package the size of a Dual
Band mobile

( ACCESSORIES )
A full range of accessories for all main
equipment is always in stock or on order with
the manufacturer. You can include a selection
of filters, a power supply or Tuner in the new
finance deal.

WIDEST CHOICE
As the official U.K's largest dealer of Yaesu.
Icom, Standard & Kenwood products, you'll
find everything you could ever dream of under
one roof. Our friendly (and non pushy) sales
team will be delighted to show you around and
supply you with as much coffee as you can
drink.

C SEWNG YOUR EQUIPMENT .)

We're always short of good quality used gear
and currently have E150,000 to spend on
increasing our used stock. So if you're
wanting to sell your current transceiver (or
accessory) for cash we would be pleased do
hear from you.

FIVE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY

IYIL115 was the first company to introduce a
meaningful 5 Year cover plan for your
equipment. Don't let high servicing costs put
you off!

£25 DEPOSIT

Most of the products advertised by ML&S are
available from a small E25 deposit and if you
choose to pay more you can enjoy a reduced
monthly payment.

DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

Our next day couriers are waiting to safely
deliver your new purchase direct to your door,
anywhere in the U.K. or most overseas
locations.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE

Let our professional sales team tailor a finance
package to suit your individual requirements.
Our super new Budget Plan makes paying for
your new purchase so much easier.

PART EXCHANGE

We desperately need your part exchange right
now - top prices paid. Don't let it depreciate
over another twelve months, we'll take your
current transceiver now at an agreed CASH
price and still have your new rig on finance if
you wish!

CASH -IN

If the value of your part exchange is greater
than the value (or deposit) of the new
purchase, we'll give you back the difference!
Turn the value of your old gear into cash for
the start of the year.

DIAL -A -DEAL

Call any of our sales hot lines now  we're
eagerly awaiting your call - everything sorted
over the phone, model, trade.in, collection,
delivery and finance! Even if you do not live
locally you can still have the peace of mind
feeling when dealing with ML&S!

OPENING TIMES

Open 6 days a week - 9:30-6.00

`1" A ESU

CORPORATE SPONSOR Of

THE S'PRATIY MOOS

arptotrio#
Martin Lynch can also offer finance terms up to 60 months. Deposits front a minimum of (25. We welcome your part exchange

against any new for used!) product. provided its clean and in good working order Call the Sales Desk today. APR: 19.9%. Payment
protection is also available up to 36 nionths. All units aro brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RTB warranty
All prices quoted for cash/cheque or Switch/Delta card. No additional charges for credit cards. Martin Lynch is a licensed credit

broker Full written details are available on request. Finance is subject to status. E&OE. El° p&p on all major items.

 Budget Plan requrrementr: Fug time employment or esahledreteece.
owe 18 end below 77. Currant bask =punt pa lxeleang society, Far SAW

France please emu's you have UK &MN kence and cisme
96'aurt.e credi card flee:In-Iv Gas Br nor lilt, yoir cvninit name JAI

xkYess sr,s,ce sumv. APR 19.9%. 4



Summer (hopefully!)

is here and the Rev.

George Dobbs

G3RJV's thoughts

turn to the

possibility of

portable operation.

And to help and

entourage you to

get 'out and about'

 there's an

interesting little

portable 'test.box'

on offer this month

and a quotation of

course!

10Uf hest is bad, nor liedfS thu test

Still, it should be out Veil] best."

To Tuolumne.

Cdff1114 on the

Practical

a
n summer, many Radio Amateurs turn
their thoughts towards planning of
portable operations...or so they say!
Very few things can beat a warm day, a
clear blue sky, a makeshift antenna
hanging in the trees and some QSOs
with a little QRP transceiver. Some

operators think about
just taking a little
transceiver at the bottom
of the suitcase on holi-
day...in the hope that it
might rain.

However, just as some
holiday-makers are tempted

to pack everything including the kitchen sink, it's
tempting to pack a lot of 'just in
case' items to go with a portable
station. Unfortunately it's then all
too easy to pack half of the work-
shop, accessories, tools and test
equipment, in fear of an unexpect-
ed problem! That's when I
thought of the 'Testbox'.

Common Problems
The 'testbox' I'm describing here
should provide the means for
dealing with most of the common
problems that may occur with a
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Fig. 1: The complete
'Testbox' circuit (see text).

44

sla

To Aotenna

013

15V 27b

Continuo,

station in the field. It serves as a wattmeter for
checking transmitter output, a resistive s.w.r.
bridge for matching the transmitter to the anten-
na, a voltage checker for 12V supplies and a con-
tinuity tester.

Hopefully the facilities provided will see off
any likely problems encountered far from the
home workshop. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

The same meter is used for all the tests. I've
built the Testbox around the common edgewise
reading meters often found on the surplus mar-
ket, designed as S -Meters for CB transceivers or
VU meters for audio systems.

Almost all of the surplus meters I have
encountered seem to have a full-scale deflection
(f.s.d.) of around 200pA. This was the case in the
meter used in my prototype.

If the meter you choose to use has a f.s.d.
much greater or much less than 200pA, some of
the resistors in the circuit will require adjust
ment...but I will point these out as we look at the
circuit.

Selects Functions
A 3 -pole, 4 -way wafer switch selects the Testbox
functions, so now let's follow the four switch
positions in turn. And to help I have separated
out each function in smaller drawings, which are
easier to follow.

In position 1 (see Figs 1 and 2) eight 100ii, 1W
resistors are connected in series -parallel across
the input of the transmitter. This presents the
transmitter with a 50it load.

The power output of the transmitter can be
determined by measuring the r.f. voltage appear-
ing across the 5012 load. A BAT85 diode and a
series resistor allow the meter to read the volt-
age.

The value of the resistor will depend upon the
maximum
power level
you require to
read and the
full-scale
deflection of
the meter. In
my prototype I
found that a
100ki2 resistor
indicated 5W
conveniently
near the top of
the meter
scale.

Fortunately,
most of the surplus meters open up quite easily
and it is worth calibrating the meter scale against
another calibrated r.f. wattmeter. I promise
myself...vvill get around to it one day!

Switch positions 2 and 3 Isee Figs 1 and 3)
provide a resistive s.w.r. bridge for QRP opera-
tion. You may remember that I've described such
a bridge circuit in this column in the past and it's
a very simple way to make an s.w.r. indicator for
low power transmissions.

The circuit is based upon a resistive bridge, so
beloved and known by physics masters as the
Wheatstone Bridge. Three 'legs' of the bridge are
formed by 5012 resistors (two 1000, 1W resistors
in parallel).

The antenna forms the fourth 'leg' when the
switch is in position 3. This corresponds to the
Reverse or Reflected positions found on other
types of s.w.r. meter. When all four legs are at the
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same resistance (impedance in this case) there
is no voltage across the centre of the bridge and
a null occurs.

Very often, portable antennas are simply odd
lengths of wire tuned with an antenna tuning
unit (a.t.u.) to match the transmitter. If the a.t.u.
is adjusted so the bridge 'sees' 50i2, the bridge
will null.

The centre of the bridge has a diode with a
capacitor which acts as an r.f. voltage detector.
The detected voltage is then fed to the meter via
a series resistance, part of which is a pre-set
resistor. In use the a.t.u. is adjusted for the low-
est meter reading.

Setting the meter to read full scale in this
position gives a suitable voltage range for the
Reverse position reading. Incidentally, the pre-
set variable control could be an external control
potentiometer but in practice I think that most
users will be testing with the same transmitter
most of the time.

The Advantage
In use the resistive s.w.r. meter has the advan-
tage that the transmitter output is connected to
a low resistance the whole time the adjustments
are being made. This can be very useful with
homebuilt transmitters which may have poorly
protected power amplifiers and make -shift
antennas which can require a lot of adjustment.

The disadvantage of the resistive type of
s.w.r. meter is that the d.c. resistance in the
bridge has to be removed from the transmitter
output in actual operation. This is carried out by
switch position 4 (see Figs 1 and 3) which con-
nects the transmitter output directly to the
antenna

Another switch (SVV.21 has to be added
to remove the resistive load from the
antenna. This is a single pole miniature
toggle switch inserted at the top of the
resistance bridge. This switch must be
open for transmitting through the Testbox
and closed when making measurements.

Mier Funchons
The other two functions of the Testbox are d.c.
tests and these are performed with the switch in
the Operate (position 4). These functions are
selected by choosing two of three terminals on
the Testbox. The three terminals are marked
Ground. Battery and Continuity (See Figs. 1
and 4 and 5).

Very often, portable operation requires bat-
tery power supplies and probably the use of
rechargeable batteries. And as many of will
realise...a useful facility is being able to check
the battery voltage.

With this project I've assumed that the bat-
tery is a 12V type. And although the meter could
be configured to act as a voltmeter ...the scale
on these meters is rather small for a complete 0
to 12V range. So, I've arranged that in the
Testbox, choosing terminals Battery and
Ground allows the meter to function as an
expanded scale voltmeter.

Two 4.7V zener diodes in series (or a 9V zener
diode would also serve) act to compress the
meter scale so that it reads from just above 9 to
about 15V across the whole range. This is the use-
ful range for checking the state of a 12V battery.

The series resistor )27kLz in my case) may
need adjustment with some meters to set the top
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of the range. The diode is added for
d.c. isolation from the meter. It's prob-
ably enough to make a mark on the
meter scale to correspond with a read-
ing of 12V but the more fastidious con-
structor could add the other voltage
calibration points.

Corinne(' Teshng
Choosing the Continuity and
Ground terminals will provide a very
crude ohmmeter for continuity test-
ing ISee Figs. 1 and 5). For this facili-

*St/NI

Fig. 2: The
Wattmeter
circuit (see
text).

Fig. 3:
Calibration
s.w.r. (reverse
facilities
text).
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ty 1.5V battery cell is connected in
series with a resistor and the meter.

A direct short between the two terminals gives
a full reading. The 101a2 resistor used in my pro-
totype gave a reading of almost full scale deflec-
tion when the terminals were shorted. This value
may require adjustment.

Those of you who want to 'go to town' with
this facility could make the series resistance
adjustable to set the f.s.d. on shorted terminals.
Others with more patience than me could cali-
brate the scale to read in ohms.

The zero reading on the meter will correspond
to some thousands of ohms and probably give
quite a useful range. But my aim was only to have
a facility that could check for open circuit and
short circuit conditions.

The Testbox can be built in any style, in any
enclosure. My prototype has all the parts for the
s.w.r. bridge and wattmeter mounted on a piece
of perf-board with Vero -pins used as
solder terminals. Obviously more or
less functions could be included with
your version.

So, get busy and be prepared. Pack
that picnic box up  load the car up and
off you go for portable working. See
you on the bands!

Pl4/

Fig. 4 (Top).
The
expanded
voltmeter
circuitry (see
text).

Fig. 5
(Lower): The
(very basic)
continuity
test facilities.
See text for
G3RJV's
notes on
expanding
this facility to
provide
individual
options.
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hen I was constructing my
'antenna farm' I found that I
needed a 10 metre mast.
Whatever form it ended up in,
it had to be simple to
construct and materials had to
be readily available and

relatively cheap. Most importantly, I
wanted a mast that I could raise and
lower myself.

I wanted the mast mainly to support wire
antennas,verticals and possibly a v.h.f. op
u.h.f. beam. However, the main task of the
new mast, would be to support one end of a
G5RV antenna. The other end of the antenna
would be supported from a pole attached to
the house.

The mast I'm about to describe is the
results of my requirements. For ease of
fabrication I decided that the mast would be
made from three interconnected parts, A
five metre base length, a four metre middle
section. see Fig. 1. Because I intend
supporting a G5RV antenna on the mast, the
final upper part is made from wood that has
been well weatherproofed.

The installation uses the 'law of leverage' to
make the mast easier to erect. I've found that
in many commercial tilt -over systems, the
pivot point is rather close to the ground,
making it quite difficult to raise the mast
single-handed.

My mast however, has its pivot point at a
height of about two metres above ground.
Pivoting at this height gives tremendously
improved leverage. It's a simple matter to erect
the mast on your own, simply pull on the
raised end and the mast will rise easily.
Lowering it is just as pleasant with an easily
controlled descent.

To hp
When you begin the installation, for maximum
stability of the completed structure, the area

"Pivoting at mis Night gives ire-

1110110USIll iNfOnd 10V01d08"

that you need must be good
and firm. It's no good putting a
solid concrete base in if the
ground is soft and easily dug.

So, after finding a suitable
location. I started by digging a
hole a metre deep and about
300mm square. However, a
hole of this size is rather a
difficult job, due to the
restricted access the deeper
down you get.

The hole can, of course, he
wider than the 300mm
suggested, although the
amount of concrete that you'll
deed goes up quite alarmingly
as the hole becomes larger. It's
better to dig the hole just a little
deeper, and fill the bottom with
old brick rubble (or stones
found during the diggingl.
These should be tamped down
quite tightly to form a drainage
base.

Once the hole is dug out and
prepared, the two four metre
long side support poles should
he placed in the hole. For
maximum support strength,
these two poles should be
parallel (80mm apart) and
vertical front -to -back as well as
side -to -side, see Fig. 2.

As a limiter to the travel of
the mast itself, I placed a piece
of pole, 500mm long, 'behind'
the support poles, see Fig. 3.
This prevents the mast passing
the vertical when erected. It's a
good idea to put together a
temporary wooden frame to
hold them in place until after
the concrete has set.

Properlq
A few days later, after the
cement had set properly, I
placed the five metre pole
between the two uprights.
A hole was then drilled
through all three poles in
situ, and a 250mm
carriage bolt was inserted
as the pivot (Fig. 21
through the support
poles and the lower part
of the mast.

The next task was to
drill smaller diameter
holes through the
support poles and the
lower section of the
mast somewhere just
above the ground Fig. 1: The
level. These holes 10m length
would take the of the mast
thinner securing is achieved
bolt, which locks the by using
mast in place (Fig. three
3). lengths

With the mast in joined
the lowered together.
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First Time
For those of you that haven't mixed concrete
and made up a base before, just a few words

of help. Do get hold of good quality clean
ballast mixture and fresh cement to make up

the concrete.
Use the minimum amount of water to mix

the concrete and add it slowly to the mixture. If
you cannot mix the whole amount of concrete
in one 'go' then make sure you use the same

ratio (as far as possible) of ballast, cement and
water each time. The mixture should be firm

and not 'runny' or watery in any way.
When the hole is about three quarters full of

concrete it's time to do a little consolidation or
'settling' of the mixture. Using a long length of

wood or alloy tubing about 25-35mm in
diameter, push it into the concrete, and with a
vigorous up-and-down motion throughout the
mixture, work the concrete to settle the ballast

towards the bottom.
As the mixture settles, the excess water will

come to the surface, and if more than a few
millimetres deep, the excess should be

skimmed away. Pour more concrete in to fill
the hole to the brim, and repeat the settling

with the stick or metal tube. If you didn't work
up a sweat mixing the concrete you most

certainly will at this stage.
To allow the concrete to harden and set takes
several days depending on the weather and

temperature. I've always found it best to put a
piece of sacking or polythene over the concrete
for the first day or so to minimise it drying out

unevenly before it has set properly. G1TEX

position, connect the four metre pole using a
correct clamp coupling. To complete the mast,
a one metre length of wooden pole was bolted
to the top of the four metre pole, to the top of
which, I fixed a pulley.

110 solid base

and rho high

pivot point,

MAC the mast

WO secure"
A lightweight line was run

through the the pulley to
raise and lower wire
antennas The guy wires
were also attached at this
stage. For maximum
stability the guying lines,
and four are better than
three, should be about 450
to the vertical.

To work out how far up
the lines should be
attached, take the width of
the area that is around the
mast and divide it by two.
This is the optimal height
above ground for the lines to
give a 45" run.

PuIIig0own
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Fig. 3: The two four metre long
support poles should parallel and
be vertical in both front -to -back
and side -to -side directions.

Raising the mast is a simple case of pulling
down on the base of the pole. It swings up and
into position quite easily. A word of warning
though; Keep your fingers clear as the mast
comes up towards, and reaches the vertical
position.

Fig. 2: For drainage put brick rubble at the bottom
of the 300mm square hole.
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Catching your fingers between the
mast and the uprights is painful, as well
as dangerous. I did it once and that was a
sufficient warning. I certainly will not do
it again!

When you have raised the mast to the
upright position the locking bolt can be
inserted. The mast is now secure enough
to stand, albeit slightly wobbly, on its
own. All that remains now is to tighten
the guy wires, to to give the top the final
stability as a support point for the G5RV
antenna.

Because of the simple, but efficient
pivot point design, the mast can be
raised and lowered by one person. I had
at first thought that when high winds
were forecast I'd have to drop the mast
but, in practice I've not had to lower it
very often at all.

The solid base and the high pivot point,
make the mast quite secure. The mast, as
I've described it, has stood for more than
three years now. It has weathered many
storms without mishap.

I consider the mast a great success. A
combination of easy -to -erect mast and
the pulley system, make changing
antennas a simple task now.

The mast I've shown, is quick and easy
to construct and it will not cost you the
earth! So, go on - get one up!
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Rugged it Ready To Go

The SEE HF Transceiver Review
If you're keen on QRP c.w. operating, working maritime mobile or

portable in tough conditions or are contemplating a safari in Africa...Rob
Mannion G3XFD suggests a SG2020 might be a rig to consider.

he American company
SGC Inc. are becoming
increasingly active in
the Amateur Radio
field. Evidence of this
is shown by their high
profile presentations at

the Dayton HamVention in
the USA and advertising in
Amateur Radio magazines
here in Europe. However,
even a brief look at SGC
equipment will tell even the
casual observer that their
products were not originally
designed for the Amateur Radio
market. Obviously styled for professional
maritime and Military use, now that their
products are being aimed at another
specialised sector of the market (Radio
Amateurs!) SGC have chosen to continue
with the general purpose 'Military &
Marine' look and clearly state in their
promotional literature that the SG -2020
has been designed "for a whole
panorama of h.f. users".

In the past I've had the opportunity to
review other SGC products. But this time the
arrival of the low power SG -2020 h.f. portable
transceiver has been awaited with interest
because I'm reliably informed that the
designer is the same man who originally
designed the Index Laboratories QRP Plus

transceiver,
Fig. 1.

The
excellent,
brim -full of
'character'
little QRP Plus
(immediately
nicknamed
'the rig on a
leg' in the PW
office)
transceiver
was reviewed
in the
February
1995 PW by
John
Goodall
GOSKR. but
eventually

Fig. 1: Reviewed in the February
1995 issue of PWthe popular 'QRP
Plus' transceiver (formerly
produced by the Index
Laboratories) comes from the
same designer's drawing board
the new SGC Inc. SG -2020
transceiver (see text).

became extremely difficult to obtain
before the manufacturers ceased production
and the designer was recruited by SGC.

Although SGC make no mention of any
connection at all between the previous Index
Laboratories transceiver and the SG -2020 in
the latter's promotional material, the same
designer's hand can be seen at work.
particularly in the type of filters used.
However, SGC make it clear that they are
not, and cannot become involved with
the original equipment, repairs or any
inquiries regarding the original 'QRP Plus'
transceiver.

So, without further ado - let's take a look at
the SG -2020 transceiver and see how it
performed for G3XFD.

Loill Poser liedvipeigh[
The SGC-2020 is most certainly a rugged, low
power heavyweight rig. Encased in an
extremely robust metal (but not waterproof as
it uses an ordinary paper cone loudspeaker)
housing it looks and feels like a typical
miniature military h.f. transceiver.

Based on a single conversion superhet
design, the receiver uses an i.f. of 60MHz. The
r.f. selectivity is
provided by a 7 -
pole ladder
filter at 60MHz
and bi-
directional
circuitry is used
in the i.f. and
filter chain.
Additional
filtering is

The SGC
2020... a
low power
heavy-
weight!

" ...I had over 350 OSOs

on 7,14 and ilin
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Fig. 2: Inside top chassis
view of the transceiver.

Fig. 3: Under view (screen
removed).

provided at a.f. with switched capacitor
filters (see comment later).

The manufacturers claim that sensitivity
is better than 0.55pV for 10dB S/N+N with
intermodulation better than +18dBm 3rd
order intercept. Unusually for today's
modern equipment the receiver is provided
with a rotary r.f. gain control along with the
standard noise blanker. Standard rotary
tuning is provided and frequency resolution

is 10Hz.
Incorporating a

single loop
synthesiser, the SG -
2020 uses 10kHz steps
with intermediate
steps of 10Hz obtained
through direct
microprocessor
control of the
reference.

The frequency
display is a large easy -
to -read I.c.d. type with
a separate I.e.d.
display for providing
S -meter, and relative
output indications.

Filtering is provided
by front panel selected
audio frequency band-
pass and provides
bandwidths from

100Hz to 2.7kHz in 100Hz steps. The audio
output from the top mounted loudspeaker is
1W. General coverage receive is provided
from 1.8 to 30MHz and coverage of m.f. is
also available (400kHz to 1.6MHz) with the
broadcast filter by-passed.

Offering a maximum r.f. output of 20W
p.e.p. which is front -panel adjustable from
milliwatts to the full output, the transceiver

provides s.s.b. and
c.w. transmission. The
transmitter
incorporates r.f.
speech processing
using a voice operated
audio gain device
(v.o.g.a.d.) and r.f.
clipping.

A built-in electronic
keyer is provided and
this can be operator
adjusted (in IAMBIC
'Mode B') from five to
60w.p.m. I tried the
keyer - it works very
well indeed but I
prefer to use my hand
key all my QSOs were
achieved using my
Kent 'straight' model.

There are also 20
memory locations,

some of which have been factory pre-set but
all of which are user -definable and can be
reset at any time by the operator.

Power supply input is by an unusual rear -
mounted plug arrangement and the
accompanying plug (supplied made up on to
heavy duty cable by SGC) does not 'lock'
into place. As a result it can detach itself
quite easily and I found that even the weight

of the cable (if it wasn't supported) pulled the
plug out on various occasions.

The supplied cable is of a far higher current
carrying capability than the pins on the plug
and socket arrangement - especially when you
bear in mind the SG -2020 is a 20W p.e.p.
transceiver. As I've already mentioned, it also
'un-plugs' itself very easily as it does not
'lock'. Definitely a re -think needed here SGC!

On The Air

It's not often I get the chance of a really long
review period for a newly -introduced h.f.
transceiver - but in the case of the SG -2020 it
was in my shack for close on a month. In that
time I had over 300 OSOs - mainly on 7, 14
and 18MHz - and mostly using c.w.

With its relatively low r.f. output power I
quickly found that the transceiver struggles on
s.s.b. Audio reports were good but the QRP
level output means that OSOs on the bands
are a real challenge - which I know some
operators prefer!

Personally I think the SG -2020 could be of
interest to the dedicated c.w. operator
interested in a rugged portable transceiver
because in this mode the QRP is no real
barrier to DX. Indeed - I worked into various
South American countries on 18MHz using
only 5W, and in once case managed to work
a PY (Brazil) with only 3W! But of

"The SGC-E0 is most

cerldiolq d rugged, loiti power

hedvimight fig"

course....not many people have beams for
18MHz and my long wire antenna seems to
do very well on this band.

The frequency display is exceptionally crisp
and clear on the transceiver, but I'm afraid I
did not like the I.e.d. type of S -meter
indicating device. This facility - made up from
a series of very bright I.e.d. indicators - is
extremely rugged and although perhaps ideal
for use in a vehicle - annoyed me very much!
Although I should say that Tex Swann
G 1 TEX, Technical Projects Sub -editor (and
our photographer) said he liked it! So, this
must be a subjective point.

On c.w. I found that my signal reports
were always T9 and even though I was
often operating the transmitter at well
below 3W I often got 579 from the other
station who could often be running up to
100W. Yes - c.w. in my opinion is the ideal
mode for QRP working and my log book -
with contacts around the globe on QRP c.w.
proves this.

The high i.f. on the SG -2020 provides
excellent selectivity for a single conversion
superhet and this is further backed by the
truly excellent selectable a.f. bandpass
filtering. This filtering has to be heard in
action to be fully appreciated - it certainly
provides the very 'hard edged' extremely
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sharp filtering needed for
the busy ORP
frequencies.

Tex Swann G1TEX
compared the effect of
the filtering with DSP -
the main difference being
that it was slower because
the operator selects the
filters. It takes some
'getting used to' but left
me thinking that I should
consider including
switched capacitance
filtering of this sort in my
next home brew receiver!

Tuning on the SG -2020
proved to be very laborious
for me - it's certainly a two-
handed job! This is because
to select the fastest tuning
rate the operator has to press
the Fast button while rotating the
main tuning control. I found it to be

jr.
ANTENNA

very
difficult and frustrating - and even Tex
G1TEX found it frustratingly difficult and
slow - especially when changing bands.

In fact many of the control facilities we take
for granted - instantly selectable receiver and
transmit RIT for example - are set out in a way
that reflects the military and marine operating
methods rather than Amateur Radio. However,
I really appreciated the variable r.f. gain
control - the continually adjustable gain often
helped me when I was working on busy (and
incredibly noisy) frequencies. It's certainly
good to have full control!

GEREfdl CORI*

13.6 VDC

% S3 SPO
- 74e 61144

SG -2020 GENERAL

 FREQUENCY COVERAGE
 RF LOAD IMPEDANCE
 RF POWER OUTPUT
 MODES.
 A LI 010 OUTPUT:

ir POWER CONNECTION
" VOLTAGE

NOVI CURRENT

The general coverage receiver provided on the
SG -2020 works well but because of the laborious
tuning and band -changing method I didn't really
'tune about' as much as I would have done
otherwise. But the receiver copes very well with
a.m., c.w. and s.s.b. transmissions.

Listening to h.f. broadcast transmissions on
a.m. requires the use of the 'exalted' carrier
technique - and the operator can choose to
listen to either sideband. I found this to be
quite effective and it's something an SG -2020
owner would soon get used to in practice.

Listening on the m.f. ("a.m.') band
requires the broadcast filter to be by-
passed and the operator's manual (which
is presented in the usual comprehensive
easy -to -read and use SGC style) explains
how this can he done by re -locating a
jumper wire to an alternate position.
Sensitivity on the 400kHz to 1.6MHz band
is good and more than adequate for
broadcast reception use and it's sensitive
enough to receive the slow Morse
marine/aeronautical beacons.

Manufacturer's Specifications
General
Operating modes:

Receiver coverage:

Transmit frequency range,
Operational temp. range:
Microprocessor type:
Freq. resolution:
Freq. display:
Transmitreceive switching:
Battery volt -meter:

Dimensions:
Approximate weight:

Transmitter
Output power:

Speech processing (r.f.):

Transmit current consumption:
Transmit intermodulation @ 20W:
Transmitter spurious signals:
Microphone:

Electronic keyer:

Receiver
Circuitry:
IF Frequency:
Sensitivity:

Intermodulation:
Selectable a.f bandpass:
Audio output:
Noise blanker:
RF gain:
BFO:
Current consumption:

c.w., I.s.b. and u.s.b.
(see text ref. a.m.l
1.8 to 30MHz
lalso 400kHz to 1.6MHz -
see textl
1.8 to 30MHz
-30 to +70°C
MC68HC711E9
10Hz
100Hz
<than 10ms
digital (I.c.d.) on main
display
70 x 152 x 178mm
2kg (approximately)

front panel selected
0-20W p.e.p.
VOGAD baseband
and r.f. clipping
max output power. 4A
-28dB or better
-50dB on Amateur Bands
Dynamic, fist -held type
with p.t.t.
fully adjustable Mode
B IAMBIC 5 to 60w.p.m.

Single conversion superhet
60MHz
better than 0.5pV
for 10dB S/1\14s1
.18c1t3M 3rd order intercept
100Hz to 2.7kHz
1W r.m.s.
Pulse and ignition blanking
front panel controlled
Processor controlled
< than 430mA on receive.

Mti

So, after the many C1S05 and a lot of
experience with the SG -2020 does it get
my vote? In short I have to say no - the rig
doesn't appeal to me but the quirky
design does have some attractions and in
an odd way I liked some of the features.
But I honestly don't think it will appeal to
many Radio Amateurs.

I really think that this robust little
transceiver will find its true home as a
professional h.f. rig for use as a low power
mobile vehicle -to -vehicle or mobile -to -base
radiotelephone operations by relief and
emergency organisations, particularly in
countries such as Africa, etc.

I think the SG -2020's small size and its
facilities will also prove of interest to the
maritime mobile radio operator. It's
extremely well built inside and is presented
in a form where it can be conveniently set-
up and left for an operator to use p.t.t.
radiotelephony. AW

Fig. 4: Rear panel
view showing

power supply plug
and socket (see text
for comments). The

robustness of the
external casing of

the transceiver can
be judged by the

thickness of the
casting.

1 MHZ T

SO OHM

20 WATTS
LS8. US8.
1.5 WATT
POLARIZE

10 VDC TO

R X

TX te, 5 WA
TX @ 20 yki

My thanks go
to Waters 8/
Stanton PLC
()f 22 Main

Road,
Hockley,

Essex SS5
4QS. Tel:
(01702)

206835, for
the loan of the

review
transceiver
which costs

£1599 plus £6
carriage.
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Duped

By A DVM
They're

wonderful

things those

digital

voltmeters

(d.v.m.$)!

They can

show results

down to four

or five

decimal

plates, but

are they

accurate? Ken

LeeRand

shows you

how to verify

your belief in

your own

d.v.m.

"I adjusted the voltage -

52

An intermittent problem arose
with my TV set a little while
ago. On investigation I found
that the control over the
tuning voltage had been lost.
The first thing to do according
to the service sheet was to

check the high tension (h.t.) line and
set it to 145±0.5V.

So, out with what I thought was my trusty
eastern manufactured d.v.m., and I adjusted
the voltage. However, the problem became
even worse!

Checking around the circuit I found many
voltages appeared to be high. This
worsening of the problem set me thinking
that the d.v.m. might be wrong. Most
unlikely I thought, the figures are there on
the screen aren't they! So, I'd better check -
but how?

Quick Deck
I carried out a quick check with three
different multimeters plus an oscilloscope.
They were connected in parallel to a variable
voltage supply, and showed some
interesting results.

The three multimeters used were, a Pullin
series 100 10ki2/V analogue meter
(purchased in 1947), a home-brew f.e.t.
11MS2 input analogue (which I made in the
late 1960$) and the three year old 101VIS2
input d.v.m.

Taking the 'scope reading as correct, the
results were: the Pullin read low by 3-5%, (to
be expected as the Welwyn pink 1% 'Histab'
resistors are 47 years old), the home-made
f.e.t. agreed with the scope. But the real
surprise was that the d.v.m. read about 15%
high!

So, the 145V setting on the TV power rail
was, in actuality, more like 126V! No wonder
the problem became worse. Hard lesson
number one, d.v.m.s are not perfect, they
can - and do go wrong.

flbsolae loll
What is an absolute volt? How was Ito check
the accuracy of the multimeters? For those
who want to be, or must be absolutely
correct, (shame about Heisenberg's
uncertainty input. Ed.), there is only one
course of action.

however, the problem became worse!"

The only course of action for absolute
accuracy is to send an instrument to a
calibration service test centre. The cost of
doing this is expensive and besides, do you
really want this kind of accuracy? (In the UK
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is the
defining service).

For my own purposes, the answer is (a
definite) No - to a calibration service bill. So,
where could I get a reference voltage from?

Simple flour
The answer is quite simple - use a reference
integrated circuit regulator to create your own
'standard' voltage. There are many voltage
reference devices on the market with
sufficient accuracy for the average hobbyist.

I first considered using an LH070 (LH0070),
but the cost, originally, proved excessive. If
you want to go this route follow the circuit of
Fig. 1, and keep current consumption below
5mA or you will lose accuracy.

A lower cost solution is to use the
somewhat older LM369 shown in Fig. 2.
Notice that both devices have an output of
10V. In the case of the LM369 regulator the
consumption must be kept below lmA.

The LM369 low power regulator is now
difficult to source, and you may have to hunt
around to find one. And I note that there are
now a series of LH0070 variants with '-0', '-01'
and '-02' suffixes in ascending order of
accuracy (and price)!

The direct output of of the reference circuit
may be used to set up the d.v.m. on the 20V
range. But how do you maintain comparative
accuracy on the lower voltage ranges?

Special fIrtepudtor
The instructions for my d.v.m. called for the
setting the calibration at 190mV on the 200mV
range that would call for a special attenuator.
So I made a single step attenuator, from a 10y
input to 0.19V output to do the job. But I was
disappointed to find that the other ranges
read progressively high.

So, now I had a suitable 10V source, and,
as most of the time I use the 0-20V range on
the d.v.m. I opted to make this the most
accurate using the 10V source. This meant
that an attenuator can be dispensed with.

However, as I had an attenuator made-up I
felt it was easy to make the circuit of more
universal use. But to maintain accuracy, the
attenuator had to have a significant loading to
'swamp' any loading of attached meters,
that's when I decided that I needed a current
booster.

The diagram of the boosted output circuit is
shown in Fig. 3. Some readers might find it
useful, and I'd recommend it whichever
regulator i.c. you use. This circuit keeps the
regulator i. c. load to around 1mA, and you
should choose resistor R12 to keep the
dissipation of Tr1 to a low value at maximum
output (I found a start value of 15052 useful).

RPM bus
An added bonus of the attenuator network,
Fig. 4, is that of the constant load has a
stabilising effect on the output voltage.
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theory
Although it looks easy to
make up, achieving the
correct voltage at each
test point takes a lot of
patience because all
resistors have a tolerance
which have to be
accounted for in practice.

The resistive
equivalent of the network
was measured at and
found to be 8970, so at
10N1 input, it draws a little
over 11mA. This loading
means that a current
amplifier of Fig. 3 is a
necessity rather than a
suggestion for maximum
accuracy.

Having adjusted the
d.v.m. to be accurate on
the 0-20V range, wire the
attenuator up completely.
Due to the way I've built it
the 3, 2 and the 1V steps
may need a little
adjustment.

Start at R1 and adjust
add series or parallel
resistor so that the 3V test
point is 3V on your newly
calibrated d.v.m. Then
turn to adjust R2, if
required, then R3 so that
the 2V and 1V test points
are correct. At this point
you will probably need to
go back and check the 3V
and the 2V points.

WINN Is Over

When the 1V test point is
correct, most of the work
is over, as there should be
little adjustment required
on the rest of the resistors. It would be a
good idea to draw up a table and note all the
voltage changes for every adjustment you
make and it will soon become apparent how
one adjustment effects all the others.

As an example R1 in my case turned out
to be 761012 + 470(2 in series across an 82012
resistor. Resistor R3 turned out to be a 347012
in parallel with the 9152. (All the values I've
quoted are as marked on
the body of the resistor).

For best effects I
recommend that you use
high precision metal film
resistors of the best quality. You won't regret
it.

IIbails Suspect
Why do most of us assume that readings
from analogue multimeters are always
suspect and those from digital ones are
never suspect? (the same assumption is
made about watches. Ed.) The Pullin
Multimeter that I purchased when I was an
apprentice for E10 (about six month's wages
at the time) has done well over the years, as
the tests proved.

Additionally the home-brew f.e.t. meter is
Practical Wireless, August 1998
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11.510
40V Opt

LH 070 101/ .! o02°.

[WS0307

Fig. 1: This circuit proved to be expensive
due to the cost of the i. c. although it's able
to handle up to 20mA. (The LH070 i.c
number has been superseded by LH0070).

Fig. 3: A few components added to the
circuit of Fig. 1 (or Fig. 2) gives greater
current capability. In practice, Tr1 and R12
may be changed to reflect the maximum
current taken).

13 to 30
P LM 369 H "

10V 0.003

i

Fig. 2: A cheaper solution, but with a lower
current capability. An additional amplifier may
be needed. (note the LM369 is becoming more
difficult to obtain, as it's an older i.c. G1TEX).

v
Output

Input fe 0)

[WT03361 Ground

Fig. 5: The pin -out of the LH0070
voltage reference integrated circuit.

1- Output
Input

Ground
(WT0337)

Fig. 6: The pin -out of the LM389 voltac
reference Integrated circuit.

lOy

Up
10V

0

628

3V

91

WS0310

2V

91

1V 0.1V 0.01V 0.001V
0

R6

820 820 820
R7 R8 R9
100 00 100

R10
91

0

Fig. 4: From a stable and accurate WV supply this attenuator will give a variety of reference
voltages. (If you are using a 2.56V regulator then use the '1V' output as 256mV and the '0.1V
output as 25.6mV etc. G1TEX).

still as accurate as the day I made it. I used
Philips MR2 resistors and semiconductors
which may have something to do with the
successful project. It's only the digital one that
has let me down!

The overall accuracy of the f.e.t. meter,
through all the ranges, is superior to the
d.v.m., which is a big disappointment. I, like
many others I suspect, had expected the

"Digits multimeters di0 oo[porfoa the Cd11 - rid do go tiling"

quality, accuracy and reliability to be much
improved in this day and age.

The lesson I have learnt is that a d.v.m. may
look good and be easy to use, but 'all that
glisters is not gold' so do not be fooled. Check
your d.v.m. regularly, as in my case it has
proved less reliable than a home -brewed
instrument.

Maybe I was just unlucky to get a Korean
'Friday machine'. So, as I have yet to see an
instrument manufacturer who will guarantee
accuracy with ageing on any of their glossy
brochures, be warned by this omission.

PW

As the precision

reference i.c.s

mentioned in the

text tend to be

more of a

'professional'

item you may

have trouble

locating supplies

of them.

Farrell, can

supply the

LH0070-0 (order

code 411-619

Price around

£10.30 each), at

Canal Road,

Leeds LS12

2TU. Tel: 0113-

263 6311.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MULTICOMM 2000 \1

_
AMERITRON 8110EX

1)00W 10o...o. 1.8 - 3011
OUR PRICE £699.00

or 311 01111s itt E22.83

* FINANCE AVAILABLE *

LARGE SHOWROOM * BEST PRICES

- - :

AMERITRON 1200CEX
1100W o1111811. !SCX1200A7

17111 7.1.

OUR PRICE £1799.00
or 36 totIls h OM.77

AMERITRON 800CEX
121)0W output. 3tX61)0 7 %Ake%

OUR PRICE £1395.00
of :441 mills it 145.51)

lw 11111

AMERITRON 82CEX
15011W output_ 2 x !-51111/ vIthcs

OUR PRICE £1699.00
or 36 ma's W. £55.511

1i-5016 2mtr, 160W £299.00

A-41105 6m t r, 150W E325.00

B -I016 2mtr, 160W £349.00

B- 1030 ?min-. 300W £715.00

B-108 2mtr. BOW £225.00

11-2 I 5 2m tr, 150W £349.00

11-2516 2mtr, 160W £299.00

D-3010

D -26n

BD -35

114 (K1A1VN

B-34

B-34

11-1060

70cms, ItHAV £359.00

70/60 £269.00

2/70 £119.00

70/100 £405.00

2mtr, 35W £99.00

2mtr, 35W £75.00

2mtr, 600W £1095.00

BencHek

AM'

-111    -   -

BENCHER
IAMBIC KEYERS

111'-1 £69.00
£78.00

B\ ( .1c1 1:175.00

Original dc-laxe .£149.00
kryer dr-Itixe £139.00

KENWOOD ICOM
TS -570D SUPER PCR-1000

OUR PRICE illtUR PRICE
£999.00 DEALS

cushcraft
C 05505TION

CUSHCRAFT RANGE OF ANTENNAS NOW IN STOCK.
R-7 0 0 0 HF-VERTICAL. GREAT PERFORMANCE £329.00

SGC POWER CLEAR
Ds!.

OUR PRICE
£269.00

TIMEWAVE
D)SP-59)ZX

OUR PRICE
£299.00

1,1

"LINEAR AMP UK" . . . Linears arc now available. Phone for best price.
PALSTAR

:40 amp 1.iii t I led PSI'
PRICE £89.00

SGG230
,04. I

OUR PRICE
£279.00

SGG2020
I I `RI' Iran.. triwr.

orders living taken now.
OUR PRICE I

L569.00 .*44"
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED

* GUARNTEED TOP PRICES PAID

IMPORTED DIRECT
FROM THE USA

MFJ-259 MkII MFJ 862 MFJ 941 E MFJ 901 B
I IF' VI IF antenna analyser. VHF/ 1111F SWB power 300W HF All' including Brilliant BUMF I

£169.00 meter ,I: I !Salim FIF Vii '
£44.00 £79.00 £55.00

MFJ 931 MI] 934 Mt] 945 E
Artificial ItF Antenna tuner & artificial I -IF 611111'

groom! ground MKAA' ATU
£65.00 £145.00 £69.00

ow. set

MFJ 264
.-ils1V

dummy load
£45.00

MFJ 784 B MFJ 959 B MFJ 969 C MFJ 418
Fully leatured Re( en et antenna 30011' *

DSP filter pre -amp ATU (AV Rum
£179.00 £69.00 £139.00 £55.00

MFJ 989 C
3kW 11F .V1'1'

£275.00

F - 9.011
119-112 £21.00
1111-212 £65.00

I F1-22-1 £130.00
119-260C £26.00
MF -462B £159.00
MI- -557 £21.00
M -564 £44.00
MI. -702 £22.00
MI -704 £29.00
M 722 £65.00
M 7520 £89.00
M 781 £119.00
MF -812B £29.00
M I -815B £45.00
M11-816 £20.00
Mil -817 £58.00
MFI-860 £35.00
5111-862 £45.00
MFJ-864 £59.00
119-903 £39.00

"V<F9W £69.00
1111-910 118.00

MFJ 948 B
;lo k\ I IF 111'

£85.00

MFJ 949 E
3(K)W 11F
t dummy load

£99.00

All MFJ
products carry

our full 12
month warranty

and arc CE
approved

MFJ 1798
I° hawk
£225.00

NUJ 921/924
VHI. or I'M:All

£65.00

111411" £29.00
\111-911 £52.00
1111-916 £29.00
1111-921 £55.00
119-924 £55.00
\111}931 £65.00
\ 111-956 £32.00
11 FI-959B £69.00
110-9621) £189.00
M9-971 £69.00

"1)1-102011 £65.00
mkt -1022 £35.00
1 IF1-104013 £89.00
1111-1214 PC 1139.00
1111-1278B DSP £299.00
11/1-1621 £62.00
\19-I 70211 £14.00
"f11-1704 £39.00
119-1786 £259.01)
111I-1788 £299.00
1111-1796 £189.00
1111-1798 £245.00

BEST UK
PRICES

10'1 \ 111)1 les

Monday - Enday 9.00-5.00pm
Saturday 9.00-2.00pm.

Closed Sundays.

110141 1)-11114 Df.I.I1 UFO

Our elfierrnt couriers ensure a
guaranteed nest day delivery

in the UK and a 48 -hour
worldwide service if required.

PART EXCHANC

We urgently require your
treasured set. We buy outright

for cash. Alternatively. use
your old equipment as a

deposit on finance for a new or
used set.

FINANCE

We ism s.an oiler sou

competitive finance package
with only 111% deposit.

Multicomm 2(810 is a licensed
credit broker. Written

quotations are available upon
request.

Hew vlidiuomm 2000 we
:dm, have a large selection of

hooks. antennas. !incurs. etc.

we don't have it in stock we
can order it!

We probably have the largest

range of used equipment in the
country.

Most of our used equipment
carries a full 12 -month

warranty and can he purchased

on finance (if required).

I 111(.1 s1111111011)11

We have a large. mixlern.

showroom crammed full of
new and used equipment.

All are available for
demonstration.

Callers are welcome anytime!

PRICING POLICY

V,CBowie m.111\ lnoduns
direct and usually offer an
unmatchable price on all of

our products.

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480 356192 SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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Lundy Island
It's II Beautiful Place E Radio's Illlood Too!

Colin Blunn GOIFM, having held a passion for Lundy Island, the place that's
usually associated with postage stamps and Puffins, finally got to visit in 1995

and during his holiday also managed to make over 400 QSOs.

"Luodq

means

Puffin in

Norse"

The mast and antenna
set-up as used by Colin
GOIFM while on Lundy
Island (see text).

L

undy Island had always interested
me from my early years, after
hearing its name on the shipping
and weather forecasts on long wave
broadcast radio. In 1994, I visited St
Tudwal's Island (IOTA EU-106) for a
four day DX operation with

colleagues from the Leicester Radio
Society and had enjoyed the experience of
being on an island and operating Amateur
Radio. This got me thinking - "What do we
do for next year's holiday"?

A trip to Lundy Island was particularly
appealing to me, because it could be a
holiday that I could enjoy a holiday with my
XYL, experience lovely coastal walks, observe
the wildlife, all in a wonderfully quiet and
peaceful environment and operate Amateur
Radio as well!

Lundy island is situated in the Bristol
Channel, 19.2km off Hartland Point, near
Ilfracombe. To get to Lundy, you sail on the MS
Oldenburg, the island's own vessel.

The MS Oldenburg, is a
288 tons vessel and can
carry 267 passengers,
with 20 tons of freight at
12 knots. Journey time to
the Island takes about two
and a quarter hours from
Bideford or three hours
from Ilfracombe.

Ward Journq
Our outward journey
provided an eventful start
to our holiday. Prevailing
easterly winds made it
impossible to land at the
customary point of Old
Man's Cove on the east side of the island and we
had to journey around to the west side to be in
calmer waters, where we could be put ashore in
Jenny's Cove.

We disembarked via a Zodiac inflatable with
about eight passengers each time. Getting ashore
this way was only for the fit and able, because we
had to clamber up a 300ft cliff! This was the first
test for getting some of the radio equipment
ashore in one piece as I had my keyer, a.t.u. and
paddle in my hand luggage! However, with a little
help from my XYL and fellow climbers, we
managed to get the bag to the top of the cliff
intact, (the rest of the luggage from the hold
came ashore later, via the island's tender).

Although Lundy Island is perhaps best known
for its postage stamps and Puffin birds, the
island's history dates back many years.
Archaeological exploration has found evidence
dating back to the Stone Age.

The fact that Celtic peoples lived and farmed
on the island is in no doubt. In her book Lundy -
An Island Without Equal, Lois Lamplugh gives a
fascinating and very detailed history through the
Middle Ages and up to the 18 and 19th centuries.

In 1969 the island was purchased by the
National Trust, although it is currently
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LUNDY IlSLAN9D

The specially designed QSL card for GOIFM's trip. (The card was
designed by Andrew Blunn)

administered and maintained by the Landmark
Trust. There are 23 holiday cottages available of
all types and sizes (you can even stay in a 19th
Century lighthouse - we stayed in a converted
stable). Together with a small camp site, there is
capability for up to 100 people to stay on the
island at any time of the year.

People visit Lundy island to observe the
wildlife and generally disengage from hectic

a -.

The MS Oldenburg, Lundy island's support ship.

mainland lifestyles. During our stay, we found
that there was a visiting group of bell ringers,
who gave the church bells regular exercise and
put a solid '599' signal around the village for
hours on end.

On occasions when I was operating, it did feel
as if it was contributing to the ORM and general
band noise, to the degree that once I sent 'SRI
OM QRM FRM BELLS PSE REPEAT BK".

Whilst aware that the island is acknowledged
as a wildlife setting, I was surprised to learn that
Lundy was designated as the first Statutory
Marine Nature Reserve in Britain. Washed by the
Gulf stream, it has some of the richest marine life
to be found outside of the tropics. As many as
2500 creatures can be observed in a single
square metre of sea bed and it is the only place
where all five types of British coral can be found.

The Puffin bird (Lundy means Puffin in Norse)
is perhaps considered the species of wildlife
most associated with the island. There are only
about 20 pairs now nesting. Apparently Lundy
Island is on the edge of the Puffin's breeding
area and the species is under some pressure.
Their numbers are reducing because of a loss of
their sand eel diet and rats taking eggs.

We observed only one Puffin all week. This

was a 'DX' spotting, needing the
'linear' assistance of the Warden's
high-powered telescope because
the bird was so far off!

Island Radio
In preparation for my radio
operation from the island, I had
secured the special callsign
GB5LI. This combination had
also been chosen because of its
ease of sending in Morse code.

My own interests are
predominately operating c.w.,
generally as QRP. Most of my
QSOs were therefore in c.w., as
this offered the attendant benefit
when operating with headphones

and a paddle key, for my XYL to still be nearby
and enjoy reading books and relaxing, without
being invaded by me shouting 'GOLF BRAVO
FIVE LUNDY ISLAND QRZ" constantly!

The equipment I used was a Kenwood TS -140S
with Starmaster memory keyer and Bencher
paddle. The antenna was a half -sized G5RV with a
single centre support at about 7m high. This set-
up fitted nicely between our cottage and a
neighbouring one.

When I was putting up the mast and antenna, I
experience the usual interest, with our
neighbours thinking that I must be (amongst
other things) a fisherman, a bird ringer, or a
butterfly catcher. Eventually, all was explained.

My operating was confined to early morning,
late afternoon, and evening, thus allowing the
main part of the day to be spent with my wife
exploring the beauty of the island. Morning
operations were usually confined to the 7MHz
band, while in the afternoon and evening I
operated on 14MHz.

I was able to work back to my friends at the
Leicester Radio Society on club night via 7MHz
and also have regular skeds with some of the
same people each morning. After four days, my
rigs developed a problem from overheating,
because the internal fan had stopped working
and the transmit would cut out.

However, if I kept my power output to about
35 40W, the rig kept going with no problems. This
I knew would not be too much of a disadvantage
because being a regular QRP operator at my
home QTH I knew what could be achieved with
modest power levels and c.w. mode, and the fact
that contact chances were made even better if
you had an interesting callsign!

Sa Oaos
In all, over the six days of operating, I made 404
QS0s with 32 countries. Most of the contacts
were European of course, with 98 QS0s with
Germany, 35 with France and 76 with UK stations.

The best DX I had was with JA3FYC. Whilst
other notables were G5RV himself and a Spanish
station working only 800mW which I was still able
to hear despite the 'pile-up'.

I hope that you too can one day enjoy the beauty
of Lundy Island for yourselves. However, should
you decide to give away some QS0s for the Island
Chasers and the IOTA award by taking your radio
with you, remember to get the necessary
permission for the installation of an antenna and
for radio operation from the island. py
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Roger lapthorn G3XBM discusses real 'ground level' radio by taking a
look at 'earth mode' communications using the low frequency Amateur
Radio bands. He thinks this fascinating technique, using 'underground

radio' has some interesting possibilities.

!though events - such as the
introduction of the new 136kHz
allocation and the announcement of
the eventual withdrawal of the 73kHz
frequency - have overtaken this
article, one major problem still
remains: and that's the size of

antennas! For example, on 73kHz a quarter -
wave end -fed is over 1km long I!) and not the
sort of antenna to fit into a typical 1990s
back garden.

Certainly if long distance working is an objective
it will be essential to optimise the antennas and
earth systems used on the band. However, there's
another approach which will be worthy of some
experimentation for very local OSOs and that's by
using 'earth mode'. Interested? - then read on'

1110d simple

The idea behind earth mode communication is
simple. Pass a small electric current into a
grounded electrode and current will flow through
the earth to the second electrode completing the

circuit back to the source. The current path
will flow not only by the most direct path
between the electrodes but also via a
whole range of paths including the path
between two more distant electrodes.

If the injected current is at very low
frequency (v.l.f.) or low frequency (If.). the
potential difference can be picked up,
amplified and filtered in the distant
receiver connected to the two remote
electrodes. Notice - no antennas and all
very simple.

Long 111sloni

The use of the earth itself as a means of
propagating a signal by conduction
currents has a long history going back
nearly 150 years. And in modern times it
was seriously considered by the military as
a means of providing buried nuclear bases
with almost totally secure communications
using rock strata as a conductive medium
(1). In tests by the US army in the 1960s,
ranges of many hundreds of km using
earth mode were achieved.

In the late 1940s, trials were carried out
to see if earth mode could be used for
emergency communications in mines {2}.
The results were promising but I don't

believe it was then ever used in serious mining or
caving applications.

Later, in the 1970s and 1980s a project
codenamed Sanguine (3) achieved worldwide ranges
at 40Hz (yes 40 Hertz!) to communicate with
submerged submarines using the minuscule
radiated power of earth mode transmitters.

In the case of Sanguine, the grounded antenna
arrays were extremely long and covered vast areas
of Wisconsin and the power inputs were measured
in megawatts. So, don't get your hopes upl

fifildt81110Pef gin
Let's now comeback to amateur operation and
amateur power levels. Over the last 30 years or so
people have experimented with audio frequencies to
communicate over short distances through the ground
(4), despite this it has never been too clear whether or
not such systems are strictly legal in the UK.

Although radiotelephony (r.t.) is usable. c.w. allows
greater range. With hi-fi amplifiers at the transmitting
end, and reasonable filters and some gain at the
receiving end, ranges of up to 2-3km have been
achieved around 1kHz with rod separations of 50-100m.

Even with rod separation as low as 10m distances
up to 500m can be achieved. Where the background
noise level from 50Hz mains and its harmonics is
severe, and the electrical 'smog' is thick, the ranges
can be much shorter unless the interference can be
removed in some way.

At 73 and 136kHz the attenuation of signals
travelling through the earth should be greater than
at IkHz. However, 50Hz mains 'hum' is no longer an
issue, receivers with good sensitivity and narrow
c.w. filters are plentiful, and phase cancelling units
capable of removing local interference sources are
easy to make and effective.

So, the achievable ranges on the I.f. amateur
frequencies may be no worse than at 1kHz. Also,
with the limit on transmitter power being expressed
as effective radiated power (e.r.p.) it should be
possible to apply a great deal of input power at the
transmitting end before the 1W e.r.p. limit is reached.

In practice, it would be hard to exceed the e.r.p.
limit with amateur power levels when using earth
mode. Attenuation is proportional to distance cubed
for conduction currents in earth mode - double the
distance and the signals will he eight times weaker.

A very small amount of power will actually be
radiated (mW levels at best). So it may be worth
experimenting with elevating the wires from the
transmitter to the ground rods to see if range
increases...the small signal radiated may be
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Communications

You too could work some 'Underground' DXI

audible beyond the range of that conducted
through the ground.

Emmet Needed
So. if you don't want to upset the neighbours or the
Air Ministry by erecting a 1km vertical
antenna...think about doing some earth mode
experiments!

To operate an earth mode station you will need
the following readily obtainable and inexpensive
items. Firstly, you'll require a p.a. capable of
working at 73 or 136kHz (This should have an upper
frequency cut-off just above the working frequency
and should have as much power as possible.
Fortunately these days power levels of 50W are
quite easily and cheaply obtained from good hi-fi
amplifiers.

On the lower frequency the p.a. can be driven
with a 73kHz oscillator which can be keyed for c.w.
OSOs or run from a memory keyer in a beacon
mode. A simple way to obtain a stable 73 or 136kHz
signal is to divide down the output from a higher
frequency crystal oscillator source. You'll need to
listen carefully on the precise frequency so it's
important to know the exact frequency, especially if
the receiver has a narrow c.w. filter.

Ideally, you'll also need some form of power
matching from the p.a. into the resistance
presented by the ground, this will be worthwhile as
the ground presents a much higher load
impedance than hi-fi loudspeakers. The objective is
to get the maximum current flowing from the p.a.
into the ground.

You will also require ground rods, and a
minimum of two are needed. These should be as
long and as far apart as possible - try putting one at
the bottom of the garden and one near the house.
One end may be connected to a metal water pipe
(Note water - avoid gas pipes!) as it enters the
house. They need to be switched between the
receiver and the transmitter between 'overs'.

At each end, use as many ground rods as you
can linked together - the aim is to produce a good

low resistance contact into tne
ground. Keep losses in the cables
carrying the 73 or 136kHz signal to
the rods as low as possible as the
current flowing into the ground
will depend on how effective your
ground rods are, the resistance of
the wires, and or soil conductivity.

Most gardens and roads are
criss-crossed with cables and
pipes. So you may need to
experiment with rod positions to
get the maximum range in any
particular direction

me Receiver
Ideally the receiver should be fitted
with a good c.w. filter, have
accurate frequency calibration (you

may be looking for very weak slow c.w. signals).
Ideally, it should also be equipped with an external
phasing unit to null out local interference sources. If
you don't have an I.f. receiver build or buy an 'up -
converter' to feed your h.f. receiver. And even if the
receiver is pretty modest you'll still enjoy the
experimenting although the results won't be as good
of course.

loduction Commuoicarions
Notice that the same equipment (except for the
ground rods) will also be useful for experiments with
induction communications using loop antennas as
well as 'real DX' tests using radiated (rather than
conduction or induction) signals. So, earth mode
operation can be the start of a whole series of
experiments.

One particularly interesting experiment could be
to compare ranges with loop antennas with the
ranges obtained with earth mode. Another
experiment will be to see how effective a loop
antenna will be at detecting the conduction current
flowing in the earth. This technique is, in fact, used
to trace buried pipes in the water industry: one side
of the transmitter is connected to a water pipe and
the other end to a remote ground rod. The signal
passing through the metal water pipe can be
detected at the surface with a loop picking up the
induced field from the signal in the pipe.

Simple E Challerigmg
Earth mode communications could provide a simple
and challenging way to experiment on the l.f. bands.
It could be useful for contacts over your very local
area, for example around a small village.

It would be a good project to be undertaken by a
local club with several members in a very local area
trying to make contact with each other. Remember
though that new 73kHz band Notices of Variation
(NoVs) are not now being issued. But there's nothing
to stop you trying earth mode on 136kHz - good luck
and you too may work 'underground' DX! .OW
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
OPEN Tue-Sat

10am-5pm
FREE PARKING38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England -
fact not fiction! Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -706
Mk11 DSP
The only HF . 2  6m
HF transceiver the size

of a dualband mobile. If you ate looking for a
rig you can't live without, your search has
ended £.199! RRP
PHONE NOW FOR OUR SPECIAL CASH PRICE"

NEW HF MODELS ON THE MARKET

ICOM IC -746
Latest HE VHF
transceiver from Isom
Superior design, HF to

50MHz through to 144MHz. possessing VHF
base station capabilities DSP and 100W RF
output. Sure to be one of the best selling
radios of 1998" E1695 RRP CPRONE
Now in stock. NEW
FROM YAESU FT -B47
* 100W on HF * 100W
on 6m* 50W on 2m * F1447

50W on 70cm This ultra compact satellite .
all mode transceiver has everything. dare
you not buy one)
C1695 approx. Phone now foe details.

ICOM IC -756
The perfect HF 6iii all
mode transceiver for
hams who enjoy
chasing rare DX's Full -1245 RRP £1999
of functions designed to give you the edge! It
is an impressive looking radio. sure to be
another Icom winner
PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PRICEI

V/SA

VHF/UHF MOBILES
DOWN IN PRICE.
ICOM IC 207H
DUALBAND MOBILE

New RRP £369 * 20, & 70cms
50W -30W Detachable head * Packet 9600
bps ready * 180 memory channels
* CTCSS & 1750MHz tone
TEL FOR SPECIAL ARC PRICE!
NEW FROM ICOM
ICOM IC -2100 4" '
* 12.5/25kHz
*55W

113 memones £269
YAESU FT -8100R
The new FT -8100R from Yaesu combines high
power and the
industry's most
versatile memory
system with the ease
of installation afforded by its remote head
capability Be a part of the dual -band
revolution with the FT 8100R. £449 RRP

KENWOOD TM -G707
Alter the excellent review in
PWJune issue, the new
TM G707 is promising to be a
real winner This compact
mobile dual bander is easy to

use. simple to operate and all at a competitive
price! CIO RRP. PHONE FOR ARC PRICE

USE YCNIMIreil_CARD
FOR SAWSIOBOMPATCH

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS
NEW ON THE MARKET

ICOM T8E TRIPLEBANDER
Another first from lcoml This compact
handy enables you to operate on
2rNeen-70cms, plus wideband receive
and many more features. The first to use
Ni'MH battery pack which means you cal,
charge it when you like. Don't miss out
on this super Nod held RAP flay

PHONE FOR ARC PRICE
LATEST KENWOOD
HANDIE. TH-G71E

0 only takes one glance to see that this
6W dualbander horn Kenwood is
something special. Just take a look at
the following *200 memories

Alphanumeric display * Full CTCSS
* °IMF * Wideband Rx * Illuminated

RRP E279 keypad PC compatible * Windows
programming

TEL FOR ARC PRICE
NEW FROM ICOM
IC -07E 2m & 70cm FM & AM R.
30MHz-1300MHz iNicads &

not included) £215

YAESU VX1-R
Smallest ever dualbander. seeing is

believing, Already 3 top seller at ARC

£269 RRP

HPAMMIfillelej0 3
YEA RIOD

PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR

RIG?
Come to the EXPERTS. We

are one of the select
number of officially

appointed service centres
for Alinco, Icom, Kenwood
and Yaesu. In fact, we have
been servicing and carrying
out repairs to amateur radio
equipment over the past 16

years and our reputation
goes without saying!

If you want a job doing
efficiently, quickly and at an
affordable price, lour rates
are probably the lowest in
the UK), then phone us on

01925
229881

Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882

New Publications from the RSGB
The RSGB Yearbook
1998 Edition
Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ

This new edition of the ever -popular RSGB

Call Book and Information
Directory has been

further enhanced with the inclusion of even

more information on amateur radio than

ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing,

giving details of all the regular advertisers in

RadCorn, as well as the
complete UK callsign

listing. Over 100 pages of associated ama-

teur radio information - an essential guide

to keep close to hand in your shack.
I 3.95 plus L1.25 P&PPrice:

RSGB Ca//Seeker '98 CD-ROMComplete 1998 UK callsign listing
The first RSGB consign listing on CD-ROM is available as acompanion product to the 1998 Yearbook'
System requirements:
 486 or higher

processor and a CD-ROM drive VGA or high resolution
screen supported by MicrosoftWindows

 10 - 15MB spare hard disk space Windows 95 or later with 8MB of RAM ( I6MB recommended) or WindowsNT Workstation version 3.51 or later with I 6MB of RAM (24MB recom-mended)

Price: 1 3.95 plus il.25 P&P

The VHF/UHF Handbook
Edited by Dick Biddulph, G8DPS

This guide to the theory and practice of amateur radio

reception and transmission on the VHF and UHF

bands gives the reader the background to such

essential topics as antennas. EMC. propagation. re-

ceivers and transmitters.
together with construc-

tional details for many items of equipment. As most

amateurs today use commercial transceivers, the

emphasis is on accessories
and add-ons which are

relatively simple to build.
Specialized modes such as

new ethous n wcresto
data and television are also covered, making this

m"" handbook one of the most complete guides around.

Don't be without it if you're a VHFIUHF radio operator.

Price: 1 8.80 plus 1 .25 P&P

Your First Amateur Stationr----- i By Cohn Redwood, G6MXL.ik
The second book in the RSGB 'Pocket Guide'

series, this book

.

'/..,.,:i has been written to help the newly -licensed radio amateur moveon to the next stage - setting up his or her ve___... ry radi shack
.J

So many new licensees have asked the question "What
o
do I donow," that we decided to publish this guide to help all newamateurs through those early uncertain days.

Price: £5.85 plus (1.25 P&P

To order any of the above books,
or fora complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 645105;
or E-mail: salesn'rsgb.org.uk

RSGB-r
Radio Society of Great Britain LINA=Eran
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN63JE -, 01707 659015
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p
coeds% Save £20!
vio- Aiet Educate Yourself

The Electronic Way!
Don't forget we're offering you the chance to buy a copy of one of the latest electronic
educational software programs now available on the market - Electmnics Principks 5.0 from
EPT Educational Software. This software is 'billed' as 'a complete PC based electronics
course' and as Tex G1TEX discovered when he reviewed it in his 'Electronics in Action'
section of PIV in June, it offers the user a wide range of electronics principles covering just
about everything from simple atomic structures to the latest microcontroller workings.

The Electronics Principles 5.0 software package would normally cost £119.44 including NAT and
P&P. However, we're offering you the chance to buy yours for just £99.00 including VAT and
carriage (UK mainland, overseas readers please add £3.50 P&P). To order either use the form
as published in P147July, page 27, or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930.

If you want to find out more before ordering either point your web browser at:
http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk

or call Tex on (01202) 659910 or see PWJune page 24.

OFFER OPEN UNTIL WEDNESDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 1998.

NrX)N12AKER 3 2 METER ANTENNA RANGE

7 ELEMENT 21 SPECIAL
(2M)11.8 D.B. GAIN

£29.99 ACIO [coo P&P

NT

HALO (2N)

£1 2.95 401.3001.61

HB9CV (2M)
3.2 D.B. GAIN

£17.95
ice 16 CM ,loP

.

5 ELEMENT
21 SPECIAL (2M)

9.6 D.B. GAIN

£24.99 ,D0 00 P&P

5/8
OPEN COIL

(2M) NI"

£9.95
ADO 00 PIP

7/8 WAVE 7/8 WAVE
WITH RADIALS (2M) (2M)

6.5 D.B. GAIN 1.9 D.B. GAIN

£29.95 £24.95
.00 II 00 Pi/ WO (6 00 PLP

4 ELEMENT (0
(2M) YAGI

5.6 D.B. GAIN

£14 95
CO Do PIP

5/8 OVER 5/8
(2M) Fir

6.9 D.B. GAIN

£39.95
10016,

MR 258
(2M)

£12.95
A0013 00 PIP

use

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD UNIT 12. CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,
WOBURN SANDS. BUCKS MK17 8UR

TEL (01908) 281705 FAX (01908) 281706 Z

/Veee ieaaib gook
Short Wave Receivers Past & Present
This new s .i1 i 70 re. including
European ones manutacturesi trom 1542-Pf'r Tabletop !ruin-portablel
general cswerage. amateur. short *vase and pee:milts nieewers are
featured 1Thether you are a short wave listener or amateur radio
operator, here is the intormation you need In an easy -to -use format.
Organised for ymck reference. entries 1.11. al' MAIN ef type.
photograph. tenures. specifications accessories variants. availability.
date sold. sire and weight. reviews, cost when new, used value, value
rating and status.

Price: £19.50  L.1.50 UK post. European post 135 or E12 elsewhere

North Atlantic Flight Communications
Plot trans -Atlantic Rights with sour HF radio and computer.
Enter the flight details and watch in real-time as the program
plots the flighEs progress across the North Atlantic on high
resolution charts. the accompanying large book clearly
esplams all the procedures horn tiling the flight plan nght
through to landing at the destmatiens and describes the radio

oemmunications system in depth Software requires IBM /Pl Please state if you require to
run it on Window -045 or it

rr

Price: £15 - UK post Postage tor I kirope add L2 2C or LS at nnail mother destinations

The UK scams.

war
mon

The UK Scanning Directory
r ,111 :,ii it, .11111111(. to LIITIALe

everybody. the tens of thousands of trequencus include level and
Military Aviation. Army. Navy. the largest Police list et er published. LISS
Snoopers GCIIQ, Eye -in -the -Sky Links. Mitts. Prisms. Motor Racing,
Universities, Railways, Couriers and many more we dare not mention
separate parts liner the Civil Aviation Band and European frequencies
for User.. This book !Math, fintains largest and best selling scanning
din:dory, the undisputed leader in the held No other book dares to list
so many frequencies and in such great detail

Price: £18.50 Cl UK post For liumpe add 025, elsewhere t.7

Ask for free catalogue. Allow 14 days delivery 1=0

INTERPRODUCTS (P88)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel & Fax: 01738 441199
E-mail: interproductsenetmatters.co.uk
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The brisk sound of marching feet and radio
operators in battle fatigues announces that
it's Ben Nock G4BXD 'on duty' this month

bringing a military presence to the PW
vintage 'wireless shop'

Fig. 1: The E1OK
h.f. receiver, with
minimal controls.
The main tuning is
carried out by the
large knob and the
four preset
indicators are on
the top right (see
text).

Hello once again and I hope you're all
enjoying the good weather! So, off we
go then with a few more vintage sets
out of the collection and I hope they will
be new to you and interesting at the
same time. Most of us know of the
T1154/R1155 transmitter and receiver

combination was the RAF's basic Second World
War bomber set-up. But how about the
opposition...what did 'they' use?

In German aircraft the basic war time bomber set-
up consisted of several sets operating on I.f., m.f. and
h.f. frequencies. And I'll start off with the EK and SK
range of sets as these are akin to the R1155 and
T1154.

The Receiver
The EK, the E standing for Empfanger, the German
word for receiver. was the h.f. set covering 3 to 6MHz.
And as can be seen from the photograph in Fig. 1,
the controls were very basic.

Controls consisted of a main tuning knob (the
really large one in the picture) a gain control, bottom
left and next to it a mode switch that turns the b.f.o.
on and off. Then the headphone socket then finally,
bottom right, a fine tune control.

The round disk to the right of the main tuning
knob and the four
small windows at
the top right are for
four preset
frequencies, or 'click
stops', such as those
used on the old 19
Set. In the aircraft
the set was powered
from a rotary
generator, referred
to as the U10/E.

The small 10 -pin
socket, bottom right,

is for metering purposes. A small magnifying glass
over the moving scale provided a good view and
reasonable re -setting accuracy.

The set uses eight valves and comprises a standard
superhet design. It consisted of a single r.f. amplifier,
separate oscillator and mixer, two stages of i.f.
amplification, detector, audio and b.f.o stages.

The matching transmitter, the SK, S for Sender
(which is German for, well, Sender?) has even fewer
controls. A main tuning knob, bottom centre, and a fine
tune knob top left.

Another 10 -pin socket allows metering and another
small magnifying window views the dial. Again, four
preset frequencies can be catered for. The transmitter
has only three valves and there's a single h.t. feed of
800V which supplies the v.f.o. and the two parallel p.a.
stage valves.

There are no p.a. tuning controls on the SK. Instead,
a low impedance feed from the set comes out at the
rear which would have gone to a separate antenna
matching unit.

The power supply, known as the U10/S, comprised
of a rotary generator running from the 28V d.c. supply
in the aircraft to provide the 800V transmit h.t., 210V
screen h.t. and an amazing -280V grid bias. And
although the complete layout for the Fug 10 system as
it's known does show a microphone...) find it difficult to
see how modulation is achieved.

The screen supply goes to both v.f.o. and the p.a.
but there are separate grid 1 connections brought out
for keying. So perhaps the p.a. g1 is used for amplitude
modulation? ? If anyone knows for sure, I and other
readers would be pleased to hear from them.

Nriegs Marine
It's time to transfer from the German Air Force, the
Luftwaffe, to the Navy (Kriegs Marine) now. The
photograph, Fig. 3, shows the Hagenuk Ha5K 39 which
was used by Naval services on small boats for instance.
and in and around harbours, etc. I have also heard of
these sets being located and used in Norway and Crete
during the Second
World War.

A 5W output
transmitter, the
Ha5K set has a
three valve t.r.f.
receiver with
regenerative
detector and a
three valve
transmitter. Two
versions of the set
covered 2 to 5MHz
and 3 to 6MHz, the
latter being the
version shown in Fig. 2: Photograph of the
Fig. 3. German S1OK transmitter.

Independent also showing the lack of
receiver and controls. The two pins
transmitter tuning (bottom left and right>
knobs are used on hold the equipment into
the Ha5K with the the aircraft's racking.
receiver's on the
left and the transmitter's on the right. The socket
(bottom left) goes to the power supply which can be
used with 110 or 220V a.c. or 12V d.c. supplies.

The meter (top left) allows the various voltages to
be monitored and the meter (top right) provides an
indication of r.f. output. The set can operated on a.m.
or c.w. and I have received good reports on the
quality of the c.w. note when I worked Ray G3IFF,
on 3.5MHz recently.
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vintage

Fig. 3: The Hagenuk Ha5K 39 transmitter -
receiver. The receiver section is on the left,
transmitter on the right. Power socket
bottom left with the microphone, key and
phone socket above.

Japanese Version
Now to the land of the rising sun again and a set
awaiting the hand of the restorer... How about a
Japanese version of the popular HRO receiver? Using
very similar plug in coils, see Fig. 4, this 9 -valved set
is very nicely constructed.

Although I've not yet translated the wording on
the controls yet...it's probably safe to assume the big
knob right of centre is the tuning, and the other
controls are for volume, b.f.o., filters, etc. However,
whereas the HRO has the coil pack in the centre, the
Japanese HRO (or Chi-ichl, has its slightly right of
centre. Incidentally, there are 9 coils packs in a set.

An interesting feature is that the i.f. transformer
assemblies are plug-in types. Apparently there are two
sets of i.f. transformers, one using 85 and the other
456kHz (presumably on the lower received frequencies
the lower range was used). As with the HRO. this set
has an external power supply but you'll notice there's
no meter provided for signal strength evaluation.

The Japanese set is of a similar size and weight to
the normal HRO. Hopefully, I can get around to
cleaning, restoring and getting the set working in the
near future.

There's also a German made version of the HRO, I
have not seen one yet but hopefully in the future one
will come my way. For all I know, there might even be
a Russian version?

Another set on the restoration
shelf is a further Japanese receiver,
Fig. 5, which is from a 94 Mk3C
station, a Mk 41 Type D receiver.
Unfortunately though, this set really
has been through the 'wars' and is in a
real poor state.

No valves, no knobs and most of
the lettering plates missing. But,
hopefully with a little help from friends
in Japan, these can be replaced or
certainly reproduced.

The set uses six valves and once
again, a plug-in coil pack. The receiver
is a superhet and came with its battery
tray which sits in the case beneath the
receiver. The receiver itself sat in a
wooden chest with its matching
transmitter, hand generator and
accessories and was used as a field set
in the jungle and elsewhere.

Test Meter

Fig. 6: The J
TRA-18 Test
1941 (see to

Next I've got a neat little Japanese test meter. Fig. 6.
Though the lettering is in Japanese script, the

apanese
Set, dated
xtl.

numbers are
standard Roman
numerals. The meter
is dated December
1941, a date that will
live in infamy, as
someone once said
(Pearl Harbour
attack).

Designated TRA-
18 the little test set
measures ohms, d.c.
and a.c. to 1000V
and current to
250mA. Obviously,
just what I need to
help in the restoration of my Japanese receivers!

Redo ficivanced!

Fig. 4: The Japanese version of the Hfir
receiver. The coil pack is mounted on th
lower right with antenna and earth
connections on the right. Headphone
sockets bottom left.

Now, for the really advanced collector or historian how
about: Funkpeilung Als Alliierte Waffen Gegen
Deutsche U-Boote 1939-45. (Radio Location Used As A
Weapon Against German U -Boats) and is also has a
sub title of "How it weakened the
radio command of U -Boats
during the 'Battle of the Atlantic'.

The book, by Arthur 0.
Bauer, delves into the
fascinating world of radio
communication during the
Second World War as seen from
the submariner's point of view.
The book gives an in-depth
technical debate on the Huff -
Duff (High Frequency Direction
Finding) used by the Allies
against the German U-boat
wireless communications. The
author also talks about the
German Kurier fast transmission
system as well as the Giant
Goliath VLF transmitter system
(100 kWl the world's first
megawatt valve transmitter.

Including information on the
wireless organisation of the U-

boat's, the book
has 323 pages in hard back A4 size
format. The printing is first class and
the photographic reproduction is
excellent.
The author makes a point that, with the

exception of two, all photographs used in
the book have never been published
before. Unfortunately though, from the
English reader's point of view, the book is
published in the German language,
which is a real shame as I'm sure many
non German readers would like to have
read this one in full.

The diagrams, charts and
photographs are self explanatory and
with a basic understanding of the
language, many points can be gleaned
from the pages. Priced around £25 the
ISBN is 3-00-002142-6, and it's
available from Leibich Funk GmbH, D-

47486 Rheinberg, Germany, Postfach
301 217

That's all for now. As usual, I can be contacted by E-
mail, G4BXD@compuserve.com or via 'snail mail' at
62 Cobden St, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11
6RP. Have a nice summer and a good read!

Fig. 5: The Japanese Mk 41 Type
D receiver showing the coil pack
extracted. The tuning shaft and
dial are on the left hand side
(see text).
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Ito ri ins
Nom did rallies dcludllii 1)00 Jo,Worthington

OW3C01 delves into the past to titi and find out.
Rallies as we know
them today are
events which are
without any close
parallel in any other
hobby in the matter
of the number held

each year. Yet they only
started from very small
beginnings without any
written record of how or
why.

There might he someone
reading this article who can
claim to have been one of the
original founders but I am
sure it all started when
mobile operation was made
possible legally in the late
1950s. Up to that time, there
was nothing to stop you
having a rig in your car and
operating it so long as you
stopped the car.

I was such an operator
and used to pull up in a nice
bit of countryside, fire up a
rig made of assembled ex -
government hits feeding into
a surplus army tank whip
mounted on the roof, and put
out many COs. I had very
little joy as I didn't really
understand that such an outfit
had only a very short range.

Monetary Reward

At one point I even used to
offer monetary reward to
anyone who would work me -
hut still no result until I

abandoned the whip and
tuned up a long piece of wire.
But, being an early user of
rigs 'in the field' I was already
well versed in such expertise.

However, it was the

compactness of the car -borne
rig that I was interested in
and I blundered on. I kept
trying different matching
units and coils at the base of
the antenna until one day
when I was parked on a
grassy heath I was joined by
a car sporting a base loaded
whip of massive proportions.

The driver/operator of
same was soon calling CO
and to my surprise was
answered by three stations at
once. I soon found out from
him the secret of 'getting out'
from a whip lay in getting it
resonant for the band by
fitting a coil you could tap
experimentally and get the
whip plus coil resonant for
the frequency you wanted to
work on.

I know this is putting the

"Anyone who would work mom'

technology too simply, but
I'm trying to explain how
rallies originated. The
business of dabbling with
different sized coils and whip
antennas coupled with time
in the open air gradually
caught on.

Popular Meeting Place

Soon, in the Midlands,
Highgate Common became a
popular meeting place to
compare ideas and designs -
and what designs! A dividing
line developed between
advocates of the large coil
and those who favoured the
large whip and to this day
controversy on those ideas
can be stirred into life by a
chance remark.

Some of the long whips
had to be guyed to prevent
them becoming a public
nuisance but eventually it
became generally accepted
that for 'Top Band' anyway,
2m long whips were
adequate for most purposes,
and could be mounted on the
rear bumper of most cars.

How many mobile radio
equipped vehicles made a
rally? Well, I think the biggest
number I saw was ten and as
the Common was relatively
small, model aircraft
enthusiasts and other games
players plus vendors of ice
cream, etc., all created an
atmosphere which I think
spawned the first organised
event that grew into the great
number of rallies we
experience today! PV'

I RALLIES STARTED FROM VERY SMALL BEGINNINGS WITHOUT
WRITTEN RECORD OF HOW OR WHY
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July 12: The 18th Sussex Amateur Radio &

Computer Fair will take place at the Brighton Race
Course from 1030 to 1600 There will be free on -site
parking and admission to the event is £2 The rally is
one of the largest in the South of England with well
over 100 trade stands covering Amateur Radio and

CB radio, computer and electronics, etc. There is also
a large Bong & Buy display area. Refreshment and

bars at reasonable prices and a picnic area with
views over the South Downs makes this a rally not to

be missed, Further details on (013231485704

July 19: The McMichael Mobile Rally will be held at
the Hayrnal Youth & Community Centre, 112

Burnham Lane. Slough Doors open at 1000 There
will be trade stands. car boot sale. food and licensed

facilities. Talk -in on S22 There will be disabled
facilities also. Dave °Osten on 1016281625720 or
for information on bookings. ring 0118.972 3504

July 26: The Colchester Radio & Computer Rally is
to be held at St Helena School. Sheepen Road,

Colchester, adjacent to the Colchester bypass,
Avenue of Remembrance. Doors open 1000 till 1600

There will be a wide range of radio and computer
traders. amateur radio, car boot sale and a Bring &
Buy RSGB Morse Tests on demand don't forget to
bring two passport site photos. Admission is C1 50

There will be ample free parking and disabled
parking which is adjacent to the entrance with full
access for wheelchair users David 2EIFRO on

(012061369226

July 26: The Rugby Radio Rally will take pace at the
BP Truckstop, AS Watling Street, Sr Rugby. Arthur
MOASO on 101788) 550778 or (0966) 433497

August 2: The RSGB National Mobile Rally is to be
a Woburn Abbey Doors open 1000 Mermen

Miller G.3111VV, 180 Warley Hill. Brentwood,
Essex CM14 5HF

August 9: The Fight Refuelling ARS l(am)est 98 will
place at the Flight Refuelling Sports Centre.

Morley. Wimborne, Dorset. The event will run from
1000 till 1700 and will include the usual mix of

traders. a Bring & Buy, craft exhibitors. car boot sale
and field events. Overnight camping facilities are
available for Saturday 8th Talk in will be on S22.
Richard Hogan G4VCO on (012021691021

August 14: The Cockenne & Port Seton Amateur
Radio Club are holding their 5th Annual Radio Junk

Night at the Cockerine 8i Port Seton Community
Centre, South Seton Park, Port Seton, East Lothian

Open from 183010 2130 Bring along your 'junk' and
sell a yourself. Tables will be provided on a first come

first served basis I no charge for the table) A raffle
will be held at approx. 2100 Refreshments will also
be available, and there is access for any disabled

visitors Entry fee rs E1 for all persons. All money will
be donated to the British Heart Foundation Further
details from Bob Glasgow GIA4UTZ 0 EM7EDN

or telephone on (01875)811723.

August 16: The 9th Great Eastern Radio &
Computer Rally a to be held at Wallington Hal, Nr
Kings Lynn. Doors open at 1000 10945 for disabled

visitors) The event will feature Amateur Radio.
computer and electronic component

Bring & Buy. and lots more. Food and drink is served
all day. Talkin on 522 There is also ample free

parking. For further details or trader information,
contact Ian GOBMS 001015531785614

August 16: The 3rd Cardiff Amateur Radio &
Computer Fair will be held at The Star Sports &

Recreation Centre, Sport. Cardiff. Doors open 1030
till 1500 Stuart Robinson GWOWMT on 1012221

613070.

August 16: The Stroud Radio Society Rally we be

held at Archway School. Stroud, Glos. Doors open
1030 (1000 for disabled susitOrSI There will be a talk.
in on S22 50 There will also be a
Bring & E-: . Stuart GOGNM nr (014531752411

or Steve G7EUW 1014531758032.

August 23: Th, , wilt be held this year al
the Telford International Centre. There will be major

dealers, a flea market, Bong & Buy, all in purpose
built exhibition halls with good disabled access and

plenty of space to move around. There will be
catering, Morse testing and good local attractions
including the famous Ironbridge Gorge Museum.

Jilfl138UGL on 1019521684173 or Tony MOAMP
on 1017431238619.E mail

seroamplihotmealCOM

August 30: The Galashiels and OARS are holding
their Open Day and Rally in the Volunteer Hall, St

Johns Street, Galashiels, Scottish Borders from 1100
to 1600. There will be traders, refreshments. Bring &

Buy, etc. Jim GM7LUN on 1018961850245 or
packet @ GB7JED

August 31: The Huntingdonshire Amateur Radio
Rally Annual Bank Holiday Monday Rally is lobe

held at Ernulf Community School, St Neots.
Cambridgeshire (near Tesco Superstore on A4281.

Doors open 1000 to 1400 and admission is £1. There
will be hot and cold refreshments available and a hall

and car IV.r-j hardstanding Talk in on 522.
David Leech G7DIU r 101480)431333 1between

and 21001.

September 6: The Lincoln Hamfest will be held at
the Lincolnsnire Showground There will be the usual
trade stands and a Bring & Buy Sue Middiston on

101522) 525760

September 6: The Bnstol Computer & Radio Rally
will be held at the Brunel Centre, Temple Meads

Station. Bristol. Doors open 1030 until 1600 from
1015 for disabled visitors'. Admission is ft,

accompanied children under 12 go in for free. There
will be a large Bong & Buy, under £30 bring & Buy.
refreshments. 150. tables, table hire at £15 each and
parking opposite in the NCP for f1. Muriel Baker,

62 Court Farm Road, Whitchurch, Bristol 8514
OEG, or telephone on 101275) 834282124 hour

answerptionel.

September 6: The Coleraine & District Amateur
Radio Society will be holding thee annual Radio

Rally at the new venue of the Bohill Hotel & Country
Club, located a short distance outside Coleraine on

the main road to Bushmills and the Giants
Causeway. Doors open at 12 noon and admission is
£150 Further information from John MIOAA2 on

(01265154930 or by E.maii
johnOnti0aszforce9.co.uk

September 8: The Annual Wight Wireless &
Computer Rally will be held at the National Wireless

Museum. Arreton Manor. Newport. Isle of Wight.
Admission is free and so is the parking Douglas

GAP° on (019413) 567666

September 6: The Bury Radio Society's 14th Annual
Rally will be held at the Castle Armoury nA Centre
Castle St , Bury. Doors open 1030 11000 for disabled

visitors) Talkrn on S22, Morse tests. Bring & Buy and
all the usual traders. Further information and booking
forms from Alan GORFE on 101706) 621263 or via

E mail gOrfeezen.co.uk

September 12: Reddish Rally is to be held at St
Mary's Parish Hall. Reddish. Stockport. More

information from John G4LA on 0161477 6702.

September 12: The 4th Northampton Radio &
Computer Rally ass to be held at the heart of the Shires

Shopping Village Showground on the A5, lust two
miles north of Weedon, easy access. Rally opens at
0900 There will be a Bring & Buy, organised by the
Northampton Radio Club Bring the family as they

can spend the day in the Ole worlde' village
Refreshments and toilets are on see Admission is

only £1 Contact Steve MOARZ or Paul GOHWC on
(01604) 632478

September 13: The 1998 BARTG Rally will be held
at &reamer, Exhibition Centre, Esher, Surrey. Doors
open 1030 Attractions include free parking, bring &
Buy, many trade stands, a licensed bar and catenng
DataStream 98 forms an integral pan of this Rally
DataStream 98 oar I consist of a senes of lectures
looking at various aspects of arna,e,r radio data

comms More info from Alan Hobbs G8G0J. 83
St Peters Street, South Croydon, Surrey CR2

7DG, 0181-688 2564 ,,,,,rmogs. 0,
http://www.bartg.demcm.co.uktraRy.hbe Of

rnailtorallyebartg.dernon.co.uk

September 13: The Istit n Keynes & District

Amateur Radio Society are holding their Annual Rally
and Boot Sale in Bletchley Park. More information
from Dave White GWPA on 1019081501390.

'September 13: The 13th Lincoln Hamfest will be
held on the Lincolnshire Showground. This is on the
415 lust five miles North of the City Talk.in un 70cm
There is extensive parking available on the day and

overnight on the 11 12th for caravans and tents.
There will be many trade stands, a Bring & Buy. Flea

Market and Car Boot Sales. Morse tests will be
available by arrangement. there is also catering and
a licensed bar. Admission is £2, (free for those 14 and
under) John & Sue on (01522) 525780 or John

'mobile. on 103851738976

September 20: Their will be an Electro-Jumble Sale
14th to be held at The South Yorkshire Aircraft
Museum The organisers planned the event for

constructors. restorers and collectors of electrical
radio and radar equipment up to the 1450s and 1960s

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial Staff of PIN cannot be held responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith
as a service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event,

please contact the organisers direct. Editor

both commercial and military'. to buy sell or swap
pieces of kit, transmitters, receivers. components.
connectors. cables, handbooks, test gear. etc. and

those odds and ends you've had for years but cannot
use and do not know what they are for l Starting time
is 1000. setting up from 0800 Admission is free and

so is the parking. More information front Mica
Detroit, y0014331631296 or Mike Green on

1012531347176.

'September 25)26: Leicester Amateur Radio Show
will this year be held at the Donington International

Exhibition Centre at Donington Park. Castle
Donington, Leicestershire Many traders have

already reserved space at what will be the biggest
UK Amateur Radio event this year. The nail itself is
aurpose built and features a floor area approx one

third larger than the two Granby Halls combined and
the car parking is unlimited and free. There will be

150 stands and many new features such as camping
and caravanning on site, a meeting room for clubs
and societies and a convention. Geoff G4AFJ on

1014551823344. FAA.1014551828273

October 18: The North Monaghan Hobby Radio &
Computer Exhibition will be held in the Four Seasons
Hotel, Monaghan (function room and not the disco).
Ireland. Doors open at 1130 and the rally finishes at

1630 All the usual retailers will be in attendance
including large displays of computer equipment and

a Bring & Buy Refreshments are available in the
hotel along with full facilities for OSLing via the

brewery Stephen Hand on 'Irish Republic number)
101365) 751479 evenings or Email

Stephen.handevirgin.netKan O'Reilly on
1013651 738981 or E mail
kenoreillynemarpriecnet

October 24: The Carrickfergus Amateur Radio
Group wecome everyone to their annual rally, which

takes place at 1200 at the usual venue which is
Downshire School, Carrickfergus Talk -in on

145.550MHt IV44152211.

*November NB: The Twelfth Wales Radio &
Electronics Show is to be held at Aberconwy

Conference Centre & New Theatre. Llandudno
Promenade The shows opens at 1000 each day and
the entrance fee is £1.50 for adults, children under 14

free. M. Mee GW7NFY on TeITAX 1017451
151704 or the Secretary Greg Robbins GW7NAU

on 101492) 878288

November 8: The Midland Amateur Radio Society
WARS - Birmingham are holding their 10th Radio &
Computer Rally at Stockland Green Leisure Centre,
Slade Road. Erdington, Birmingham Doors open at
1000 and admission is CI There will be a large free

car park, a free hampers draw plus many trade
stands. local clubs and LW,

trader details comm.' Norman GBBHE ' 0121
422 9787 or for oe^,. Peter

G6ORN - 0121-443 1189

November 14: The SAMS 98 CornuJter
Electronics Show is to be held in the Bingley Hall,
Staffordshire Showground. Weston Road. Stafford
i A518 Stafford-Unoxeter Road', signposted from

tuition 14 on M6. ibis shuttle from Stafford Railway
Station!. Doors open 1000 to 1600 Admission for
adults is £3, children under 14, 50p. Concessions.
OAPs. RSGB Members, Student Card, UB40. £2.

(Advance Tickets f2 plus s.a.e.' There will be masses
of free parking a licensed bar from 1100 and

refreshments. meals and a cafeteria A great day out,
Sharon Alward, Sharward Promotions,

Knightsdale Business Centre, 30 Knightsdale
Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 4JJ Te. 1014731

741533 F. n 1014731 741361 .'r E. marl

services@shanivard.co.uk

TROUBLE
FINDING PW EACH MONTH
We need to know if any of you are having problems obtaining Practical

Wireless. If you can't find a regular outlet, then let us know. Please contact
Donna Vincent, Distribution Complaints by telephone (01202) 659910,

FAX (01202) 659950 E-maltdist-comp@pwpublishing.ltd.uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court

Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

WE CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU KEEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please fill in and cut out the coupon on this page.

Dear Newsagent, Distributed by Seymour

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless

Name

Address

Postcode

Signed
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Due to the fast turn
around of popular

secondhand items. readers
should check on

availability of advertised
stock. In other words...if
you spot something you

fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

WATERS ANDSMINIONOCSIXONINIAND
MARX asiA-54Si Mai-I'M.
P11.1.6. MITE SECONDHAND Ill NIS Cio i WITH
1111 3110\111 PNIITS & I 3H01 81.1 11( MIT
FOR MO))F: INFORM NOON S ILA F: DAN ILS

O'N 0111111005 (IR155 01702-219843

HF TRANSCO% ELS
Ave IC725 H.,r Ii00...rrwr . E475

107.0.110c Irdnnend %Atm Stan. £875

Lam 1C73 I A Hair Tun,sner I1V 1475

MN MF1A11120 C CW 0RP Taitaxner 1125

In-Tec Son 453 MrihileIdindin000.40m.1(kni 137
in, IS -5.46 800 Danstenet1111w(MC-50 and PWIt
metal 1.12.5

Tno TS-ANIS KreTninweitet Nair 075

VII191 DE RAST/MORILE TRANSCEIVER
AKD:siii 2m FM Monk. 1400 1123
Anon .A1.-550 In FM Mork 23N.

DRI 2/0 FM Mink 4411' /111
Aln0D8-na 10/7.0 FM Mohik 509,9351 .0711

ic.220E 2m FAI Aka,* :55A 1195

1,5m IC -291111 3ii .01 Mak Mohle 259/. _ (174
Kellwood 174-742E baflOcin FM 5618111111/)51_. 1399
Yam FT-211RH IA F14 Mob& 459/ LIM
'Ile. FT -520D bell -1m MAW* SOW/33R/-.1154

HEA HE HAND HELD TRANSCEIVER
Al/14201 2m FM 11114

Alll APO: 2mT7Iiin FM Hilldd _1174
Alin, DJ -5d 2.0111.:011.3.1 H/Hcid 110

0.1-1-1 2m I'M 1411dd 199

FLn L' -111k 71km FM Mum 14/Hdd 23110W.-__...£19
korn IC-2SET In FM WHIM 117.

IC-24ET In0lOn FM WHeld -_1179
ksm 1CPJE 711m FM WHeld 3111

lam IC -5111 VHF Nis= 11.11eld -1199
lom ICAS:F 210/70.rn FM 11.146.1 £199

Lan IC.W2IE 2.nitMcm FM 110-1:1.1 £199

Kennon' TIM. 2m FM IVIleid 194

lionmod THNE FM HARM /141
%Natal C52 33570an FM HMdd wide Opal
Desitheegair ras
Yana FT -11R 70cm FM WHIM_ 1175
NICVJ Fr -r C 2070an P51 ((Skid 1189

SHORTNAAS E RECEIVERS
AOR AR -3131125 ItneAlskle Roma Ash CAM, film
1299

AOR 51(71130 125 0.007.101,11c Marna 0,01 X15-7091

£699
Drake RAE 110e Raton Roson 14.54

Omni: 158 XI0 Portable Reonser  ah FM. (69
Gnaabg Y8-500 C Bauble Rama  ith SSP 0145
'coo 1C41711Rine Scorn Ratner. 1175

loan K4172 thee Satan Reamer. 1549

Lowe 11F-150 C I2V Ba,m751eNik Ramer . 051
Lose FE 191 tl 125 RaioNlobile Recener 1399

115-al4ie US 194 C 1.10e Sena Rama %Lim, L7\ (115

R.ohm RAM PonaNk Rama 169

Rdwr, R.576 Axial* Ramon w volt Stereo 1-N1 PR
Saner)) A7S41/13A 51 Ponabic karma with Ss II OR

Sort) ICE AN 30 PonaNe Itnxton  AN FAA 155

Sony ICT-SW55 57 Pin& Ramon with &SR 0199

Stab KESW77 Pond* Nam Ramer wth 558E95

SCANN'ERS MOBILE/RASE
Nevada 156-1110 3501.117-611101.1111- I 911MHt

AM.FNEWFM

SCANNEKS HAM) HELD
AUR AR-1000011302MHz 'with p051AM151 h 151E149
AORAR-31960.5-130DMHz AMALWFM 011(1, 1125

AOR AR -103 Ca.5-190111191/1A8 Made KW I azi
Comma Curn-31461999MHt 1001m, __111
IL= r -RI 1-130111411AMPALAVE11 1000 _ -1199
Soy An -7 FM.14111,51 oils 1013137.141.17451HLO5
Vaal= VT -225 A2 1011-142150-16123139114111AM. FM

10001 OM

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

(REP OF IRELAND)

00353 51 871278
H.E. TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TSSOS
Loin 10706 ink I
Isom IC738

£549.00
f-599.1111

1799.1N1

Yaesu FT11100mp/ae f1699.00
Kenwood TS440sat 1649.011

Kenwood TS690s HF+6m £549.4)))
Yaeol FT9:90 Demo fl 199 110
Yaesu FT840 £499.00

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVER:
Yaesu FT81(10 2m/7Ik:ms /299.00
Aline° DJ 191 handheld 1109.00
Alined D119 I +cics. £129.04)

Yaesy FT290 mkt £249.00
Yaesu FT3000m Demo 1275.00
Aline° DR 13(1 1169.181

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Kenwood R.5)(X1 mini 4:599.00

JRC NRD535 dcluw base 1899.i Ni

Lowe HFI50 with keypad 1275.00
Lowe HF225 with keypad 1299.00
Sony ICF SW55 1175.00
Sony ICF SW7600 boxed 199.00
AKD HF3 /99.011
Trio R-600 £199.011

Yaesu FT70(X) £149.011

BASE/MOBILE SCANNERS
Icom IC71/11 S-200mkt 1699.911

AOR 3000A 0-2036mhz 1499.01)
Realistic Pro2037 66-956mhz £129.))))
Yupiteru MVTIRKX1 0-1300Mhz 1199.00
AOR 8000 boxed £209.00
Bearcat 3000x1t 25-1300mhz £129.00
Realistic £149.00
!corn FCR I MO f239.00
Icom ICR9(XX) .12499.00
loom OCR -10 + ease 1219.00
Alinco DX10 1209.00

STATION ACCESSORIES
MFJ 259 antenna analayzer 169.00
13ianionil SX200 swrlpwr meter .155.00
Diamond GSU-3000 3thunp PSU 199.00
Watson 20amp PSU 169.041

Opt', scout latest %yrsion £259.00
Watson frequency counter 149.00
Watson multi mode decoder 149.00
Datong tutor D70 09310
NI330 .30watt 2m amp 145.00
GP45XL £1119.00

Mirage B -34-G amp........ .............. 189.00
GPS3(X10 £79.00
CiPS1 L189.00
Global AT2000 £69.00
Smartuner SG2.30 1219.00
MFJ 259 tuner £199.00
MFJ 949E 1119.00

An Pricer on in Wrung.

NEVADA

01705 662145
AEA PX2.3' 01-15

AKIN 41101 4M IN 015
AKD TARGET HF Receiver (12.4

AOR 7030 HF Manner L509

ATLAS 350XL HE Donn -Wet (100
DAIWA PS304 II PSI)
DENPA M-22 2507R MOBILE TX
DRAE 24A PS1 ..... 079

DRAKE. RAA  VIII I .,,k -net
DRAKE RAE Rect.., ...... - ..... 1504

DRAKE TR7 Idnr Up (499
ICOM IC 220H 2m Munk. (INS
ICOM IC -WOE HF - 1m %Auk (199
ICOM IC -706 HF 2m Mobile 0650

ICOM 1C-728 HF Taloa:ma E629

ICOM M-56 Ozanne ............. 1'25
ICOM R-72 + Option. 1.199

1ST 110 Contplete Line Up .__
KPC 9612 D.PORT TNC131159K6. .1175
KEINVAX/D AT -230 ATU 1115

KENWOOD AT -250 ATU .......- (225
KENWOOD DFC-230 Fag Coahuila 065

KENWOOD 12-31111  VHF 1399
KENWOOD TH-215E 2,6 Mobile . 1145

K EN W 000 IL- I 171 100W HE AMP ... 1155

KENWOOD TIM -201 2m Mobile._ (1149

KENNM.101) TM451E Akin Mobile 0265

KENWOOD T74-7324: 2/70 Mobile 044
KENWOOD TR-75)E 311 All Mode 1125

KENWOODTS-4416 HF Tramcoser £525

KFNWOOD TS -680S HF+6m . ..... . . 1444

KENWOOD TS -850 Choice trim E99.)

KEN'WOOD TS -940 HE Tnutweiver ... £1199

LOWE AP 150 Audio Poxes,. 1155

LOWE HF 225  Extra
MO 9S6 NEW ATV
PALSTAR KH45  Opnow5
REAUS110' PRO -2042 11110 Channel
REAUSTIC DX -194 HF RECEIVER
REXON 1(1402 70cm Handle
ROBERTS RC -028 RX + Cassette
SANGEAN ATS-WI IA keceiser . .

STANDARD C78 711cm Mobile  AN11'
STANDARD C5,110 2m/70cm Handle
STANDARD 00100 In Mobile__ ....
STANDARD 08900 2m Mobile
TEN TEC CORSAIR II HF MOW__
TOKYO HL- 70CM AMP
TOKYO FIX -140 Nu HF Tranocrter
TOKYO HX-Mt) bin HF Tranoentrr
TRIO TS -81N HI- Trans.,. er. .
TRIO TS -916 HF Tranweocr
YAESU FL -20101i HF Lineal .

YAESU FRG -9600 Scanning Racier
YAESU FT -77 FM HE Trap PS(
YAESU FT -107M 100W I1F Tranu:r0.d.
YAESU FT -318 10. Handle  EXTRAS

16/5
(215
(12.5

ir9
£100

£99
(1:9

EL'
199

(1155

(175
L1N9

(491
(275
(175
3197

(695
045
(299
1:399

.142.5

1179
YAESU FT -290 R Chorea (rum - 1.211
YAESU yr.290 II .1m All Mode 1325
YAESU FT -470 2m/70cm Handle . Act, L179

YAESU FT -707 HF Transceiver + PSU _ 1425
YAESU FT -726R 2m 70cm HE. _1799
YAESU FT -757 AT HF Tranwcner 1225
YAESU FT -640  FM HF Tranweocr 1575
YAESU FT -960 HF Tranuxo er (699
YAESU FT -10000 HE TMIIICE1,1.7 11699
YAESU FT -2500)1 VHF Mobile CTCSS C249

YAESU Ft :30110M VHF Mobile (.125

YAESU FT -5100 2m/70rm Mobile U29
YAESU FT5790 2m Dalmatia.- 1189
YAESU FV 107R 211170 CMS XVER (110
YAESU FV-700DM MettaNTO ____. 069

YAESU FT-767GX  NM HF BASE I775
YUPITERU MVT.71110 Handheld wanner (145

RADIOWORLD

01922 414796

MAKE MOM. PRI( I
AI) ARTY, 2m F11 to nevi 1105.00

AEA IXSP £275.101

AEA PICNCli dudl pro L795 00

AEA PIC132 (100.))0

Alm, DX711111 2 months (591.0))

Clohnaft N3 t clown 28-20.7MH/ .. 1100110

FDK 511 I.T1 751If 3175310

HI -Cann oft 1Nft 3 cl now iii.band w, £3110.11

101.11 Arienns tomer 1611,111'..___.. £160.11

loin IC-726 Whin ._ L5818
Ins IC -737 HE 6111111ATU.. 000.10
lam IC -R71110 25-3111 man WON
Icom IC -R72 030 ration 1.41101111

lain ICAVEI I 2/10 Nowise I sew+ . OM*
lam 050.1/
kom IC -72611F SM 1.550.1111

Keinonid TS -001631 holt -In nine, 0115110

*mood 1S-9311SAT hall -in Iona filia

Kan mod TS -I40 HF tranucoa new . _UMW
Kairmul P533 power apply (120.011

Keyword SA12511,5,10 14111.1111

kar600.1 71.-922 ./m(' 14,k mo.k1 IMM.00

Karrand TM -251E 2, 12.25.111

Xcinwod 114-451F 71km nen (25010

)(mood TH-2.2112m look (1111.111

Kenwood TR-91 Nt inulon5.0 1250.10

Karatod IS154651 11.05.00

Kennon] TS :516 1515.00

Kenwood 1S -5351ST' 1275.10

Kolsrud 15-571111 (055.00

Kaiwood TH-770£i dual -1,01 hands: £175.)))

Kamen,/ T5-7754. . (157550

Kenwin0 TS -11756 03755)))

Aenuond IS -KS, 0010.1111

KCINVIld 1S4L41SAI . 057511

Kdindd TS8716AT DSP (I4110.00

Kainxid 1S 93050 Spud 11454/.1111

*mood TS -9501-1) dignai (1551)50

Rantoul 011152 diptal monk, 1:4000

Erm.00.1 502 Mibilining £705310

Kmuoil 1'K-811SN I I IR filin 1:40.00

Kcienand SG -1.45C1 51)01/ CIA 175.00

Kuntood YK-138C1 CW liter (40.101

Kenvuud PS-SI 1005 don sum' (1651)
Kenwood SP -31 . . 199.00

1.413 1276 picke amanita_ (011.00

MIN 2 di 1171INV ax ua SW 00.1111

7.11-1 7244 I /SY filter 05000
Slutourt noiala 2m HON AMP (121))
1 lutha.A.cr PerthPlus I:140k daul (140.101

Plum 1-00 I I interLiud El))in)
Snkin MuluVai 530.100

Nissii I3, -757AT (1011.)10

Sow FC-11/ tuna 1t (165.10

Yawn FL-210121AR( 117500

YJo.0 FP -757A licavy don . ()MANI

1)50.))))

Yew FT -BR 3n bizir ()WAIN

1'ocui FT-757GX 'merge (-SIMIAN)

Yana FT -721, 21(170 SAT. 3650.110

Yawn FT -776 25716 wadi CW fiket 1:975.111

YJCts FT -840 FM with 111' blitz 1:525.10

Yaw FT-SN)) 2/70 . (3511))1

nom FT -931 AM/FNI 1050.00

YXSY FP01AM/F51 new 01111050

Y30.1.1 FT -99011C . (105000

Yana MDI with mai 1.50.00

Ywo FT -290 1111,11  =mune._ ... 1775.1111

Yupitatt MVT-901.111 wanner__.___.... (2511.111

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

HF TRANSCEIVERS

I Yana FT-757GX1 + hosed ITF:L
Yamai FT -9110 1799

Yaesu FT -1017D MkIII FC-902/FCV-9111 R

incl :When . ..... _ 1799

Yaesu FT -747 * FC-700 bolted 1475

Yaesu FT -10' £375

Yarw FT -1012 1299

FT-757GX + FC.750SAT__ £650

2 3 Icom VGC ..... ..... £1300

Yam EC -700 lonal £99

Kenwood TS -5211. ................. ..._..... .... £275

Kenwood TS -931) +lc 11511

Kenwond TS -1205 .......

MOBILE/BASE VIII' 1 III 112 \ NETIVERS

Kenwood TS -7I I E  s (TEL
Alnico DR -112  hvnind £115

N111 MAI ASIR-IMO 2m mobile .... C1611

Yam Ft -480R honed 12511

Kenwood TS-71MS 14511

Icom IC -229 - boxed f 199

Icon, IC -290D £300

Yaesu ET -210 1175

Icom 1C -251E ITEL
Yaou ET -290R11 boxed 1325

EL -2025.__. ..... ....... ........ ..... ..L99

Kenwood TR-9130 £275

Icom IC -551 £375

Tn., TS -770E IEEE.

RF.CEIVERS/SCANNERS
Yupnieru NIVT-91110 - mmt condition £711.

Yaesu FRG -81110 + F1IT-770 ....... L525

Icon 1C -R8500 ncw f EEL

Drake R -BE £650

&areal UOC-StiOXI.T

Icom IC-R7IE boxed £599

Regency MX -70C0 ITF:L
Lowe HE -223 £299

Icom IC -R100  mint candiiion t275

Yam FRG -7700M + All £325

Foam AFR-2070 its
Realistic DX -394 ITEL
Icom IC -R7000 4 bank £TEL

Roberts R-600 (TEL
Robert% R-876.. 1115

Yuptieru MVT-7100 boxed £150

AOR ARAMOA VGC 015

HANDMEWS
Aline° DJ -G5 DuMband Handheld  boxed .11110

Icom IC -4E 1115

Kenwood TH-27 - boned £125

)(arm VX- IR complete £175

Kenwood TH-79 honed £225

SDU-500) Spectrum Donlay Unit - a, new £599

AT -230 - box 1175

MF1.784 bane' £175

SP -102 Tato £50

Datong FL -1 CT El.

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099

HF TRANSCEIVE.RS

Icon trig, HT,tAt & 2M kinbde kl/Mode
Lem If735 HI' I tIOW Base - Goad Coalition..

Index QRP PLUS HF SW CW/SSB All Bands..

licnnod TB% & AT50 MAR HF and AT) ..

Too TSSIUM HF with VAIW PA

Yacw FT747GX Basic Spec HF 100W Bow

U.& FT77 Baste HF with FM Board .

Allls
Dina CXA 1001 - Auu, ATI

MR -956 SW/MN /LW Rea's,: All

£575

095
£350

16,51

(274

095
025

L30

ATIFIULIF

Icom IC-P4ET 71Icms Handheld with AI (135

Icon, 1312E 2M Handheld with Kr)* £95

het PRC-618 E0-811.\1114 FM 4W 131(Hr Spacing £175

Kenxbud TM"SIE 2M 1Iultirnode Mobile 15XX 1395

Too TR9 I RI 2%) Mohik Slulum k 2514 £295

fait* FflIti 2%1 Sloliinude Base IOW £225

Vaewi ET29111111  251 Stlmode Bracket & Amp 095
Yaesu ET:WIRE - 2%1 Slim& Mobile £325

View FT1UR Compisi "Ocrns Wiled £139

RECEIVERS

AOR 950 VHF/UHF Mot* Scow_ ....... £135

Drake SW F HF Gen Cov Rit with VHF 1149

Icon, IC -BM Deluxe HF General Comae (495

Loon IC -R71:1011 IIPLIEF Comms Ranter 095
JRC NRD5'4 Delete HF Rt.  MINT £495

Lowe HEI25 HF tice Co. RX Miustahk Mien. (199
Lowe HF'725 HF Gee Cos RX AdjusLitne L325

Too JR_4011S Ham Band HF RecciEer £85

Ywyu FRG96011 1 IIRCHE Communication. RX (295

Yaesu FRGE8011 with VHF E495

SCANNERS

Alnico DJ -X I E Compact WHeld Scanner. .

I ow: ESIo 1107i Moe S,111FICI

Rcalon. Pro3q UCh ES) EVIlekl Scaler .

lupitena NIX T7i) 0 811Hr- lb 1011Hz Sumer

Yupttcru MV1-1.151i CIA Xuband Scanner .

L135

ns
145

1135

1125

SIISCELIANE(1
1h4minid Sk4ial 1 KR HF 211000 SWR Nate .159

Dusa Attend,: Acnnc Audio tdiet 175

DtilNd DK2 015

30151StIcnm Masthead Preanti, 109
Micro,rt 0432 Arriplao £349

Sherowac 11dules IfiN '1)cm,, Amplifier £95

Optielectionw, 1 V - trquen.) (95

Scopes 456 9MH, Scope - A: New £65

SEM QRM Eliminator Filter Unit.Lf41
Spectrum TK(6- III li11->bAl Transsener LISS

Tokyo Ht -Power HX240 2.11 ->HE Tramicno 1145

SP4011 1:10-5011MH4 1511W SWR Nieto LS5

iarsii Frio Ike.) Dui) 20A NIA:Meg PSI .195
Yaesu 6500A Besainan Unit - ... . . .. .L115

our

lutplAtsts.thomtate ca.int For lama updates...,

Disclaimer
Ads emsements from traders for

equipment that is illegal to possess, use
or which cannot he licensed in the

U K. will not he accepted. While the
publishers will give whatever

assistance they can to readers or buyers
having complaints. under no

circumstance will the magazine accept
liability tor non -receipt til goods
orderea. late delivery or faults in

manufacture.

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Loot IC -7h I 11)1W General CM erage transwen et

with hull -in auto Alt and PSE E999.00

Kum IC.2% 'SUPERB' 100 HF General

coverage  6.M  VDU + DSP AU Mode Still ha,
IX month. %Gamely 11250.00

1RCAT-135 103W HF General Coverage

train:encl. ALL MODE fined with BWC (Variable

Bandwidth ('ontrol) and PSU I MINI) 0199.110

Tno TS -77(11 2thanem nmItimode haw stain, in

lOW no both bands Minns pothered . (399.00

Yaew FT -736R Fined with 2rni70em & tin,

tend condi (099.00

Kenwood TH.75E 2m/71.1em handheld CU,.rite'.

nicad & =at ........... .............. ...... £199.110

SHORTWAVE & SCANNING RE( 'F.1' LILic

HE -150 general coverage re.c cr £24930

lenni IC -17 Widehand HE \ HI I Ill
All. MODE 'SUPERB' . 1:629.00

AOR.1040 ceirral (A,Arngc reconcr Al Atni )1-

I SUPERB RECEIVER).._............ (549.00

Linn IC -R7000 Wideband HENHE1LHE

ALL MODE. lath-InPSI: (199,161

Ya'''U FRG -IOU General edxame =env Al
Cl)NDI with PSU L349.06

Trio R6011 General two crop waiver. ilik41

tuner rig) (199.141

NRD-535 General coverage reenter. IAN \

Top of the rangereceiwr (699141

Loin IC4171E General unmet recover. Inn!!

PSU 1St:PERO UNITt £479.i41

Ken w ood IINIM General emerge raiser naoI

ilh %Ill unit NODES C./W box &

manuals.. (1.49.06

M/R3(1110 Widebond !TAXI, vr. Al I 11012E.

computer controltalsk (42901

Realiwic ItX-394 General ik,er.qe 'rico er

ALL All/OF (99.06

Yurineru VT -12511 A11641111 handheld 11.,C1,..1

'EXCELLENT RECEIVER, (199.00

Nevada MS -1000 Widelund receiver

AM/FM/WEIN MohleJDewk E179.00

HER HI TRANSCEIVERS
leou ET -299111 2M AInItimode du. matching

2.500' Gnear. sam ,ase hit & manual . £439.00

14esti FT -29(1011 2.%) Multimode . 117501

Yaesu 11-290RI 2M Alultiniode (239.161

Yaesu FT -1700 2.41/71Ano ram Ewle (279.161

Kenwood TM.431 F. 70cin, mot, k E239.00

hemmed INA 701 E 211./70cnn mirk 1299.101

Kellwood TM4 I 1E 70ois mobile (109.101

Aline° DI -580E annOnne handheld. wide ho, I

D1-FIEAlinco 2M ........... 1149.00

Aline° 01-180E 2/4 handheld lAS NEW, 1139.00

Kellwood TH-215E IM Handheld eAv speaker

£129.101

Kenwond 214 handheld Ow sprain nine

case E129.01

Tno TR-9001 2111 Mullimode ION (199.00

ACCESSORIES

2310W Dummy

LAR VHE ATU

Datong Ether ..... ....... .......

049.1m

(39.1)11

195.191

MULTICOMM
2000

01480 406770
HF TRANSCEIVERS

AUNCO DX.76 NEW
ALDO) DUDE AS NEW 'BOXED,
KIN IC -1156 AS NEW
ICOM ic-ns AS NEW.
WOO IC -TD AS NEW  Ca FILL I
ICON rms tROXIM) __._-
1COMIC735 'BOXED' AS NEW

i529

L5,9
099
(179
(599

(499

(475

1469

KENWOOD.TS.610S HE  MORS. _ _ 0499

IffleW000 TS. IBIS GOOD ORSDRISS 1.325

Keiwoco 75-571v.cw . aro lEx-Dew), 0995

KENW000 TS4150SAT MINT CONDEMN . L/669

KENWOCO TS-IESOSAT MINT CONDITION -099
KENWOOD T5-6.95AT MINT CONDI1ION

KENW000 TSSNISAT MINT CONDMON 0126

KENW000 1S-946SAT IIKWEDI AS NEW 019(

SWAN LINE UP INCLUDING 2TXRX 1375

VAIN: PT -102 IlL'ST SERVICED) L.9.9

YAESI1FT-707GX HE +24IIRS GREAT ((hAl) Oa
YAESU FIAIM HE TRANSCEIVER GREAT COND . 1099

YAM MOM HF1RANSCDVER GREAT CLAD 415
YAESU rr.990 As N-Esk, (950

VIIMEFIE TUSKED ERS
AUNCORIGSEY EN DEMONSTRATOR
ICOM K.:71 2.24TR. MULTIMODE BASE
WON K -2900.2 -METRE MULTI 1(I/II1 1511
ICOM Ira 2SITR HANDHELD
K'OM 24011 HAND HELD
ICOM Kl.k- 16T 21/CMS HAND11111, As \ I K

ICON KlIbZI -ET DUAL HAW 11451
11N11101ITZ2 .144ETER HAM) 10 I
KENW000 TH-2i  ALA -SWIMS
14ENWOOD111-1ff 2.SMI HANDHLI p

L195

£325

0249

(90

flea
(Ito
(199

(76

£169

t19
kENEV000 TH.75E pLus EXTRA.S £159

KEN1ADOOTIITIE DUAL BAND 075
KEN"000001101tE DUALBAND  XTRA BACIERYL179
KENWOOD D4-3HA WATT 2 -METER FM £129

KENWOOD114-25SIM SIOBILE
KENW000111.7.111 DUAL BAND MOBILE
KEN1100D TST30 HICHF BASE
STANDARD C.NIX a -DEMO,...
TA/SUER-290R MK -II ilIOXEN AS "iEW
YAESU 2 -METER HAND 11E111

1AESU IT -21I 2-MTR. MOBILE
YAESU FT.2.3R MIR HANDHELD

TABU 17-29OR AIK. 1 AS NEW
YAESU ET-201111413AVEIKS OLD
vAEsp Fr..= ,NNT coforrin
YAESI: IT -4611 'BOXED, _
YAESU ET4SOR 'WOO:ADE/10%1
nAESE Ff-M IMRE
YAESU TRIBA343111.1_11Molit

YAESU FT.7262/7WHEISAT

YAESU ET -7218 MAI-BAND WITH ALL ACC
YAESU E1T36 BASE MUL116100E 2.70
YAFSL1 ET -216 BASE MULTIMODE 6.2

YAESU FT '36R VIA (TENS ETC _ _

(175

V-19
(399

1199

£126

1129

tI15
£116

(195
£335

£269

t259

(239
(549
L335

L3541

(199

(719

19'n
£099

ACCESSORIES

A UNCO 2-MTR LINT.AR 3W -IN SMOLT 1 NUCED LA
*Mb 144210(610 LINEAR
HOKA COL* 3 V5 ALL INTONS
ICON AT -III AUTO ATI SI PO
ICOM IC SP -3 SPEAKER

ICOM PS -I5 31-514P PSI-

ICOM RC.I 2 REMOTE

KENEVIKO AT2)0 [BO/EDI-
KESWOOD AT -BO ALTO Mt
MD -247 HI- ANTENNA ANALYSER .
MAMA 301W KIV tEX42ISPLAYI--
MICROWAVE MOOLIES 111044LS AS %PA
MICROWAVE MODULES KEV144 LINEAR

Ella
(199

(119

1611

(70

135

£49

LIK5

199

(09
(94

(95

RN 64411 (165

TOKYO HF IJNEAR (COST (1779 &MONTHS ACAL £741
Wd2 SP12211P5WR POWER METER .
YAESI: EC -757 ALITO . .flM

AF_SU E1.32.5 2-017R. LINEAR 1110XCD. .189

1 ABC R.-21015 INC WARC NEW PA'S 1199

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES'
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C.M.HOWES
coNiemonwww.howeppacdATIOIS

An rat(-n..1HIliii Ion /RIMY, 421(1. I (ratiory

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
Tr 01327 260178VISA

Build Your Station in Easy Stages!
DC2000 SSB & CW Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QRPer. Plug-in band system.

IX2000 £22.90 (one band module included). Extra band module kits:
£7.90 each. from 160 to 10M HA22R hardware (pictured top left): £18.90

77(2000 QRP Transmitter Kit
about 1W on 10M. Plug-

nar:(1 firer signal. Use krin RA ani, linking module for transceive.

TX2000 Kit £24.90 (with one band filter). Extra band filter kits: £6.90 each.
HA23R hardware pack (pictured lower left): £16.90.

LM2000 Linking Module
ansmitter Side -tone, muting IRT. CWfilter. Kit f 16.30

Total to build this QRP Station: £99.90 plus postage)

Multiband SSB Receiver
DXR20. Covers 558 anc CYr on 20,
80M bands as standard. Optional extra:
plug-in band modules available. Can link 1,
7X2000 or AT 160 for transceive (by addini.
LM2000 linking module). Versatile arc
popular, with great performance!

OXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 'S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Great projects for Holiday. Portable and the Home Station!
Audio Filter - £29.801

Clean up your reception!
'educe noise and interference Sharp

..SB/Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF
y5:sr.rc , bandwidth CW filter f- r a led and punched front panel  All aluminium case
Simply connects between radio and external loudspeaker or headphones

 Suits receivers & transceivers  ASLS Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

ACCESSORY KITS
AA2 Active Antenna I 50kM: to 30MHz E8 90

AA4 25 to 1300Mhz Active Antenna 1990
ABI '8 118 to 137MWz Active Antenna [18 80
ASUS RX Antenna Selector/Attenuator 027 90

CSE4 Internal S5B & CW Filter for our &Xs CIO SO

S: '5 Meter tor direct conversion RXs E10 90

Counter Butler Olt to RA to teed DFD5I E5 90

0ED4 Add-on Digital Readout for supezhets E49 90

0005 Nita! Frequency Counter/Readout E54 90

SRAa Scanner Preansp 4 to 1300MHz El 5 90

ST: Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator E9 80

SWB30 SWR/Power Indicator. 3081 I -200MHz El 3 90

XM1 Crystal Calobrator, 8 intervals + dent £16.90

loptonai hardware packs we availatie to sue many of

the above kits, please engLarei

Top Value Receiving ATUs
CT118: . ... . . trt. flexible '7 match"

- circuit. SO2 i9 sockets. impro.e your antenna performance,

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9: as CTU8 plus balun. bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATLI!

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P. or (1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hartht.are.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (URL at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

'WOBURN SPECIAL
SHTifi OFFERS

Y -E .;;11-1.1.;11.:1111'rl'11)1 I

1).1iT-E11.c; :Y-1"S-1.LE X11 U `./Y

Klingenfuss - Guide to Utility Stations.
15th edition 1997. f-3-5:00 £15.00

Klingenfuss - Guide to Worldwide
Weatherfax Services. 16th edition 1996/97
£2&-0O £10.00

Seeing By Wireless 2nd edition 1997
£3.00

Ferrells Confidential Frequency Listing 10th
edition. L-19-:95 £10.00

Short Wave Communications Peter Rouse.
L4750 £3.00

THE

Practical Wireless and
Short Wave Magazine

subscription offers
AVAILABLE TODAY

PW 1 year 2 issues FREE. 14 issues for the price
of 12 £25.00

3 years 3 years for the price of 2 £50.00

SWM 1 year 14 issues for the price of 12 £30.00
3 year 3 years for the price of 2 £60.00

JOINT OFFER
1 year 14 issues for the price of 12 £50.00
3 years 3 years for the price of 2 £100.00

BOOK OFFERS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE AT THE WOBURN RALLY AND ARE ONLY FOUND ON OUR STAND.
THESE ARE NOT BY MAIL ORDER.
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VHf REPORT
REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
THE LAST SATURDAY OF EACH
MONTH.

DAVID BUTLER G4ASR, YEW
TREE COTTAGE, LOWER
MAESCOED, HEREFORDSHIRE
HR2 OHP

TEL: (01873) 860679

E-MAIL: butlerd2@boat.bt.com

Packet Radio @ GB7MAD

UK DX Cluster @ GB7DXC

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR HAS NEWS OF
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY ON
THE 70MHz BAND AND A
NEW 40MHz BEACON BAND.
THERE'S ALSO DETAILS OF
EUROPE'S LARGEST VHF
CONVENTION IN WEINHEIM.

The great news this month is
that according to an E-mail
received from Stane S53VV all
Slovenian (55) Radio Amateurs
now have authorisation to use
the 70MHz band. The permit
came into force on June 13 and
allows all licence classes to use
the band on a secondary basis.

The Slovenian band plan is
virtually the same as ours:
70.000-70.030MHz exclusively
for beacons, 70.030-
70.150MHz for beacons, c.w.
and s.s.b., 70.150-70.250MHz
for c.w. and s.s.b., 70.250-
70.300MHz for other modes
and 70.300-70.450MHz for
narrow band modes
(presumably narrowband f.m.).
The power limits are 100W
output for 1st Class operators
and SOW output for 2nd Class
operators. I wonder who will
claim to be the first UK operator
to work 55 on the 70MHz
band?

Additionally from lune 13
(as part of an IARU initiative) a
beacon band between 40.660-
40.700MHz has been
authorised. The beacons must
use narrowband f.s.k. with a
power limit of 10dBW e.r.p.

On the 50MHz band the
power limits have been raised
to 100W for 1st Class operators
and SOW for all other licence
holders and the band has now
been made available to all
licence classes. (They've also
been given access to the
3.4GHz band and 135kHz).
Further to this comes news that

the Portuguese station
CT1DHM was hoping to
receive a special permit in lune
to allow s.s.b. operation on the
70MHz hand. This should be
one to look out for if it turns out
to be legal.

Frank van Dijk PA3BFM
passes on the news that he is
now set up for crossband
operation between the 50 and
70MHz bands. Crossband
operation, for those that don't
know, simply means
transmitting on one hand
(50MHz) and listening on
another (70MHz) for a reply.

You can use any band you
wish but for DX -type contacts
it's normal practice to use the
28 50, 70 and 144MHz bands.
Popular centres of activity are
28.885, 50.185, 70.185 and
144.185MHz but please
remember to move off these
specific frequencies once
contact is established.

Microwave operators adopt
similar practices (called talk -
back) by listening on 144.175
or 432.350MHz and
transmitting on one of the s.h.f.
bands. At the QTH of PA3BFM
an Icom IC -706 Mkt)
transceiver and 3 -element Yagi
are used to receive signals on
the 70MHz band. Frank
mentions that he is looking for
schedules with suitably
equipped 50/70MHz UK
stations. He can be contacted
by telephone at 0031
302287223 or via E-mail at
six@knoware.n1

DUTCH NOVICES

In 1997 the International
Amateur Radio Union (IARU)
made alterations to the
144MHz band plan which
necessitated v.h.f. beacons
moving to the sub -band
144.400-144.490MHz.
Unfortunately just prior to this
event the Dutch authorities
granted permission for Novice
licensees (PD) to use the band
144.440-144.490MHz for
single-sideband (s.s.b.) and
Morse (c.w.) contacts. This was
an inopportune coincidence but
one which east coast DXers had
to live with until the Dutch
authorities revised the
allocation.

Fortunately changes have
recently been made and from
June 1 all PDO-P139 Novice call
signs should now use the sub -
band 144.275-144.350MHz for
s.s.b. and c.w. Additionally
Dutch Novices can use
144.110-144.130MHz for c.w.
and 144.992-145.795MHz for

data and f.m. telephony. They
also have access to the
430MHz band with allocations
between 430.000-432.500MHz
and 433.392-433.583MHz. In
all cases the maximum
allowable power is 25W.

WEINHEIM CONVENTION

Wolfgang Mahlke DF1GW has
reminded me that this year's
Weinheim v.h.f. exhibition and
convention (the 43rd) is being
held over the weekend of
September 19-20. The event is
certainly the largest specialist
v.h.f. meeting in Europe. if not
the world, and caters for
anyone interested in the v.h.f.,
u.h.f. and microwave bands.

The venue in the centre of
Weinheim ON49) is easily
accessible by road, being
situated close to the main
autobahn between Darmstadt
and Heidelberg. The event last
year attracted more than 9400
visitors to a stadium area of
some 7000 square metres
where a total of 500 flea market
stalls and 110 commercial
exhibitors were located.

In addition there was a
comprehensive series of
lectures (36 in total) held in an
adjoining school. A large
proportion of these were given
in English and were aimed at
up-to-date aspects of the hobby.

For example Matajaz
Vidmar 553MV introduced his
zero-i.f. transceivers for the
1.3G, 2.3 and 5.7GHz bands
and Stefan Steger DL7MAI
discussed Amateur Radio via
orbital satellites. For many
though the event is really about
meeting and socialising with
like-minded amateurs from all
over Europe.

Although you can stay in
one of the nearby hotels many
people (including myself) prefer
to stay in a tent, caravan or
mobile home at the Weinheim
Radio Club (DLOWH) site.
Although facilities are basic
there are toilet and washing
facilities available. There's no
formal charge for camping but it
is normal to make a donation
for its use.

Over 200 people camp on
the site (shown in the
photograph, Fig. 1), many
turning up on the Friday
afternoon in readiness for the
evening barbecue. In my
opinion this event is one of the
highlights of the trip and it
never ceases to amaze me that
everyone makes it to the
convention on the following
day!

On the Saturday evening
the German magazine Dubus
hold a dinner in a local
brewery. This is a very popular
event and you can meet many
DXers that specialise in tropo,
meteor scatter (m.s.) or earth -
moon -earth (e.m.e.)
communication. Then it's back
to the camp fire at DLOWH for
some more socialising!

Contact me (details at the
head of this column) if you
want more information
regarding this event.
Alternatively you can telephone
the organisers on 0049
6201592091 or access the
Weinheim Convention page on
the Internet at
http:/Avww.hamradio.de/wein
helm

ON THE AIR

Following the first real signs of
Sporadic -E (Sp -E) propagation
in April the season really got
going during the month of May
with almost daily openings
being recorded on the 50MI-1/
band. As expected this band
was open to virtually all
countries throughout Europe
with contacts up to 2000km
away being easily made.

According to my DX
Cluster records over 44
European countries were
worked from the UK during
May. It was good to see
increased activity from the ex -
Russian Republics with station,
such as EK6AD (LN20).
ER1AAZ, EU1AB (K0331,
US5CCO (KN59) and UT1PA
(K021) being worked by many
operators. I'm not certain how
many of these stations actually
have permits though.

On a number of days
propagation also extended into
the eastern Mediterranean area
and the Middle East. Among the
stations worked were IY9QI
(KM74), 4X1IF (KM72). 4Z5IA
(KM72) and 5B4/EU1AA
(KM64).

The Lebanon beacon
OD5SIX (KM74) was heard in
the UK on May 16, 18. 19 and
29 as was the Cyprus beacon
5B4CY which was also received
on the 70MHz band.

Contacts with stations such
as CN8LI (IM64), CT3FT (IM13),
EF188PX (1118) and EH9AI
(1M75) were also made and all
count as Africa of course. A few
dedicated enthusiasts also
managed to work into deepest
Africa during an opening on
May 18. The event was caused
by trans -equatorial propagation
(t.e.p.) assisted by Sp -E. The
station of Z22JE (KH52) located
in Zimbabwe was worked
between I 700-173OUTC and
the Malawi beacon 7Q75IX was
also heard around the same
time. Another opening to Z221E
also occurred on May 20 at the
same time. The station of 3C51
(Equatorial Guinea) was heard
by G31B1 on May 25 and it is
believed a ZS6 station was also
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received in the UK at the same
time.

The onset of the Sp -E season
has generated a useful number
of reports and the first out of the
hag is one from John Hilton
GM1ZVJ d086). He has a
choice of transceivers, using
either a Yaesu FT -726R (10W)
or an Alinco DX7OTH (100W)
into a 5 -element F9FT Yagi at
10m above ground.

John caught his first Sp -E
opening on May 3 working
CT1DNE (INS 1) fora new
country. In the period May 14-
16 he found conditions very
good to the south working
many stations in Italy and
Spain.

Noel Moore GI7CMC
passes on the news that the
Belfast Royal Academy MI ( BRA
has recently installed a Yaesu
FT -690R transceiver running
3W output and a W2000
vertical antenna in order to
permit some novice operation
on the 50MHz band. One of
the club's novice operators
Jonathan Cummings 211FVN
was pleasantly surprised to
make his first contacts from the
station during Sp -E openings on
May 25-26. Stations contacted
by Jonathan included IK41,VTU,
IW5BML, OK1FBI, 557CBP,
559F and 9A1CCB.

Jamie Ashford GW7SMV
mentions that at his QTH
(1081) the 50MHz Sp -E season
has been very slow to start.
However, in a two week period
commencing May 15 Jamie
made s.s.b. contacts with
stations located in CT, DL, EH,
I, ISO, 119, LA, LY, OE, OH, OK,
OZ, SM, SP, 55, YO, YU, ZB2,
Z3, 9A and 9H so conditions
couldn't have been that bad.

Notable contacts included
the stations of LY2BI (K014),
ZB2CF and ZB2/DL31MM (both
in IM761 and Z32MA (KNO2).
Jamie uses an Icom IC -575H
running 100W into a 4 -element
Yagi. Andrew Edgcombe G6T01
(1080) has been inactive for a
number of years but is once
again QRV on the 50MHz
band.

Andrew uses a Yaesu FT -
221 transceiver into a Mutek
transverter running 10W output
into a 4 -element Jaybeam Yagi
at 12m above ground. During
May a total of 9 countries (CN,
EH, ES, I, ISO, OE, SP, LY, 91-1)
were worked via Sp -E
propagation.

At the station of Jerry
Russell G4SEU (1092) s.s.b.
contacts were made on May 1
with CN8LI and CN8NK (both
Moroccan stations being in
IM64), EH7AH (IM67) and
EH9AI (1M75). Other stations

worked to the south included
EH8BPX (IL18) and EH9IB
(IM85) on May 14 and
CT98CIU (IN61) on the
following day.

Jerry was pleased to note
increased activity from
Romania (perhaps more permits
have been issued) making
contacts on the 50MHz band
with YO2LAM (KNO5),
YO3ACX, YO3APJ and
YO4FRJ/P (all in KN34) and
YO7CGS (KN15). During the
first 5 -months of this year
G4SEU had worked 31
countries on the 50MHz band.
He mentions that he has just
received, from the RSGB v.h.f.
awards Manager, a certificate
sticker for 375 confirmed
squares and 90 confirmed
countries.

Although no European Sp -E
contacts were reported on the
144MHz band during May I
have received details of events
across central parts of the USA
which occurred on May 28-29.
John W4UE (EM90) believes he
may have set a new record
when he contacted KF7UV
(DM08) at 0113UTC on May
29. The contact was on
144.200MHz s.s.b. and
calculations give the distance as
3652km, some 157km further
than the existing North
American record.

AURORAL OPENINGS

As I mentioned last month the
beginning of the period saw a
large increase in geomagnetic
activity which gave rise to
auroral back -scatter openings
on May 2, 3, 4 and 5. Although
all events were relatively weak
in the UK the openings on May
2 and 5 did produce some
reasonable DX on both the 50
and 144MHz bands.

terry G4SEU was active on
the 50MHz band during the
event on May 2 contacting
seven Scottish stations (in 1067,
1075,1085,1086 and 1087)
and GIOOTC (1065) between
1512-1653UTC. The station of
GM1ZVJ also participated in
the opening, from 1500-
1725UTC making s.s.b.
contacts with EI7GL (1051),
GOAEV (1081), GOUYI (1082),
G3FPQ (1091), GMOGLV
(1075), GMOHGF (1067) and
GWOGEI (1073).

Situated in South Wales the
144MHz station of GW7SMV
runs 100W from an Icom IC -
275H into an Eagle 10 -element
Yagi. On this band Jamie caught
both auroral openings, working
four GM stations and
OZ/PE1NGE/P (1045) on May 2
and MMOBQI (1085) and

Many people attending the Weinheim Convention
choose (like David G4ASR to camp for the weekend

MM)BUO (1087) in the event
on May 5. The auroral
conditions 27 -days later
(approximately one solar
rotation) on May 29 were much
weaker with only stations in the
north of England and Scotland
reporting any noticeable DX
signals.

QUIET CONDITIONS

Nigel Booth. a s.w.l. from
Norwich, reports that he found
tropospheric conditions on the
144MHz band relatively quiet
during April. His receiver is an
!corn IC -290E and the antenna
is a 5 -element Maspro Yagi.

On April 16 he heard
PA3G0X, his best DX so far.
Hopefully, Nigel, you may have
heard further afield during this
summer's Sp -E openings. Tropo
conditions during May were
also generally uninspiring but
there were some brief
enhancements particularly on
the u.h.f. and s.h.f. bands.

David Dodds GM4WLL
was hoping that conditions
would be 'up' for the RSGB
144MHz contest held on May
2-3. Using a Trio TR9130
transceiver into a Tokyo 100W
amplifier and an 8 -element Yagi
he operated as GM4WLL/P
from an elevated site in the
Borders Region.

David thought that the hot
weather might encourage
widespread tropo ducting but
all he found was a limited
opening across the North Sea to
the southern part of Norway. A
total of 151 stations were
worked in 7 countries, the best
DX being LA2PHA (1038 at
639kms), LA1ZE (1028) and
LA6LI (1038).

Other notable stations
worked included GOMSA/P
(1000), G4ADV/P (1070
Cornwall), GMOHTT (1089
Orkney Islands), GM4CQR/P
(1067 Benbecula in the Western
Isles) and EI3GE (1063). One
other station worth mentioning
was that of G1WQC located on
the Isle of Wight (1090). Using
only 50W to a Halo antenna
Ricky was a clear 52 with
GM4WLL/P over a path of
577km. David comments that

you don't need a tall mast of
multiple arrays to work long
distances.

MARITIME MOBILE

Now I'll turn to another update
received from Andy Adams
GWOKZG/MM aboard the
Royal Research Ship Charles
Darwin. During May he was
active from a number of 'wet'
locator squares in the North
Atlantic Ocean mainly to the
west and north of the Shetland
Islands.

Operation was carried out
on the 144MHz band using a
Trio TR9130 transceiver and a
3CX800A7 amplifier running
500W output into an 11 -
element Yagi. Normally whilst
carrying out his paperwork duty
Andy has been monitoring the
s.s.b. calling frequency on
144.300MHz but apart from
receiving 'pings' of signals via
meteors that frequency has
generally been dead.

Several weak tropo signals
have been received from Dutch
stations being worked on m.s.
around 1000km distant but
these have not been of
sufficient strength to be able to
try for a contact. Apart from one
QSO on May 30 with LA2BR
(1P20) whilst Andy was in
locator IP81 no other tropo
signals have been heard.

Andy did manage to catch
a brief auroral opening on May
29 between 1615-1700UTC
whilst in locator square IPSO.
Two contacts were made on
c.w. with the stations of DL9MS
and OZ1BUR and one on s.s.b.
with OZ6ABA.

As there was no Sp -E
propagation on the 144MHz
band during May most of the
contacts from GWOKZG/MM
have had to be made via high
speed meteor scatter (h.s.m.s.).
Contacts via this mode were
made with LY2WR, OH5IY and
with 18 stations in DL and PA.

UK stations didn't miss out
as GOCUZ, GOFIG, G3IMV,
G4FUF, G4PIQ, G4YTL and
G4ZHI all appeared in the log
book. Collin Morris GOCUZ
(1082) reports that he was very
pleased to work Andy (whilst in
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IP91) as he was using a small
make -shift antenna at the time.

WEST COAST PROPAGATION

Although it's early days yet for
F2 propagation, now might be a
good time to remind operators
that Europe is still 'rare' on the
West coast of the USA. Art
KB7WW (ex-WA7RTA) sent an
E-mail mentioning that many
(W6 and W7) operators active
on the 50MHz band during the
last solar cycle still need Europe
for the Worked All Continents
(WAC) award.

Art reports that one of the
problems is that there are few
active olitrators between
central USA (WO call area) and
the West coast. He thinks that
most European operators left the
band far too early after an
opening instead of waiting
another hour or so to see if
propagation moved further
west.

Art reckons you really must
stick around, listen and make
some noise after you think the
band has gone dead. He also
makes the point that many
W6/W7 operators are proposing
to operate on c.w. below
50.100MHz to get away from
the QRM of the East coast
operators.

During the last cycle a
number of UK stations
(including myself) did work into
the W7 call area. Looking back
at my records for 1989 showed
that the best time for this area
was between 1700-1830UTC.

If you want to work into
W6 (propagation permitting)
you might have to wait to
1900UTC or later.
Unfortunately this will be mid-
morning in Los Angeles or San
Francisco and most operators
will probably be at work. If the
band does open up then it's
more than likely that contacts
will be made on c.w. I suggest
you start to get some practice in
now.

EXPEDITIONS

Keep a look out for the Jersey
Amateur Radio Society who are
planning to go to Maitresse Ile
located on the Minquiers reef
(IN88). Joe Bette -Bennett
GJONYG reports that they will
be there to operate in the
Islands On The Air (IOTA)
contest during the period July
25-26.

When toe is not operating
in the h.f. contest he will be
active on the 50MHz band.
Equipment will be a Yaesu FT -
650 transceiver and a 5 -element
F9FT Yagi. The society also plan
to go to Maitre Ile on the
Ecrehous reef (1N99) on
September 5-6 and will be QRV
again on the 50MHz band. All
of this activity is very much
dependant on the weather since
the group must use a dingy for
the last 100m or so.

DEADLINE TIME

That's it again for another
month - it's deadline time. The
summer Sp -E season is now at
it's peak so don't forget to pay
close attention to the 50 and
144MHz bands.

I want to hear what DX
you've been working so please
forward any reports, news,
comments or photographs to
the address and by the date
given at the top of the column.

THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS
AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
SUMMER DX. SEE YOU AGAIN
NEXT MONTH.

73 9ao-q474Sie

Hf FAR & WIDE

REPORTS & INFORMATION
(AND PHOTOGRAPHS) BY THE
15TH OF EACH MONTH PLEASE.

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI,
33 NANT GWYN,
TRELEWIS,
MID -GLAMORGAN
CF46 6DB, WALES

TEL: (01443) 710749 (9AM -
6PM)

FAX: (01443) 710789 (9AM -
GPM)

LEIGHTON REPORTS THAT
DESPITE BAND CONDITIONS
RANGING FROM 'MEDIOCRE
TO PATCHY' SOME EXOTIC
DX HAS BEEN WORKED AND
OUR HF REPORTERS HAVE
BEEN BUSY!

We're leaving the month of May
behind as I write this month's
column, and our reporters say
that band conditions have
ranged from mediocre to
patchy, and even non-existent!
Not a very merry month of May
for some eh?

Certainly, the great deal of
solar activity that's been taking
place has had a very
detrimental effect on the high
frequency bands. On some days
conditions were so had that
people even admit to checking
whether their antennas were
still connected to their radios!

We all expect some sort of
disturbance when the sun
becomes more active, and we
tend to learn to live with it. But
nevertheless, a fade-out can
literally wipe out amateur
activity on the bands sometimes
for days on end, and can be a
pretty annoying event!

However, it's not all bad
news, as our reporters show,
with quite a bit of exotic DX
being worked despite the poor
propagation conditions.

Really speaking, these sort
of conditions are where a beam

antenna has a very noticeable
edge over those of us who use
simple wire antennas, but
having said that, don't give up
if you are using such simple
antennas! Very often it pays to
persevere, and as all amateurs
know - and certainly as our 
reporters show this month -
being in the right place at the
right time is what it's all about!

YOUR REPORTS

Space is at a premium this
month, so I'll delve straight into
your reports, starting with the
7MHz band.

First up comes Ted Trowel!
G2HKU from the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent. Ted says that
poor conditions and fine
weather for gardening means
that radio has taken a back seat,
but offers two 7MHz c.w.
contacts in the shape of V31HE
(Belize) and CO2HT (Cuba),
both at 060OUTC.

Sean Gilbert G4UCJ in
Milton Keynes, just using 3W of
c.w. worked HB0/N7OV
(Lichtenstein) at 2300, while
30W brought contacts with
TI5NW (Costa Rica), and NP3G
(Puerto Rico) at midnight, while
operating at 2000UTC gave him
a contact with JW/DJ3KR on
Svalbard Island.

THE 14MHz BAND

The 14MHz band was where
most of our reporter's DX traffic
took place this month. Our
intrepid Yeovilian reporter, Don
McLean G3NOF has been
rather busy here, working on
s.s.b. to contact BY1QH (China)
at 1451, FM5DN (Martinique
Island) at 2300, FR5HA
(Reunion Island) at 1618,
HSI RU (Thailand) at 1749,
KG4WD (Guantanamo Bay)
QSL via W4WX at 2300,
VP8CTU (Falkland Islands) at
2042, QSL via Christine, PO
Box 260. MPA, Falkland
Islands, and 3B7RF (St. Brandon
Island) at 2000UTC, (QSL to
HB9RF).

Also busy on '20' this month
was Carl Mason GWOVSW of

Skewen in West Glamorgan. A
low power buff, using just 4W
of c.w., Cad worked ZL4SEA
(New Zealand) at 0600,
T9/GOAYD (Bosnia) at 0900,
HP1AC (Panama City) at 220(11

while 4W of s.s.b. brought in
ZB2FX (Gibraltar) at 0900,
FG5FC (Guadeloupe) at 2137,
and V44KMC (Nevis Island) at
0043UTC.

Being in the middle of
exams doesn't give one much
time to play 'wireless' but Eric
Masters GOKRT, of Worcester
Park in Surrey, another arch-
QRPer, managed to hook up
with RV3YW and RU3WS
(Russia) with just 5W and a wire
antenna.

Meanwhile in Milton
Keynes our cheerful 'mobileer
Charlie Blake MOAIJ has been
taking advantage of the fine
weather to work the bands from
his mobile station. Charlie
latched on to CT3/DL6NBR
(Madeira Islands) at 0930,
RA2FVMM (somewhere in the
Baltic Sea) at 1052, KIL1A
(USA) at 1125, and 3V8B1
(Tunisia) at 1048. Fixed
operation gave him contacts
with JY4MB (Jordan) at 0500,
and SV1TP/P (Poros Island) at
1432UTC.

THE 18MHz BAND

On the 18MHz hand, Don
G3NOF again used s.s.b. to
hook up with AP2KSD
(Pakistan) at 1748, BD4ED
(China) (QSL via PO Box 085
299, Shanghai). Also worked
were TF3FK (Iceland) at 0930,
HL3VQ (South Korea) at 1245,
9VIZB (Singapore) - QSL via
11.3WSL, and VP9KK/M
(Bermuda) at 2056UTC.

Out of the garden and on
18MHz, Ted G2HKU swapped
c.w. with no less than EA8TB
(Canary Islands) at 100.
OM3TBG/MM (off the coast of
Algeria), W7DUD (Utah) IY9Q1
(Jordan), and CT3FT (Madeira
Island) at around 1500UTC.

THE 21MHz BAND

Still bashing away at the low

They made 75,000 OSOs in a fortnight) Leighton
GWOLBI's QSL card confirming his 1.8MHz c.w. QSO
with the 4th Maiyj Vysotskij Island (MV Island)
DXpedltion in 1992. The venture was a joint effort
by the OH2AQ, OH1AF and UZ1AWT Cluh srnrinns
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power though this time on
21MHz, Eric GOKRT hooked
up with UA3GO (Russia) at
1926, and UT5USO (Ukraine)
at 1945, and a rare QRP s.s.b.
contact for him, TA2DS (Turkey)
at 0800UTC.

Working on the 15m band
enabled Sean G4UC1 to hook
up with W6GV (California) at
1603, BV4HB (Taiwan) at 0900,
VU2BK (India) at 1250, XV7SW
(Vietnam) at 1000, UTSFB/MM
(off Senegal) at 1611, and
3B8/KSKG (Mauritius) at
105OUTC, all on c.w.

Using 80W of s.s.b. this
time was Carl GWOVSW, who
logged contacts with 5N8SHE
(Nigeria) at 1600. and 5A1A
(Libya) at 174OUTC.

While again from his
mobile station Charlie MOAll
reports working 7X2ARNP
(Algeria) at 1100, 9A3NC/MM
(off the coast of Western Sahara)
at 1330 and EK1X (Armenia) at
1300. Finally from Charlie
comes 4X50AT (Israel)
celebrating 50 years of Israel's
existence.

THE 28MHz BAND

Finally, just enough room for a
brief peep at 28MHz. Ted
G2HKU reports working ZS6ME
(South Africa) and 584/DLICW
(Cyprus) around 1500, while
Don G3NOF logged OD5PN
(Lebanon) at 1617UTC.

Sean G4UCI hooked up
with a string of stations
Including VP8CXV (Falkland
Islands), RI ANL (Antarctica),
and 5X1T (Uganda). He also
logged TR8XX (Gabon), and
LU9AUY (Argentina), all
between 1200 and 1600UTC.

SIGNING -OFF

That wraps it up for this month
folks! As you can see, poor
conditions don't necessarily
mean no DX!

Some of our reporters use
high powers and beams, while
others use simple antennas and
relatively low powers. All have
one thing in common - they all
work the DX to some degree,
and as that's the name of the
h.f. game, all of them come out
as winners!

THANKS TO ALL REPORTERS
FOR YOUR SUPPORT FOR
THE COLUMN, WHICH KEEPS
IT A LIVELY FORUM FOR OUR
READERS, ESPECIALLY THOSE
NEW TO OUR HOBBY.
CHEERIO UNTIL NEXT TIME!
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RADIO 'SCAPE

REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC,
PO BOX 1863,
RINGWOOD,
HANTS,
BH24 2ZD

E-MAIL:
mike.elaine@blintemetcom

WEB SITE:
http://www.blintemet.comi-m
ikespage

MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC
OFFERS SOME POINTERS ON
HOW TO GET GOING ON
THE INTERNET CHEAPLY AS
WELL AS LOOKING AT THE
INTERNET RELAY CHAT
SERVICE.

If you're not already on the
Internet you've probably been
put off by the potential cost of
getting going and the
complexity of deciding which
of the 1001 service providers to
try. So, I thought it might he
useful if I gave you a few tips
on how to get started on the
cheap.

One of the first points to
consider is the capabilities of
your PC. If you have less than a
486DX33 then you will
probably struggle with most of
the commercial software
packages as they all demand
lots of memory and processing
speed. This doesn't mean you
can't get on the Internet - you
just need to be more choosy
with your Internet Service
Provider (ISP) and the software
you use.

You'll therefore need some
expertise to make it all fit
together. If you've got this
expertise then you will no
doubt have got yourself a faster
PC! If you're lucky enough to
own a suitably fast PC then
getting on the Internet is really
quite easy - let's face it the ISPs
have to make connection
simple in order to keep new
business rolling in!

With a suitable PC to hand,
the next item you need is a
modem and a 'phone line.
Choosing a suitable modem
can, in itself, be difficult due to
the huge choice available. But
there are some really good
prices around at the moment.

If you want to keep the cost

right down you could try
looking out for a second-hand
33.6k modem. The 33.6k
represents the modem data rate
and equates to 33,600 bits per
second. Whilst not the fastest,
this is about the minimum
speed you should be using.

You should be able to pick-
up a second-hand 33.6k unit
resonably cheaply. The local
free advertising paper is usually
a good place to find bargains.
and its often a good idea to see
if the seller will give you a
demo before you part with your
cash.

If you want to go for the
fastest modem technology you
will need to get one of the 56k
modems that you'll find
advertised in all the PC
magazines. At the time of
writing the general VAT
inclusive price for these was
around f80 with special offers
at around £60.

The best offer I could find
was the Aries Global
Commander 56k at £58 intemal
and £75 external. My personal
preference for modems is to use
external models for a number of
reasons.

The most important thing to
condsider for radio enthusiasts
is that the use of an internal
modem ties -up a valuable serial
port. This creates a problem if
you want to connect decoding
systems for data modes i.e.
Packet, Pactor, FAX, RTTY, etc.

The solution I use is to
always buy external modems
and use a manual data switch
that connects between the
required corn port and the
modem, decoder, etc. Don't be
tempted to use any form of
automatic data switch - it won't
work. This is because most
decoders use the serial port
wires in a non-standard way
which will confuse any form of
automatic switch.

The use of a manual switch
is by far the easiest way to add
serial devices to your PC.
Connecting your modem to the
'phone line is dead easy - all
you need is a spare line -jack
socket.

However, if you're anything
like me, every available jack is
either in use or in the wrong
place! The easy answer is to get
a simple two-way adapter.

If you've bought a new
modem you will
usually find that
this adapter is screen.
included. If not,
you can get one
from almost any
electrical or
d.i.y. shop. If
there isn't a
handy socket
you can use
standard
telephone
extension leads
to reach your
modem.

The next
step is to choose

your service provider. If you
want to just get on the Internet
at minimum cost, by far the best
way is to take advantage of the
'free' offers that seem to come
with just about every computer
or Internet magazine.

Most computer magazines
give away around a month's
worth of access which is often
unlimited. Whilst you usually
have to go through a
registration routine and give
credit card details, there's no
charge providing you cancel by
the due date.

I ought to clarify a couple
of terms at this point. While
most service providers provide
basic Internet access along with
some Web space and E-mail
accounts there is another breed
of service provider. These are
known as OSPs or On -Line
Service Providers.

In addition to the basic
Internet access, these providers
have their own on-line services
that are only available to their
members. This usually includes
lots of special interest areas as
well as useful extras such as
general news, weather, travel,
etc. Some of the major players
in this area are CompuServe,
AoL and Line -One.

All the ISPs and OSPs are
obviously hoping that their free
offers will persuade you to stay
with them. The cheap access
trick is to cancel in good time
and move onto someone else's
free offer!

There is a snag of course.
When you change ISPs you will
generally have to uninstall their
software and reinstall the new
ISP/OSP package.

Perhaps the main snag Is
that you will have to keep
changing your E-mail address.
The advantage of using these
free offers is that you can take
your time to see what the
Internet has to offer for you and
compare the range of services
offered by the various suppliers.

UPGRADES

If you've got a flash upgradable
33.6k modem, K56flex or x2
don't forget to keep an eye on
the 56k Web site at
http://www.56k.com to check
for the availability of upgrades.
Alternatively you can check
your manufacturer's Web site.

The Analyzer 2000 program main
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An example of
using Analyzer

f.s.k. analysis

CHAT WITHOUT RADIO

This month I've taken some
time out to play with Internet
Relay Chat or IRC as it's more
commonly called. This
extremely versatile service
allows you to chat, via the
keyboard, to other Internet users
all over the world.

The system originally
started back in 1988 and was
pioneered by jarkko Oikarinen
in Finland. The wider potential
of the system was soon
recognised and it rapidly spread
throughout the Internet
community.

with the nickname.
Now, if you had to put

your E-mail address or
your full name at the start
of each message your
screen would soon get
totally cluttered -up. To
overcome this IRC systems
now work with short
nicknames.

These nicknames can
be up to any nine
alphanumeric characters
long. You can also change
your nickname at anytime
by returning to the set-up

screen. With all this complete
you can now get logged -on to a
server and start looking around
for an interesting channel.

Selecting a server is done
through the set-up screen. All
you have to do is choose a local
server from the drop -down list.
Next you need to 'hit' the log -
on button and you're in
business.

When you first log -on you
will be presented with a screen
showing the currently available
channels. Channels in this
context are virtual places - you
can think of them as being a bit
like a room that you can enter

to chat on a
particular subject.

If this is your
first time on IRC
start by joining one
of the newbies
channels. These
are specifically
designed for new
users so you can
ask all the basic
questions you like.

If you have a
particular interest, i.e. radio,
you can go to the Channel List
button and start a search for a
channel by using the Matching
Text field. This could be just
Radio or maybe antennas or
QRP - whatever you like really.
I tried this and came up with
around 15 radio related
channels.

I ended -up chatting with an
advisor from Tech Radio in
Virginia US. They operate a
help service for computer
problems which looks very
useful. In fact there were, not
surprisingly, lots of channels
dealing with different aspects of
computing. I suppose the only
thing you need to be wary of is
the unsavoury element, but this
exists throughout the Web and
it's the price we pay for free
speech.

If you find that there are no

Jvateriall 1.s.k. analysis.

The great thing about IRC is
that you can quickly set-up a
topic of conversation and start
chatting. So, let's start with a
look at just how you can get
started with IRC.

The first thing you need is a
client - this is just the software
package that runs on your PC.
Like most things on the Internet
there's plenty of free/demo
software around so it won't cost
you anything to try it out.

There are around three or
four main clients for the PC but
by far the most popular is mIRC.
This can be found at FTP sites
all over the Web or on their
home page at
http://www.mirc.co.uk/index.h
tml

The download file is
around 1Mb so it should only
take 5 minutes or so to
download. Once downloaded
installation is dead easy thanks
to the built-in installer.

However, before you can
start chatting you need to enter
a few details via the set-up
menu. You will need to enter
your name, E-mail address,
nickname and an alternative
nickname.

The nickname is required to
help make chatting easier.
When you look at an IRC
screen you will see that the
comments from each user start

Plc 4 Morse decoding screen.
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channels for your
particular interest all
you have to do is
start one! When
mIRC asks what
channel you want to
join all you do is type
in the name of the
channel you want to
create.

Once it's been
set-up the channel
starts with you as the
only user. You then
have to wait to see if
anyone else wants to
join in.

When you start your
channel you can also right click
your mouse to set-up the
conditions for the channel. A
good thing to do is to add a
topic - this saves having to
explain the purpose of the
channel to everyone who joins.
From this screen you can also
set-up lots of other options
including banning anyone
who's causing a problem.

That's about it for this quick
insight to IRC - maybe I'll meet
you there. When I'm on
I usually start a new 14

channel called
shortwave. If you've
found any particularly
good channels why not
drop me an E-mail?

SIGNAL ANALYSIS

As my mention of
Spectrograph a few
months ago caused
such a lot of interest I
think it's fairly safe to
assume that many of
you are interested in
signal analysis tools.

The latest signal analysis to
hit the streets is Analyzer 2000
from Brown Bear Software. This
is a comprehensive analysis tool
that provides high resolution
time -frequency analysis using
your PC's sound card as the
input device.

The analysis is very quick
and allows real-time processing
with sample rates from 8kHz
through to 44.1kHz. However,
where the Analyzer 2000
program really excels is with its
multiple display and
measurement options.

The multiple display and
measurement options can have
the main screen set-up as a
spectrum analyser with a
waterfall type spectrogam
running immediately beneath it.
The benefit of this is that you

can combine
both tools to
speed-up
analysis of a
signal.

If you want
to run Analyzer
2000 you will
need a
reasonably fast
PC and the
authors
recommend a
486DX100 as an

The mIRC main screen.

absolute minimum spec with a
166 Pentium recommended.
For the operating system you
will need Windows '95 or
Windows NT 4.0.

You will also need a 16 -bit
sound card with the appropriat,
Windows drivers and a 256
colour graphics system capabi.
of 800 x 600 pixel resolution.
Like most Windows '95
programs, installation was ver \
straightforward and the
Analyzer 2000 priwr..n. «trie
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The comprehensive options
from mIRC.

with a comprehensive help file
to get you out of trouble.

Once the system is up and
running you just have to
connect the signal to be
analysed to the microphone
input on your PC and the
display will burst into life. If it's
some form of data signal you're
analysing I would suggest you
go to the Tools menu and select
'Average'.

This will cause the display
to average the incoming signal
and has the effect of reducing
the deflection caused by noise
whilst increasing the deflection
due to the coherent wanted
signal. It's also worth adjusting
the Range and Reference levels
to secure the clearest view of
your signal.

Once you have the signal
trapped you can use the
powerful markers and rulers to
make some precise
measurements. The provision of
two markers is just right for data
signals as you can use one for
each tone of the signal.

All you have to do is dab a
marker on the top of each of the
two signal lobes and you then
get a read-out of both the
frequency and the signal level.
An alternative is to use the ruler
system to measure and set both
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frequency and level. This was
particularly handy as the ruler
lines ran through both the
spectrum display and the
waterfall making it very easy to
both spot and measure the
signal.

If you want to use the
program to analyse data signals
you will find the adjustable
time rulers a real asset. With
these you can spot the elements
of a data signal and then use
the rulers to measure the time
difference between two points.

If you were doing this with a
RTTY signal you could use it to
measure the width of a signal
mark and so easily work out the
baud rate of the signal. As you
can see this has lots of potential
for checking and analysing all
types of audio signals.

If you don't want to operate
in real time Analyzer 2000 can
also record and analyse
standard .WAV files, making it
extremely versatile. You can
also use the built-in recorder to
save snap -shots or longer signal
bytes.

And if this was not enough
the review version of Analyzer
2000 included an automatic
Morse decoder. A look through
the help file revealed that there
are a number of tasty
enhancements planned for the
near future which include: Low
i.f. input on 11.025kHz ±5kHz
for real i.f. analysing capability;
TCP/IP server for remote
controlled operation (via
LAN/WAN) with multi client
capability; Baseband analysis
with constellation diagram,
phase diagram, frequency
diagram for signal classification;
Demodulation of FSK/PSK
signals with bit analysis.

Not surprisingly the
package is not free. The demo
version has a self extending
start-up delay and the program
automatically shuts down after
15 minutes of operation.
However, this is plenty long
enough to decide whether or
not you like it - especially as
you can immediately re -start
the program.

For the full version you
need to register with Brown
Bear Software at a price or $98
US or DM180. For more
information you can contact
Brown Bear at: Brown Bear
Software, Thomas
Braunstorfinger and Martin
Hisch, GbR St.-Sylvester-Str.
15A 85661 Forstinning, E-mail:
MHBAERC(:AOLCOM or
BTFl@AOLCOM

If you want to give the
demo version of the Analyzer
20(10 program a try you can

download your copy from:
http://memberlaol.com/bM/A
nalyser2000.html (Note the last

harm ter of btf 1 is the number
one not an I or 1!1.

SPECIAL OFFERS

If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer
with the Public Domain and
Shareware Library (PDSL). They
11.1%e put together a library set
of all five disks for just f 12, all
inclusive.

Using P051 also makes
ordering simpler as they accept
all the usual credit cards so you
can order by 'phone - you don't
even have to write a letter!
Please direct all orders and
enquiries about this disk set to
POSE Winscombe House,
Beacon Road, Crowborough,
Sussex TN6 1UL, Tel: 101892)
663298 and request library
volume: H008739abcde.

The sofware is only
available as a set of five disks as
follows: IBM PC
Software(1.44Mb disks): Disk A
- IVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM 3.1
and WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP
Starter plus Texas device
selection software; Disk C -
NuMorse 1.1; Disk D - UltraPak
4.0 and Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and
2.0.

THAT'S IT FOR THIS TIME, 50
UNTIL NEXT MONTH HAPPY
'SURFIN' AND DON'T
FORGET TO LET ME KNOW
OF ANY INTERESTING RADIO
SITES YOU FIND WHILST
WANDERING AROUND THE
'WEB.
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FOCAL POINT
REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

GRAHAM HANKINS G8EMX,
11 COTTESBROOK ROAD,
ACOCKS GREEN,
BIRMINGHAM
B27 6LE

E-MAIL:
graharmsghank.demon.co.uk

PACKET: G8EMXi.I.GB7SOE.
#29.GBR.UK

THIS MONTH GRAHAM
G8EMX HAS NEWS OF
SEVERAL NEW FM REPEATER'S
THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN

THE PLANNING STAGES.

It was good to see several
Amateur TV stations during the
Summer Fun contest in June, as
mentioned in the last 'Focal
Point'. Next month (September)
sees the Intemational, followed
by the Autumn Vision contest in
November. But it's back to
familiar territory this month,
with developments on the
10GHz (3cm) and 1.3GHz
124cmi bands.

The New 10GHz AN
repeater GB3DJ is located at St.
Georges, about 1km north of
Telford and became operational
on May 7. This repeater was
built by members of the
Shropshire ATV Repeater
Group, with Dave Hall G8VZT
as Group Secretary and holder
of the Notice of Variation
(NoV).

Dave says: "GB3D1 is
entirely home-brew, even down
to the p.c.b.s. The 3cm
transmitter achieves around
100mW at 10.135GHz and the
repeater has been seen at Stoke-
on-Trent and even as far north
as Manchester. The 'DJ repeater
receives at 10.425GHz and has
around 12 regular users."

While the Telford repeater
was being switched on in May,
another new 10GHz AN
repeater was being granted
approval. "GB3BG will he at
Sedglev. in the West Midlands".
says Alan Kendall. who is
Chairman 01 the Beacons
Repeater Group tBRGi.

Alan continues: "I will
shortly be applying for an NoV
to my licence, and expect the
repeater to be in service by
mid -summer. The GB3BG
repeater will use an input of
10.425GHz, transmitting on
10.135GHz".

Meanwhile, the Beacons
Repeater Group is slowly
progressing its 1.3GHz project
to the north of Birmingham. At
the site, the BRG needs to
achieve either a safe access to
the top of an existing high
structure, or provide a new
means of mounting the dual -
slot antenna. So, a scaffold
tower system has been erected.
which should at least provide a
working platform and stable

Mike Sanders G8LES with
GB3HV (High Wycombe).

mounting for a length of mast
and the dual Alford -Slot
antenna during test
transmissions.

More permanently, three
sections of triangular mast
structure are also available - then.
can be supported from within the
scaffold before tethering to the
ground. Quite a mechanical and
transportation task ahead,
because the sections are each 3
metres long, quite heavy and
need taking to the site.

The opening statement of a
letter in Roger Glover G8lt1C
and John Douglas G4DVG
reads: "It seems odd that there
is, as yet, no 1.3GHz Amateur
TV Repealer operating in the
London area". Roger and John
together with a number of other
keen ATV operators, have
formed the North London
Television Group to try and
remedy this situation.

Creation of the North
London N Group (NLTG), with
Roger as chairman and John as
secretary, is the latest move in a
number of schemes for an AN
repeater that have been put
forward over a period of time.
Most recent of these has been
the preliminary work by the
Cheshunt and District Amateur
Radio Club - indeed, members
of the Cheshunt ARC built a lot
of the repeater hardware.

However, a licence
application was never
submitted, so no substantial
further progress was made. The
NLTG aims to build on what
already exists and progress the
essential administrative details.

The proposed site for the
north London AN repeater is
atop the Enfield Civic Centre.
Using back-to-back bow -tie
antennas, line -of -sight path
predictions indicate that these
will provide a good service to
inner, north and south London,
with topography and radiation
pattern preventing interference
to neighbouring AN repeaters
GB3TV (Dunstable) to the north
west, GB3HV (High Wycombe)
to the west and GB3KT (Kent)
towards the south east.

LOCAL SUPPORT

Please remember that all

the 1.3GHz ATV repeater
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Repeater Groups - ATV or voice
- need ongoing support from the
local Amateur Radio
community. The initial work,
and in many cases finance to
put a repeater on air may very
well have been provided by just
a few people, who were
prepared to make this
commitment in order that the
project would be completed.

However. ATV repeaters
'grow' as facilities are added,
and also'grow old' and so need
replacements and additionally
there are the running costs of
insurance and, usually,
electricity. So, don't leave all
this to 'the few': repeaters are
provided for the 'many'.

After all the reports this
month of new and planned f.m.
repeaters on 10 and 1.3GHz,
it's easy to forget that a.m. AN
on 430MHz continues to be
available. Okay, so there are
some limitations - no inter -
carrier sound, and a relatively
narrow band with many other
users (so AN operators are
encouraged not to transmit
colour and to limit their
monochrome bandwidth).

But vision on 70cm has an
appeal of its own. From the
transmission viewpoint, higher
r.f. powers are more easily
attainable - there is still room
here for valve techniques and
there is substantial personal
satisfaction on achieving a
correctly modulated vision
carrier. Receiving 70cm AN is
very simple - all you need is an
up -converter into a domestic
u.h.f. TV set.

Incidentally, New Zealand
certainly has an active 70cm
AN scene, as my overseas
correspondent Michael
Sheffield ZL1ABS reports:

"The monthly 70cm AN
Net on the 70cm National
System was held on May 27.
This ran from before 8pm until
after 9pm, with a Conference
award Net in the middle. "The
70cm Net controller was Grant
ZL1WTT, handicapped a bit by
an 'iffy' 70cm rig".

THE BRITISH AMATEUR TV CLUB

The British Amateur TV Club
(BATC) was due to hold its bi-
enniel general meeting next
month (September). Instead, the
BATC Committee has decided
to move the meeting to
September 1999 and make the
event a major promotion of
Amateur TV to mark the 50th
anniversary of the BATC. Date
and venue will be announced
in 'Focal Point' and on the
BATC Web site, which can be
found at:
http://www.batc.org.uk

Membership of the BATC is
not restricted to licenced Radio
Amateurs. Anyone with a
technical or artistic/production
interest in N is welcome to
join.

If you are handy with a
camcorder and keen to extend

or use your creative skills,
contact the BATC membership
Secretary Dave Lawton at
'Grenehurst', Pinewood Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP2
4DD or via E-mail to
memsec@batc.org.uk

CHEERIO FOR NOW, KEEP
SENDING ME THAT ATV
NEWS, FROM WHERE EVER
YOU ARE, TO ME (ADDRESS
AT THE TOP OF THE
COLUMN).
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BROADCAST

REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

PETER SHORE,
C/0 PW EDITORIAL OFFICES,
ARROWSMITH COURT,
STATION APPROACH,
BROADSTONE,
DORSET BH18 8PW

E-MAIL:
petershoreapyspublishing.ltd.uk

The output of BBC World
Service, along with domestic
radio and television services,
was disrupted in early lune
during a 24 -hour strike by
members of the technicians
union, BECTU. The union was
protesting about the transfer of
all technical staff to a new
wholly -owned subsidiary, BBC
Resources, which it was
claimed was the first step
towards privatisation of the
Corporation.

Negotiations at the
conciliation service, ACAS,
prevented a second 24 -hour
stoppage, although it failed to
resolve all differences between
the two sides. World Service
news was severely curtailed,
with programmes like Europe
Today off the air, replaced by
repeats of Outlook and other
feature material.

Faring equally badly at
present, though as a result of
political rather than industrial
action, is Radio Australia.
When problems flared up in
Indonesia in May, there were
calls for the Darwin transmitting
station to be reopened to allow
Radio Australia to beam news
and information to the country
with better reception.

However, Richard Alston.
the Australian government
minister who helped to slash
the Melbourne station's budget,
refused, saying that neither
Indonesians nor expatriate
Australians "need a unique
Australian perspective on their
own difficulties, and that 'they
can get it !the news' from the
BBC".

A few thousand miles to the

south-east of Australia, Radio
New Zealand International has
been more successful in its
dealings with its government.
The station's budget is being
maintained at the same level as
last year. meaning that no
cutbacks are necessary. And if
you've been trying the
frequencies I published last
month, can I suggest that early
in the morning, maybe around
0400-0500UTC, is the best time
to catch the Wellington -based
broadcaster.

Sri Lanka is back on the air
on medium wave after a brief
break. The Sri Lanka
Broadcasting Corporation took
the decision in April to move all
its services to the f.m. band, but
was met with howls of protest
and by the end of the same
month. m.f. senders were on the
air once more.

An hour of English -
language programmes from the
Voice of Russia disappeared on
1 lune as a result of budget cuts
which also led to the end of
Nepalese programming. The
English -service at 1800UTC has
now gone (which seems to me
to be a peak listening time for
the station's European
audience), as has an hour of
Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese
plus 30 minutes of Hindi and
Bengali, and 15 minutes each of
Czech and Hungarian.

FREQUENCY ROUND -UP

On now to a round -up of
frequency news from around
the world, starting with
Mongolia. The Voice of
Mongolia (formerly Radio
Ulaanbaatar) has English at:
1210-1240 on 12.085; 1430-
1500 on 9.72 and 12.085 and
1830-1900 on 9.72 and
I 2.085MHz.

Radio Havana Cuba has
English: 0100-0500 on 6.00,
9.82 and 13.605 (usb); 0500-
0700 on 9.55, 9.82 and 9.83
(usb); 2030-2130 on 13.715
and 13.75 (usb) and 2230-2330
on 9.55MHz.

Voice of Turkey in English
can be heard at: 0300-0400 on
7.27 and 9.655; 1230-1330 on
11.995, 15.185 and 15.29;
2030-2130 on 7.21 and 2200-
2300 on 7.19 and 9.655MHz.

Pakistan, along with India,
has been in the news a great
deal in the early part of this
summer. You can tune to Radio
Pakistan in English at: 0230-
0245 on 7.485 and 13.61;
(dictation speed news) 0805-
0810 on 15.53 and 17.835;
1105-1120 on 15.53 and
17.835 (dictation speed news);
1400-1410 on 11.57 and 9.65
and 1600-1630 on 9.65, 11.57,
15.17 and 17.72MHz.

The Voice of the
Mediterranean is now
broadcasting on short wave
from Italy and Russia, despite its
base on the island of Malta.
English is on the air daily except
Friday 0500-0600 on 711kHz

from Libya, Sundays at 0800-
0930 on 9.60 from Italy and
daily except Friday 1900-2000
on 12.06MHz from R,

United Arab Emil R,i(h,,
Dubai airs English at: u;
0400 on 12.005, 13.675 and
15.40; 0530-0600 on 17.83 and
21.70; 1030-1110 on 13.675,
15.37, 15.395 and 21.605;
1330-1400 on 13.63, 13.675.
15.395 and 21.605; and 16(5
1640 on 13.63, 13.675, 15.3'i
and 21.605MHz.

Radio Allah. International
from Kaiak!
1103-1120 on 9.3u3A.,11It and
via Ukrainian transmitters on
9.62 and 11.72MHz on
Tuesday. Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday only.

Radio Tashkent in
Uzbekistan broadcasts in
English at 0100-0130 on 7.19,
9.375, 9.53, 9.715; 1200-1230
on 7.285, 9.715, 15.295,
17.775; 1330-1400 on 7.285.
9.715, 15.295, 17,775; 2030-
2100 on 9.54 and 9.545 and
2130-2200 on 9.54 and
9.545MHz.

Radio Romania
International has English al
0200-0300 on 6.155, 9.51,
9.57, 11.94; 0400-05(X) on
5.99, 6.155, 11.74, 15.315;
0600-0700 on 5.965. 6.095:
0640-0700 on 7.105, 9.51,
9.625, 11.775: 0700-0800 on
15.365, 17.775; 1300-14(X) on
15.25, 15.39, 17.735, 17.745;
1700-1800 on 9.69, 11.94;
2100-2200 on 5.99, 5.995,
6.175, 7.195 and 2300-2400 on
5.995, 7.195, 9.57, 11.83MHz.

OVERNIGHT RADIO

Finally, if you live in or plan (..
visit the USA this month, tune
in to the local National Public
Radio (NPR) affiliate station in
the town or city you're in. From
1 August, World Radio
Network (WRN) is providing an
overnight radio service to NPR
affiliates between midnight and
0500, Eastern Time (that's New
York time).

The WRN service include,
a mix of the news, current
affairs and feature material
which is heard on the world-
wide English service, WRN1,
repackaged with a five minute
NPR national news bulletin at
the top of each hour.

If your local NPR station
doesn't carry the service, ask
them why - after all, we need to
spread the word about
international radio to people
who have never even heard of
short wave, and this seems one
of the best ways to let them
hear the fantastic programmes
international stations produce.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW SO,
UNTIL NEXT MONTH, HAVE A
WONDERFUL SUMMER (IF
YOU LIVE IN THE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE, THAT IS!), AND
GOOD LISTENING.
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SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT,
ARROWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW

FREE ADVERTS
Now's your Own, to send En a

photograph of your equipment la good
idea if it's rculls unusual) hi
a, "inipany your advert Please note

thd all photos will fins he published
at our discretion and are non-
returnable.
when wilditie in sour when. please
write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up to a maximum of 3U words. plus
stale your contact details. Please use
the order loom pooided

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot he licensed in the UK. will not he accepted.
No responsibility will he taken for errors.

You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is professionally built, home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the responsibilfiy of the buyer to ascertain the suitability of goods

offered for purchase.

For Sale

10m I20MHz) multi -mode professionally
converted Superstar 2000 with RA permit,
boxed and with manual, f93 plus postage
Tel Bournemouth (01202/420909

30h galvanised antenna tower - tree to
good home New owner to dismantle and
collect. Tel 101601 813794

Alinco DJ -65 dual -band hand-held with S
mic and 86I1 NiCad. unused. E225. Yaesu
FR -101 receiver, good condition. £75 Tel
Putney 0181-785 7314

Alinco DR110 2m 1144MHz1 mobile, boxed
as new, E150 or (Vex PK232MBX with cash
adjustment Peter GOBAG, Hampshire Tel
1017051 411187

Amstrad multi band portable receiver
luny wave, medium wave, I m marine

band, aircraft and two short wave bands
from 25 to 22MHz, mains or battery, 05
Buyer collects or pays postage. John
Noble, t Mierscourt Farm Cottages,

Mierscourt Road, Rainham. Kent ME8 8PJ.
Tel 101634) 733058

Antique valves: GEC CV 1040/PX 25,

Mullard AC 042. ECC 32, YL 1240, STC 4304

CB, 4033 L. 4242 A, RCA 76, 805, 801, 2 A 3.

KEN RAD 6 A 3, TFK EM 35. EBF 15, EAA
11, MOV N T 40 IGlobel. ML 6 I ceramic

base) OSRAM KTW 74M, MX 40 Peter

Fernando, 67 Church Road, Kandana. Sri
Lanka, la mront4-slt Wish lk

AOR 2512 plus power pack, etc . kip brand
scanner, £185 Norelco Philips large short
wave portable lots of buttons, much
chrome needs attention to vhf dial, suit
collector of quality portables. E30. Tel:

(012441310267

AOR 7030, excellent condition with Collins
s s b filter and Murata data filter, boxed
with manual, remote, power supply, £495
o n o Yaesu FT -221R MuTek Ve, but faulty
p 11. hence E95 ono Mike G8RCG.

Knutsiord. Tel 1015651 722262

A011 ARMCO scanner with CU823R

computer interface and DOS and

Windows software, as new, boxed, with all
manuals, E300 Tel. Scunthorpe 1017241

852991

ARS comma RX, 535-32000kHz, complete
with original speaker unit and copy

manual, in good, clean condition, 65
Mullarc high speed valve tester complete
with manual and test cards. £40 G4FZG.
OTHR Tel. Cheltenham Tel 1012421254634.

Attenuator, swrtchable 0-121d13, 60012,

excellent condition, £35. Tel E Yorks

(01482)653200.

ATU aw.L amni-match made by LAR
Modules Ltd. Leeds, range covered
1013kHz to 30MHz. as new, rarely used, in
heavy steel and all case, f29 Buyer

collects or pays postage John Noble, 1

Mierscourt Farm Collages, Mierscourt
Road. Rainham, Kent ME8 8PJ. Tel 1016341

233058

Automatic antenna tuner Heathkit 2500
12kW), £420 JM Nunes CT I BRM. Portugal

Tel: 351-1-7577786. cmtAmailtelepac.pt

Butternut HF6V vertical, complete with
TBR 160 conversion kit for top band, f103
J -Beam VR3 vertical, 1915-20. f30
Datong IA processor, £20 carriage
Derick G4XKF, Brighton Tel 1012731

418713

CapCo meg loop, I0m. 15m, 20m

114/21/28MHz1 rotator, power supply,

etc , £50 Tel: Suffolk 1012841 768084

Cedar CR70A m v g c , works well, £55
on o Tel 1014501 379217

Collins KWM2 516E2 ps.u, 30LI linear,

spare tubes, 12650 Atlas 2100 with mains
console. 1250. TS -50S, boxed, like new,
500 KW -202 KW204, £125 pair Roller

inductor act u.. 1125 7030. 600 Tel (01925)
225067

Decoder MCL1100 Easyreader. with auto
baud rate, auto align lock, normal and auto
mode, auto speed, RTTY, c w, NAVTEX,
FEC, AWL SITOR. AMTOR. with Reuters,
monitor, only. £120 includes post Frank on
1012951 670108

Drake TR741, PS7, RV7, RV75. new MS7.
sP25. Drake desk mic FL2 filter, insect
fiber, MFJ-949E, new, manuals, volshop
manual, to/blanker, all filters, nice Tel

Beds 1012341 743175

(kernel Multi 395/3950 drills, grinds,

polishes, engraves and much much more.
forty tools included, one only used, as new
cost, £84. will accept 60 Instruction
manual. etc in heavy duty plastic case.
runs from mains, collect or postage extra
John Noble, 1 Mierscourt Farm Cottages.
Mierscourt Road, Rainham. Kent ME8 8PJ,
Tel (016341233058.

DXTV multi standard th.f. all. 22in

colour with audio offsets, old but works
well, best offer secures, buyer inspects
and collects Ian, Walsall Tel 1019221

630668 after 5pm

FC-902 a t.0 . good. £85 Kantronics Plus.
boxed, manuals, leads, £185 Tokyo line 1.
60W, 50MHz, new and boxed. £85 Mutel,
144MHz pre -amp, £15 All plus carriage or
collect Joe, Nth Wales 1013411 250790

Ferranti 116. £10 Melody Maker 494AC.
120. Deutscher Kleinemplanger, £95

Bush DAC90A, £30 Rhapsody dales. £45
Morse butter key 10F14067, £25 N048
battery box. £10 R208. £50 Ericsson
crystal set, 60 Tel 1013261 241054

Four kw H16 transceiver. high -band
v h f use, oatterres. two microphones and
two wall chargers, three aerials. £175 Tel
(after 5pm any dayl Swansea 1017921
416089, ask kr Mr Hibbard

FT -7576X. boxed, manual, excellent
condrtion, E420 plus postage G4YRY

Bournemouth Tel 1012021 420909

FT -840R multi -mode. v g.c . £215 Standard
C8800 2m 1144MHz) mobile, £105. Instant
Morse CD ROM. all postage paid. PMR
a m mobiles, convert 4m 170MHz). £5
each 4200 amps, 46m, EIO plus post last
two. Tom G1LXU, Cleethorpes Tel 1014721
602335

Goldstar oscilloscope dual -beam, current
model OS 9020G. 20MHz, with built. in

wave generator. sine square to d c

100MHz, consider exchange FT-747GX.
etc 1295 o n o Trio R2000 comms receiver

wrth v h I. converter freed, wide coverage.
£295 o n o Grundig Satellrt 650 comms
receiver analogue and digital read out top
of the range f165 n n n Tel 0181-308 17134

Heathkit S13101 transceiver, SB610

oscilloscope, 56600 speaker, SP23 power
supply (laultyl. no p.w o., v g c ,

unknown value, open to offers, buyer

uplifts or pays P&P Tel 1013831 831714

leave message

Howes DX1120 multi -band receiver,
covers 20-40-80m 13.5. 7, 14MHz) amateur

bands, additional bands can be added.
p.c.b module professionally built meter
fitted, as new, excellent working order,
£70 Check Howes price lit and you will
see you are getting a bargain, d not
collected. postage extra John Noble, 1

Mierscourt Farm Cottages, Mierscourt
Road, Rainham, Kent ME8 8PJ, Tel 1016341

733058

Howes TRF3 short wave broadcast
receiver, tuning range 5.7MHz to 17MHz
in three switched bands, p c.b was
professionally built. CSL4 dual
bandwidth filter fitted, good solid little
receiver in g.w.a., £40 o.n o Buyer
collects or pays postage John Noble. 1
Mierscourt Farm Cottages, Mierscourt
Road, Rainham, Kent ME8 8PJ, Tel

1016341 233058

Howes XM1 crystal calibrator with work
sheets, £12 Buyer collects or 122 postage
extra John Noble, I Mierscourt Farm
Cottages, Mierscourt Road, Rainham. Kent
ME8 8PJ, Tel 1016341 233058

Icom 737 h t with auto a tu and general
coverage, as new, unmarked, boxed, fist
mic 500 GOMKA, 17 Trevor Road,

Swinton. Manchester M27 OYH

ken IC.-PC111000 three months old, as

new condition, reason for sale intend
purchasing hf,tm transceiver, price. £300
or very near offer considered Tel 1014051
060704

Icom IC-R71E receiver with 106X257 f m
unit, boxed with manual, mint condition,
£425 Icom IC -RIO all -mode scanner
receiver, mint boxed, £185 Kenwood TH.
22E trans(rec hand-held, mint condition.
boxed, £150 Graham after 6pm on (016341
717365

kom IC-R71E RX plus loyrnatch, a tu ,
E400 Tel (North Hampshrrel 0118.981 1476

Kenwood MOO, freed with VCIO, like new.
boxed with manual, only, £340 Also

MCL1100 decoder with Reuters monitor,
only, £90 Howes a to 1220 Frank on
1012951 670108

Kenwood TR851E 70cm 1430MHz1 multi, 5-

25W, as new. £425 o.n o Kenwood TS -
530S h f TXIRX, WARC bands. AT230,
SP230, SOO o.n o Kenwood TS -711E 2m
I144MHz) multi, 2.5-25W, 13 8V only, hence,
£350 All good condition G4KIT , Worthing.
Tel 1019031 766410

meow* transceint, ps u . manual, f 150
Racal RA17L receiver 12 available), £130
each Racal RAI37 If adapter, £85

Hallicrafters S37 receiver, 129214MH2,

£125 Genuine R1155 transit -case. £40

HRO receiver. Inc) easel, working, coils,
£50 Tel Yorkshire 101482) 869682

Midland CB transceiver. model no 77095,
complete with microphone, antenna. s wr
meter, manual, brackets (for mobile use).
40 channel, 12V d c cost 50, will accept
E30 Brand new. used once, buyer collects
or pays postage John Noble, 1 Mierscourt
Farm Cottages Mierscourl Road.

Rarnham, Kent MR 8PJ. Tel 1016341

223058

NAG 2m 111161HzI amplifier. 40(350F
250W out £210 Jaybeam two 14-ele

parabeams, new, boxed, £32 each, all plis
postage. G4YRY, Bournemouth. Tel 1011021
420909

Pair of Ross moan or stereo earphones,
adapter supplied with individual volume
control on each phone, brand new, 5.
postage extra John Noble, 1 Mierscourt
Farm Cottages, Mierscourt Road.

Rainham, Kent ME8 8PJ, Tel 101634)

233058

PR02039, as new, boxed, handbook and
external speaker, £80 p paid. John G30AZ
on 101256146512E

Non palmtop PC3A 2Mb computer with
1Mb RAM disk, 2Mb flash disk, mains
adaptor, printer cable, stand. PS WIN and
money applications, all as new, £80 ovno
Paul on 1012341 240877 anytime

PW Meon 50MHz transverter 28MHz if
1W. E50 s Sil.'IT1 rig, £55 Tel Beds
1015251630259

Pye PFX 1.5W handy TX/RUE 70cm

1430MHz1 with antenna, NiCads, f1t9
EPROMS blown lor 4m, 2m, 70cm for your
own conversion, £15 each G4XIV on
1019041 330502

Racal 1772. 1217, 117E. 17Ltdostone
7500 digital read-out speaker. '5'
meteMR210 rat os u -SRR, all good

condition. sell, swap, pies, wanting
Plessey PR1556 WO, also scrap TCS 1208
Eric, Lancs. Tel: 1012541 705454 or 1012547

760300

Racal prime collection of RA117E

receivers, pre -selectors, adapters,
converters inc pan dual RA153 with
ps u.s. USA Loewe lab's inc spectrum
analyser. 10MHz to 16k MHz in eight
bands, all cash and collect. Offers please.
Tel Barnet 0181.440 3534

Racal RA1792. 0-30MHz, v g c receiver, all
fitters feted. new I c d.s, fully aligned by ex
Racal engineer, E780 o.n o. Tel High

Wycome 1014941816342.

RadCornIPractical Wireless, 19821995.

Short Wave Magazines 1982-1990s plus
Ham Radio Today, Amateur Radio, best
offers secures, buyer must collect all

G4YRY, Bournemouth Tel 1012921 420909

Radio Shack 0X391 u.b. short wave
receiver, direct access, tuning memory
and search tuning, 160 memories, five
program timers, dual time, scans, 150kHz
to 30MHz, 14 international short wave
bands, brand new, boxed, £100, genuine
reason for sale. Tel 1012431268816.

RN transverter, fen 150MHz1. 28MHz in,
50MHz out 1-3W drive, 25W out 005 plus
postage G4YRY, Bournemouth Tel 1012021

420909

Roberts 861 short wave radio new, all -
wave bands, perfect common, accept,
£100 (new £165), reluctant sale M Allen
on 0114.246 4186

Search9 RX 2m 1144MHz), £25 ono loom
IC-HMID scanner microphone with pre -
amp, £15 Icom HM -46L speaker
microphone, £5 Variable amplified

speaker with built-in scanning f m radio
(broadcast), £10, all plus P&P Tel 1016031
478941

Short Wave Receivers, Past 8 Present
second edition, £10 post. Tel Leics

1015301 222840

Sony CRF-320 world zone, 32 bands,

classic radio, 050 HF-I50, like new, £200
Sony 20010 with airbands, (150 Trio 9R-59,
vgc, bf , valves, £100 Drake 8E, like

new, 12630 Grundig 320 116 bandsl trawler,
like new, £50 Toshba, 11 bands, £50
Grundig Trawler. E30 Tel London 0181-813
9193

Sought after JRC 81. station separates.
fXRD-515 TX, p.s.u., NRD-515 RX, NDH-
518 memory unit NCM-515 controller,
matching loud speaker, excellent
condition. boxed manuals, sell. £900,

possible exchange for classic British
motorcycle Tel Setts (015381360760.

Superb radio OM Eastbourne. two bed
dot. bungalow, GCH, SUDG. see PW Dec
19%. E75k or exchange similar property
near Headingley Eric Gray G3CPS on
1013231643172

Tagra 2m (101MHz) 16 -element Yagi beam
antenna. E50 o n o Tel 0113-217 8661 alter

4pm

Trio R1000 communication receiver, g w.o
with manual, f150 John Davies,

Morecambe Tel 1015241414820 alter 5pm

Trio TS -9130 2m 1144MHz1 multi -mode v h f

transceiver, never used mobile. £250

Kenwood TS-940AT Kt transceiver, slight
fault sub panel not working, plus Yaesu
base mic MDIB8 and dummy load, f7D3

o. Tel Caernarfon 10121361 674455

evenings

Two sectioned 25' steel mast. rotator and
control unit, two 8 e.ement 2m Yogis, £75
DRAE power unit. Microwave Modules
30W ore -amp, v.s w r meter. E75 Yaesu

2908 case, charger mic £100 John
Mirams, 33a The Moors, Kidlingtort Oxon
005 2A H, Tel: 1018651 374868

Viceroy power pack, ca. Boxed valves.
50L6. 35L6. 25L6, many others, mainly
American WWII. some UX bases, WWII
valve tester, case snobby, £10.. sae. for
valves please. G3HWD, I Alan Road.

Padstow, Cornwall PL28 8DS, Tel 1018411
532123
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Wharfedale Linton receiver four,

Wharieeale Linton 2 speakers, Linton

DC9 tape deck for sale, what offers/
Please ring after 6pm. Tel 101200142378.

WS19, from. £150 RA1OB, £40 R1155A
int needs attention, £50 RI155 os Oaf
amp. £30 Fddystrine 400 coils DDICC.
LID ea Bird TS -2609 s w rip wr meter,
00 %miner a m ic.w 160-40, £40.
Command racks MT -63, f35 MT -65, £40.

MT -69,130 52 Set a tu., £40 Fullerphone
(pant £15. Ten way SWBD. E25

KW2000E p.s.u./rnic , £145

Ben on 1015621 143253 or E-mail

106312 10,354compuserve cam

Yaesu RJR400 hi. transmitter receiver
£150 with manuals Racal RA17L, 000
Scanner P00-2035, £180 Connoissuer
turntable. £25 All clean and g.w o Tel
Lowestoh 1015021 560869

Yaesu FRDX400 with external speaker
and workshop manual, very good on
s s.b w on 20-40-80m 135, 7, 14MHz1,

needs attention but overhaul works
quite well, heavy, buyer will have to
collect or pay carriage, 05 John Noble.
I Mierscoun Farm Cottages, Mierscourt
Road, Rainham, Kent ME8 8PJ. Tel

1016341 233058

Yaesu FRG -7700 hl.RX with FRA-7700
and FRV-7700. £250 Alinco DR -110 2m
1144MH21, E110 Mom IC -228A 2m

1144MHzl. £100. Kenwood TM741E
2/706 triple band. £375 Chris. Stoke on
Trent Tel: 1017821 319316 or E -mad

g6tpri2Mol corn

Yana FT -1012 Mk% WARC. g.w o.,
500Hz c w. filter. spare p a valves, mic
manual. E250 o n.o Jim G4ITB on 0116-
276 6405 or mobile on 108311 148876

Yaesu FT -102 h.t. transceiver, needs
attention. £200 Yaesu FL21002 linear,

never used. 000 MM 2rn transverter,
£20 or £500 the lot. David on (017061
371352.

Vaasa FT -2901111 144Mat multi -mode,
still boxed, 1250 Remote s yv ripawer
meter, £25 Fibreglass ohmi antenna, £15
Five element Yagi, £25 Light use rotator.
£15 or POO the lot Ian. Suffolk Tel

1017871281913 after fpm

Yaesu FT -707 h.l. s.s.b. transceiver plus
digital v tio , power supply. antenna
coupler, complete base station FT -290R
portable transceiver FL -2010 linear
amplifier, also manuals, books, s w r

meters and extras, genuine sale reason.
£700 the lot. Chris, Norfolk Tel- 1019531
885647.

Vases FT -736 tit Ott transceiver,
2m.,70cm 1144/430MH11 with SP767

filtered speaker arid voice board, all mint
and boxed, used mainly on receive only,
1950 o n o Craig G10LT on 1012461

410409 between 9-5pm weekdays only

Yam FT -7368, 2m/70cm6an 150, 144.

430MHzl, one and a half years old.

hardly used and as new, boxed with
manual with FIF-232C computer
interface and CFX-514 triptexer, 0250
Tel Scunthorpe (01720 852991

Yana FT -747 W. station. psu atu.
vertical antenna. speaker. odd bits. 550

n o Tranwerter 2rn in. 1001 out, £30
Also wanted working or scrap CB rigs
for spares Tel 0117-963 3306

Yaesu FT-757GX transceiver - GC

receive. £400 Matching FP-757HD. £80
or £450 pair Yaesu FT -22111 2m 1144MHz1

all -mode, £200 Sommericamp FT-

307CBM (similar Yaesu FT -107 plus CBI,
£300 Yaesu FT -22711 mobile, £60 More
items Tel. Leicester 0116.288 2618

Yaesu Fr -WO h.f. base/mobile. mint.
fitted 1 m adapter. 6kHz a m and 500Hz

w fitters, 600 Tel 1012521 890283

Vass FT -840 fined I m general
coverage with microphone boxed with
manuals, as new, 500 o n o Tel Sidcup
10956( 2080113 or 0181.306 0051

Yaesu FT -048. mint condition, £550

486002 50 computer, mini tower. 12Mb
RAM. 520Mb HO, 10 x CD. 28 800 Internet
modem, Sound Blaster sound card. new
Tatung SVGA monitor, regret sale first
£300 Tel. Northants 1015361 522007 or

1043251 226289 and leave message

Vases FT/78 TX. 80'10. complete with
manual, in very good condition 050
GWOOSG, Pontypool Tel 1014951 /57221

Exchange

70cm mobile rig, ex pmr, why, for
repeater use lOW or above. exchange
for Kenwood TR2303. Yaesu FT -7098 or
back to back uhf handies. can be
crystalised for 70 N Martin. Chichester
Tel 1012431 771829

Exchange for th.thri.l. ham gear. 1

Bakelite TV (Bush make) with magnifyer
Vemaster model B home constructors
TV with plans in large wooden case.
various old radios and lots of 'old radio
magazines Tel 0121-3550736 alter Rpm,
ask for Gordon

Olivetti P100 lap top computer, 16Mb
RAM, 1 Gb HD, 6 x CDROM, 16 n sound.

Windows 95, a c powericharger, all as
new with box Wanted h I with built-in
a t u Tel 1014431772387

Paccomm Tiny 2 clw software and
Woad & Douglas 2m packet transceiver,
needs frequencies resetting, plus
Amstrad PC with leads for above.

exchange for Yaesu antenna rotor and
controller load, approx. 15kg in g w o
MOBLM, Buckingham Tel 1012801

848622

Teac X2000 professional reel-to-reel
tape recorder. excellent condition
boxed, manuals. 15) topes, exchange for
Racal 1772. JRC 515 or Collins 15A-4 or
why Tel 1016851 377512

Teem FT -10120 II m I, Mom 505 6m, all -
mode. both y g c , swap TS -680S or 4305
 430 matching a to  p s u , must be
vg c Andy on 011593080%

Wanted

All early wireless gear, crystal sets.
valves, horn speaters, top prices for
items made by Marconi, Burndept, Pye,
BTH, Gecophone, Ericsson, serious
collector, will pay well and collect any
area Jim Taylor GOERU. 5 Luther Road.
Winton, Bournemouth 13H9 1LH. Tek'FAX
1012021 510403

Bush mains table radio, model VHF64 or
Teletunken Opus studio tuner amplifier,
model 2650MX and Pye Cambridge
International model J.PE80 or model

H PE60 H McCallion 8 Strathard Close,
Coleraine, Co L Derry, N Ireland 8151
3ES Tel 1012651 43793

Circuit tor Eddystone 6401IX Jim on
1012321283789

CobbWebb ht. aerial wanted. any

condition, willing to refurbish Chns
G4LDS. OTHR Tel 1016211 785704 or
G4LOS0GB70XM

Delta 19301H1 or similar transceiver in
working order. £25 paid Tel 1019051

421638

Derma coifs. green No, 4, No 5 and any
others might interest me for s w v.h.f
Dave on 0121.504 3142 day or 0121427
3307 evenings

Diamond antenna W-11010 couble dipole.
info on rigging and tuning please, I only
have the Japanese version
MWOBLOVAIBIS - 49 2163 32590 or
DAIJONES4aol con.

Does anyone have Ouickroute 3

designer special computer software
they could sell me/ I have contacted the
manufacturer, but they tell me that this
particular version of Quickroute is

obsolete and are thus unable to satisfy
my request D Allen. Gloucestershire
Tel: (012421 511750

Drake FS -4 syn., w(manual working or
non working. good price paid, also 6kHz
or 5kHz am. filter Bil on 0141-%2 4571

Eddystone 909A or 960 wanted, any
condition Tel 1016861 630255 or E-mail

forwyrt&aol corn

Eddystone. still seeking models 358X,
960. 890. 930 and scrap sets for spare
parts. collection is possible. please took

in your loft nowt Peter Lepino, Surrey
Tel 1013721 454381 or 103741 128170

anytime

Field telephone, telephone type D Mk 5,
complete, 100001001e ridc G810 on

101235/ 521319

R2060 101/1 linear, clip on Yaesu 690R11,

would consider complete transceiver
with linear 6901111 G6WMT on 1092091

891348

Grundig Smile stereo short wave
radio. moael 2400, professional I w,
m w, 7 s w and v.h f stereo or Grundig
Swat model 1400 or Sony short wave
radio, model CRF160 m p.w.o Hugh

McCallion, 8 Stratherd Close, Coleraine,
Co L Derry, N Ireland 8T51 3ES. Tel
i01265, 43793

HRO 100-200kHz coil wanted will buy or
swap 14.30MHz coo in v g c Derek.
Bexhill -on -Sea Tel 1014241 225872_

11R0 receiver. especially HRO-5T but
anything considered, including
incomplete or rough one Also HRO
coils. selling AFI880 in tine condition.
170 AR88 spare case. £10 RAF PSU234A
for R1132, 8I392, CIO Peter, St Albans
Tel 1017271839908

Info. on convemien of CB transceiver to
10m or title of book on subject Roy
GW4K60 on 1017581712108

Moieties book for Kenwood 9305
wanted, will pay what you want. Old age
pensioner would very much appreciate
Wanted Vectronics VC300DLP a t u or

MFJ-948 Tel (012831221870

KW77 receiver, would John who
'phoned last month with KW77 receiver
please 'phone me again, thanks Ken
G3RFH. Blackpool Tel 1012531341074

Manual or circuit diagram lot Drake
SSR-1, also manual or circuit diagram
for Eddystone EC10 Mkll Brian G4FOW
on 1012541 391682.

Manual"circuit for Cambridge audio P40
amplifier ' :.0, Jove.

considering machine for breaking but
FOO must work. circuiValignment data
on Mende MS216W table radio,
photocopy ok W Milne. SW London
Tel 0181-543 9542

Marine 411 8-TOSI loop, g wo. very
cheap, also marYCCT for Ajax marine
Rq, photocopy ok G3IC8, GTHR

Tel/FAX 1016351 864345

Power supply for Collins TCS 7X 400V
plus 200V at approx IA )home-brew no
probleml, w h y Peter G4VUN on

1012871634397 9-5pm. will ring you back

81154 transmitter, complete. in good
condition, with no mods and any

accessories for same Tel 1014821

869682

Racal equipment MA91. MA92. PU156,
RA121. RA218. MA176. MA177, MA350,
MA1350. also manual for RAI53 and
P0153 Rob on 1016361 686392

Smaller Oscilloscope I need an

oscilloscope to replace my old lorry
large!) Cossor 1034, can you help'
Reasonable price paid for a 'scope that
will tit on my bench and work up to
10MHz or so Contact Rob G3XFD at PW
offices

Software for receiving data signals,
suited to Pentium PC running
Windows95, also PK232, etc and HOKA
Tel/FAX Matlock 1016291 735974

SS8 adapter for Grundig SMeiil 2100
Tel 1i01202)827369

Stereo decoder I c Can you help me find
an obsolete HAI 156 14 pin DIL decoder
chip as fitted in older Sony Band 11 v h f
tuners such as the ST73' Contact Rob
G3XFD at PWoffices

Tamer table microphone, any type.
Steve G4MJW, Essex. Tel 1013761

584799. E-mail skylitesdaol corn

Tutor for intelligent teenager wishing to
take RAE in few years time, must be
qualified or experienced and living near
SW London Lessons at student's house
in evenings or weekends Jonathan
Hunt, Elbury House, 37 Blenheim Road,
Haynes Park, London SW20 9BA

Wanted for new station cheepiish) test
spipment GDOISI wavemeter1S1, etc.,
v n ranges (home-brew fine if

goodl Howard. Notts. Tel: 0115-9704184.

Passe FIT -7700 antenna timer and 19%
or 1997 Radio Amateur Caltook
Mtemaoonal Listings Alex. W Kent. Tel:
1017321E64920

I'lease use the Form
provided to send
your advert in or

write it neatly on a

postcard.

II1G III BASEURT 011 11111 HUI
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

J FOR SALE J WANTED J EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT. 1=>1=>
Please only write in the contact details you wish to be published with your

advert.

re do you want your name & address. or lust your I eleohtme "umber?

Your advert. you decide!

please

write

in

block

capitals
(30)

1121
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Whilst prices of goods shown in advertisements are

correct at the time of going to press. readers an'

advised to check both prices and availability of goods

with the advertiser before ordering front non -current

issues of the magazine.

To advertise on this page see booking form.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, PX4, PX25,
DA100, EL34, EL37, CV4004, ECC83. Valves must
be Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors please phone for an
appointment (we are a very busy Export
Warehouse). Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9EZ. Tel: (01403) 784961.
Fax: (014031 783519.
E-mail: BillingtonExportLtd@btinternet.com
VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves. (Jim Fish G4MH1, 28 Banks Ave..
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33!35 £6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 C65. EL34
£20. EL37 C18. PX4 £70. PX25 C130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd. Unit 5, Huffwood
Trading Estate, Bookers Road, Billinghurst, W.
Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.
E Mad. qincomplITO'colornordernon co uk

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CRO 20P.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

For Sale

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 4kH-300MHz FM £1.50.
Ceramic, SAW filters. TTL oscillators FM £2.50.
New 16 page list.
CI Electronic Design. Tel: 0181-391 0545.
Fax: 0181-391 5258.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds
available. SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford, Essex IG 1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam
Rees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2E0. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

INTERESTED in vintage wireless? Send 2 x 1st
class stamps for latest list of books, bits &
pieces etc. Old Time Supplies, PO Box 209,
Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

JAPANESE TRANSMITTING TUBES and
microwave semi -conductors for broadcasting,
communication and industrial use. T. Yoshihara,
Osaka, Japan. Fax: 816-3383381.

SIGMA HF WIRE ANTENNAS 150 models,
traps, shorteners, baluns, etc. MOSLEY HF
BEAMSNERTICALS The USA's best. AUTEK
RF1/RF6 Smallest HF/VHF/UHF antenna
analysers. DELTA COAXIAL SWITCHES
Precision switches surge protected.
VIBROPLEX MORSE KEYS The oldest name
in amateur radio. PERSONALISED CALLSIGN
CLOCKS The ideal gift for radio amateurs.
DELTA LOWPASS & BANDPASS FILTERS
Keep the neighbours happy. SIRIO DELUXE
VHF/UHF base & mobile antennas . CQ-DX
VHF/UHF BEAM ANTENNAS Built to last.
Main catalogue, £2 stamps. CO Direct,
Cavendish House, Happisburgh NR12 ORU. Tel:
01692 650077. Website: www.cqcqcq.com

ICOM IC -746 with SM-20 desktop microphone.
Boxed as new. £1195. Tel: Gwynedd 1013411
422058.

MORSE KEYS Army Clansman series with lead
& plug £16.50. DUMMY LOAD HF 50 ohm 20 watt
enclosed with connec. C9.50. SOLID STATE
VIBRATORS for use in army C42/5 equip. £9.50.
BEARING Tx unit with 360' Ind Desyn type 24V
DC. £14.50. HEADSET with boom mic & swt.
£19.50 also spk. mic. with TNC Ae connec. £12.50
both Clansman series. ARMY INTRUDER ALARM
4 than infra -red 12V see list. £95. List 64/1 free on
request. Prices include postage. B Slater, 6
Palmer Rd. Sutton on Trent, Newark NG23 6PP.

WE BUY & SELL HAM GEAR New and used
amateur equipment bought and sold. PX
welcome. Ring Dave G3RCO the gentleman
dealer on: showroom (01708) 374043 or office
0956 854947. Open 7 days 9am- 10pm. 9 Troopers
Drive, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE.

VINTAGE RADIO VALVES circuits parts etc. SAE
for details. PO Box 42, Sleaford, Lincs NG34 OTX.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wantedforcash. Must be unused and boxed.
CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU.
Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax:101253) 302979.

QSL Cards

HIGH QUALITY BUT LOW PRICES personal and
specialist designs from 'standard' to B&W and full
colour photographs including SWL, fast service.
SAE for samples: Adur Village Press IG4BUE(,
Highcroft Farmhouse, Gay Street, Pulborough, W
Sussex RH2O 2HJ Tel 01798 815711

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (01788) 574774.
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSIONS NTSC PAL
SECAM digital processing. Includes cine
conversions. Fast service. G3LQP OTHR
Tel 0181-642 4956

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan
bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712. Packet address:
GW4VAG@GB7BAY#55.GBR.EU

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC SSTV-DATA Tx/Fix pack £35.95. Othe
PC/AMIGA SSTV/Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets,
Super Demo-Utils disk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB
36 Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR. Tel/Fax:
0181-595 0823. E-mail: g8slb@zbee.com

HAM/SCANNER SHAREWARE External range.
Free disk list. Tel: 01732 852146. Pentium systems
also sold.

Please this f

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCKphotocopyCAPITALSonn

if you prefer

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202)659920, Fax:101202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ (42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address'

Telephone No 

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate

Category heading:
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing lOtts of out of print and collectable wireless books

and nutga:ines. Vintage and rube communications receirers. mires and
components for the short trace enthusiast and amateur. Send six first clam

stamps for next listing or 1-1 for next four listings or .1.8for next four catalogues
and eight issues of -The Vintage Wireless Trader" containing our latest aquisitions

and subscribers wants and sales. Published at appmx six week Mien

NEW BOOKS

t.tnnmand and Control
doxl,

nut will iti111111l11111.111t.,,, it

t1111111111111E.1111111 %LIM 1111011. I (pp £8.50 P&P.S2

The UltellMaSie Deab With Icell re...van:heti hike. on ultra title

11(114sling J ['AYH -wing studs of the technologies. peril rulitio and pihen i 1 lire

mint misteni sorer - the 'exiling of their inielklante against hit- 
Int lisle, It% colic rele.heddeuil of 'grit 91r1 Park 1uperAti,/11, and IS I inc td the tesi

inputultte 'pet:nein. p.iges PuhInhal at AI- 9C Our price SILSO P&P 12 ill

World Naval Weapons Systems A hells tiiluner hi the Snal Imitator Press Lino details i at

minutel and tivittol sten', shiphisint calar. t.ittkal uommunnala rls anti situ ,!stems.
dune 411Ph1urit elet tn %Aire en Snow AIN pages. law liimut kith -I it phpurs and due

gn ing dna. haratenstil 11n Li. ipment histimo making this Jit mialuble refetence ki £2250

P+Pi- CO 'foreign postaixotta

Radar In 1' s /hilt sit ab 511 aMntnng.nul mhununte nelt hi auntie. Insm Tlu Row'
Ctillege of ',remit. Owen the impel dot:1,4,111cm net sgrer..ttkel lit nlllllan raiLu- Mint (.Neill !kiwi
in Puns r. tit VumntNI,111111111. And 11111,11:MM, If oputiment ancl its pnni mks 01/CfaIll 114'1

Puhlisheil In Krasso %catkin Tethni 1k ets soles at s25 Our price £7.50 P&P 52 411

Admiralty NO Receiver (loam, detailed don men in. unites. iewrning insoruitvins. 11111.n -31v

etc Appnn sK Lew ("mut lupe. FM simile nimitt £13.50 in I iv Now

R.1155 Receiver Data. A I MUM, iri tins mid let lineal nide, 1 IJrgtIsenui11ast
£11.9 m11 PNI'

Callers welcome to our vintage wireless shop, address below Open Tuesday. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, 10am 6pm, other times by appointment

Vintage components in stock, also government surplus an,i valved communications
receivers

(Dept PM CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel i 012531 751858 Fax i 01253, 302579

Telephone orders accepted

V154

6840181
PHONE LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

0181
1166 DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CR0 20P

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

684
FAX

3056

C p 6156 Cln,, 10 00 300 800
AZ31 600 6068 Chula 1200 61105 2.00 61r5GT 400
CL33 10 00 N78 800 6805 2000 6X4 3001
E88CC 850 na? 300 6ASIG 7.50 6X561 3001
E 180F 350 , il: ' 300 6AU5GT 4.00 12AT7 300
E810F 20 00 300 64136 2.00 124137 350
EABCK, 200 I

iii 300 6AW11A 4.1:4/ 124X7 500
EB91 1 50 200 6840 22.00 12AX7A 150
EBRO 150 200 6646 1.50 12AX7WA 600
EBF139 1 50 6,: ...l5. 895 150 6E1E8 1.50 12846 200
EBI.31 15 00 I '_ ...M. 250 68H6 He 12E1E6 200
ECC33 12.00 P3920 6.00 60074 LIB 128117/41 10 00
ECC35 12.00 PI.36 300 6007 4.00 12 BY7A 700
ECC61 300 P181 200 6BR6 4.441 120910 15 00

ECC82 350 PL504 300 6BW6 4.00 12E1 10 00
ECC83 900 P19013 300 68W7 300 13E1 85 00
EC.C85 3.50 P1909519 10 00 6826 3.00 5778 95 00
I- ':uv 6.00 el502 400 [Cl 2.00 805 45 00

15.00 P7150014 300 6C136A 3.00 807 750
1 50 P9500101 150 6CD5G SOO 811A 25 00

Lim..., 3.50 QUvn2 6 12 00 6CL6 3.00 8124 55 00
10942 350 . ::.33.10 500 6CG7 7.50 813 2750
ECH81 300 .I.j j 03 20A 10 00 6CH6 3.00 8334 85 00
ECL82 3.50 ililv06 -40A 1200 6CW4 6.00 866A 20 00
ECL86 3.50 1119 000 6505 11 50 872A 30 00
ECLL800 25.00 UABC80 1 50 60068 10 00 931A 25 00
EF374 350 uD442 5.50 6F6G 600 20504 12 50
EF39 in i ICLE12 2.83 6E07 750 5751 600
ENO 4110 liC1.133 2.00 65146 400 5763 600
EF56 10 00 11F89 4.00 6.5543 600 58144 500
EF91 200 UL41 12,00 6J5M 400 5842 12 00
EF183 a 200 ULM 3.00 637 300 60728 600
EL33 15 00 1.1Y41 400 6386A 2150 6080 600
EL34 800 11785 /00 6JE6C 27.50 614613 15 00
EL34G 600 5810530 3.00 6J S6C 27 50 6201 850
EL36 500 V8150.10 3.00 666GT 4.00 6336A 35 00
EL41 350 2759 10.00 6L6G 15 00 6550A 25 00
ELIO 225 2803U 15.00 616GC 1900 68838 1500
EL95 2.00 2621 3.50 616WG13 10.00 7025 7.50

[1.350 15 00 31328 12 00 607 3.00 10274 25 00
EL5013;519 1200 4CX250B 45 00 6SA7 300 7199 15 00
F6,434 1510 5041314 150 6SC7 3.00 7360 25.00
EM81,4/7 400 51340 10 013 6667 300 7581A 15 00
01491 150 513468 10 00 65J7 3.00 7556 15 00

Ezsast 350 5i/4G 400 6507 300 7587 nee
0237 El 50 57300 250 6S17G1 500
G733/37 600 513 500 6SN7GT 500
KT61 15 00 52411 600 61)84 150

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection Irom our stock al ore 6000 types Please enquire for types not
listed Obsolete items are our speciality Valves are new mainly mimes! British or

American brands Terms CWO/ mm order [10 tar credit cards

P&P 1-3 valves £2.00. 4- 6valves 0.00. Add 175v: VAT to total including P&P.
(,,,,,i tamp,

Adur Communications
Belmont Buildings, The Street, Bramber

West Sussex BN44 3WE. Tel: (01903) 879526
e-mail: service@adurcomms prestel co uk

Repairs and alignment to all amateur and
commercial radio equipment.

SEE OUR BOOK

DETAILS ON TI

YOU CAN OBTAI

.()HE PA riEr-, F1)P

vPIJP,F,11,ATin I Tr'

ntg``
.;

,e.

15194010, TOP PRICES' MO
iK

ftv NATIONWIDE COLLECTION SERVICE

All makes. types. models ut any vintage. domestic. military.
professional radio equipment including any accessories.

adaptors. etc. Also test gear. valves. components. literature Pi
in any condition or quantity. P.

;N.

Please telephone or write to ;4's

Centre Electronics
345 Stockfield Road. Yardley, Birmingham B25 8JP.

Telephone 0121-706 0261
104.' 0M M,, s.sunq 7 'On Thirr,1 la, 11) -tint t

V9'9"fir Nrerti,1NrikYX!P 1. 1. .1. .1. A. 4. 4. WI, sq. R. R. g.

SYCOM (SYON TRADING)
16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ

Tel: (01372) 372587 Fax: (01372) 361421

FIBREGLASS TELESCOPIC MAST
The Fibreglass Telescopic Mast with an overall length of 33ft is designed
to construct antennas for portable purposes. such as field day events.
during holidays and weekends away. Unassembled it is compact and
light (3.31bs.11.SKg.) and only 3ft 101ns in length. The telescopic
segments need only to be pulled out and twisted to lock. No tools are
required. E57.95.

VERTICAL LOOP ANTENNA (10 - 40 metres)
Loop antennas are very effective DX -antennas due to their low
radiation angle which is achieved at relatively low heights. As opposed
to long wire antennas this solution offers good signal levels on all the
bands. ( 7 - 28MHz). L56.95.

Carriage charge £4.00 SEE THEM AT THE RALL/E5

ti

_c
cn
C

4-a

z

G6XBH

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU  ICOM  KENWOOD  ALINCO

Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PV/R, Adonis Mics
Mutek products. Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

 ERIALS, Tonna. Maspro. plus full range of base/Mobile antenn.
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green. \Voila ton Park, Nottingham NG8 I DU

Off Ring Rd.. between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Roads
1 't tit. 1IU (., 5 0011, 5.,

G I RAS G8UUS

>

0
PM

(13

3

Tel: 0115-928 0267
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The books listed have been

selected as being of special

interest to our readers. They are

supplied direct to your door. Many

titles are overseas in origin Stye
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS
If you've been following Rob G3XFD's 'Radio Basics' series then this
reference and learning source book is the ideal compliment to the series.
Rob says that: "the ARRL have produced an excellent textbook and I think that their statement that the.y have
aimed the book at being a basic introductory source for all students Inot just Amateur Radio) is spot on Lind they have
scored a direct hit"! Understanding Basic Electronics covers the subject of introductory electronics in concise 'blocks' with excellent text.
diagrams and occasional humorous cartoons and comment.

Order yours now at the special price of £15.50 inclusive of P&P (UK only, for overseas orders please add f2 P&P). So,
what are you waiting for? - Place your order today! (Offer open until 30 September 1998).

To order please use the form on page 82 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW8.

LISTENING GUIDES
Airband
ABC CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 1998 Alan J Wright ..

ABC MILITARY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 1998 Alan J Wright

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition David J Smith
AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition Graham Duke

AIRCRAFT RADIO FREQUENCIES & GUIDE BOOK 2nd Edition

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 7th Edition. Graham Duke

AIRWAVES 98

CALLSIGN 98

LIGHT ROUTINGS 1998 Williams

...336 pages (6.95

192 pages C6 95

192 page.. .C9 95

96 pages _......05.99

112 pages (799
100 pages . .111.95

156 pages.... (895
....._.5895

INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK. Devel J. Strew....._..__..._._._.......... -192 pages., ...ES 95

UNDERSTANDING ACARS

Std Edition Aircraft Communications Addressing and Ripening System Ed Flynn 80 pages

VHFAJHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE & CALLSIGN GUIDE........__..... . 280 pages _512.50
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

2nd Edition Robert E Evans . ......... ........................... 260 Peges

restnmodes
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell 88 pages

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 16th Edition. Joerg Klingenfusa ..... .... ......... .588 pages

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 17th Edition Joon; KlingenIvas £36 pages

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell 32 pages..

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition. Joerg KlIngenfuss 604 pages

119.95

Ell 50
135 00

125.00
.17 50

.28.00

DXTV
CIXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Hamer. 31 pages C3.95

GUIDE TO DX TV Keith Hamer & Garry Smith 38 pages._...13.95
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS ._60 pages ....._(595

THIS ,S BBC TV FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer & Gam/ Smith. 38 pages...__01 95
THE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC -2 Keith Hamer & Garry Smith 60 pages. 14.95

THE STORY OF BBC COLOUR TELEVISION .36 pages. C5.95

Frequency Guides
1998 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE Joerg Klingenhas

1998 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM Joerg Klingenfuss
 FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition.

GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1998

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1998

SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE

..cHF UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill Lever

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1998

584 pages

450 pages

40 pages

528 pages

112 pages

176 pages

192 pages

608 pages

123.00

12500
f 19.95

.115 50

14 50

112.95

01295

f1895

f3aneral
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 3rd Edition Booklet I F Osterman 23 pages......1295
GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS Stan Horrepa WATLOU 165 pages 111 50
POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skims 568 pages 215 95
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Peter Rouse GU TOKD 187 pages 50

SHORT WAVE DIRECTORY 'LOOSE LEAFI. Bob Grove........_

SHORT WAVE DIRECTORY BINDER .... .1400

SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS ...... 174 pages C13.90

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (NEW 380 EDITION/ 450 pages . 25 95
SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE Ian Poole 192 pages (14 95

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK New 5th Edition

Andrew Yoder 410 pages 1.19 95

Marino
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE SSB OPERATION Michael Gele. 96 Paget
GMOSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION Michael Gale 48 page_..
GMDSS FOR SMALL CRAFT Alan Clernmetsen

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS_ F F O'Brian . . __.........152 pages

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS B E Richardson 195 pages

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Davies 95 pages

.111 95

..17 95

111.95

9.5C

.116.50

05.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION Mik rhinory 96 pages 110.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.F. A. Wilson 230 pages.....15.95
ARAL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 150 peges 19 50

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV Derek Stephenson 371 pages .118.95
NEWNES SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK. James Wood_ 220 pages .(12.99

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK Ind Edition

Merlin Davidoff K2UBC 313 pages C15 5C

>ATE LLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. Lawrence Hams. 174 pages ...014.99

73 pages E1.00

'ATE LUTE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 5th Edition. John Breeds. 76 pages 115.00

NEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WBBOOT 192 pages .015.50

 SATELLITE TELEVISION A layman's guide Peter Pearson.

Scanning
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311 I D Poole 152 Pages- -(4 99
SCANNER BUSTERS 2 D.C. Poole 100 pages ......(600

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse GU1DKD 261 pages .._11095

NCANNERS 3 PUI TING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE

nn Revision Peter Rouse 271 pages...110 95

SCANNING SECRETS. Mart Francis 280 pages ._.116.95

SCANNING DIRECTORY NEW 8th Edition .540 paws _.118.50

AMATEUR RADIO
Amateur Television
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION

Nike Wooding G&W & Trevor Brown GBCJS
SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED. Mike Wooding G6I0M . ........ .........

THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Mike Wooding G610M

156 pages (500
156 pages ....CS 00
t04 pages._....E3 50

Antennas & Transmission Lines
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS 6P125 E.M. Noll _63 lieges . 11.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136 E.M. Nail ..50 pages 1135
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132 E M Null 63 pages (1.95
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E M Null 54 pages Et 75

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS W I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan W2LX. 192 Page.

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE MSG& Peter Dodd G3L00 .160 pages 115.00
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING IARRL I Wilfred N Caron. .195 pages .115.50

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301 I 0 Poole -104 pages C4.95

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING LARK/ 394 doges 11550

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 16th Edition . 132 pegs E24.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One - 175 pages .17.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two 2013 pages .E10.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three Edited by Jerry Hall 1(11TD .236 pages .11050

ARAL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four 204 pages .1550
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five .200 page. .E15 50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W I Orr W6SAI & S D. Cowan W2LX 268 Peg,* .18 95
BUILDING & USING BALUNS. Jerry Sevick ........................ . . 125 pages .C18.95

TUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Ort W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX 110 pages .18.95

XPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278 14 C Wright

ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

and edited by P Linsley G3PDL & T Nicholson KA9WRCGINOLNO 155 pages 17.25

-4F ANTENNA COLLECTION tRSGEll Edited by Erwin David G4101 233 pages _11099
/-4F ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (FISGBI Les MoKon G6XN 322 pages 114.65

 MORE OUT OF THIN AIR 1PWPI 112 pages .15.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES John Flays G38130 52 pages 16 30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition Joseph J Carr 437 pages 129 95
PRACTICAL VV1RE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BD0.. 100 pages 18.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowen W2LX .188 POWS

DECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK. Joe Can 189 pages .E17.50

SIMPLE, LOW.COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS

N I. Ori W6SAI & S.D.Cowan W2LX. 188 pages _18.95

N IFS'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARM.). Doug DeMew W1FFI .123 pages __.17.50

Beginners (inc RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS IRSGBI. Victor Brand G3JNB .95 Page. 
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO NEW EDITION. Ian Poole pages

BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY len Poole G3SWX .262 pages

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS Ray Petri G00A1 _160 Pagel

AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Griffiths G7NHB

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION RS68,

Clive Smith G4FZH and George Bunt.. G3HB .
NOW WERE TALKING IARRLI.

.13.50

_Et 99

.11499

113.95

.16.95

144 pages _115.50

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS tRSGEI, John Case GW4HWR 165 Pettes...11250
IHE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK BP379

inn Poole G3VWX 150 pages .14.95

IHE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL

Fifth Edition Rey Petri GOOAT .208 pages ..E13 95

RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATIONIEND OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Petn GOOAT 104 pages 113 95

RAE MANUAL iRSGBI G.LBenbow G3HB 127 pages _LB 75

RAE REVISION NOTES IRSGB I. G L Benbove G3HB 92 pages .15.25

IHE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK. John Case GW4HWR 124 pages C5.00
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SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS. Anita Louise McCormick KA8KGI....176 pages C1315

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE UCENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR IRSGBI

John Case GW4HWR . 101 pages 16.75
AilFBS HELP FOR NEW HAMS lARRli Doug DeMaw W1FB 155 pages C8.95

YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION IRSGBi Colin Redwood G6MXL 120 pages 15 -75

Callbooks
tiSGB YEARBOOK 1996 EDITION Edited by Brett Rider G4FLO 512 pages ..C13 50

JOINT INVN.AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD-ROM 1998 140 00

Computing
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408 . 115 pages E5.99

LECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320 R.A.Panfold .-102 pages CI 99

MAIL ON THE INTERNET BP420.. -156 pages.. 16 99
F XPERIMENTING WITH PCs. P Worming .300 pipes _124.00
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PC HARD DISK BP280., .-90 pages C3.95

1-40W TO EXPAND. MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271

R A. Penfold. -166 pages C 5.99

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A_ Penfold -86 pages C4.99

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME 1BP4021 77 pages E5 95

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405 175 pages.. .C5 95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Eddion.

Michael Tooley .-256 pages...112 95
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 94 THE HAM SHACK tARRL1.._ 284 pages...111.50
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley 130 pages C5.95

'WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED IBP4001.. _175 pages £5.95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK. William R Nelson WA6FOG 250 pages

THE RADIO AMATEURS GUIDE TO EMC IRSGBI Rot. Pege-Jones G3J1 1._________117 pages
1950
C8 95

Historical
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gernsback 260 pages.. (11 85
ILD TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR J. Carr .

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS THE VACUUM TUBE ERA. R.S. Moore ............._ 141 pages....117.95

CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE 'Inc Newsletters Vol 6 & 7 of Xtal Set Society'
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS. Phil Anderson

XPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 119321 -312 pages ....Ell 75
IIEATHKIT  A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO PROJECTS C Penson 348 pages...121 95
HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS x1924' -PT pages ts 45
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER All (Popular Radio Handbook No. 11______100 pages _15.95

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockeyl 127 pages -.17.95
 SEEING BY WIRELESS THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION. Ray Herbert -27 pages 14.95

I HE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 1 & 2 Combined. Phil Anderson WOXI ,96 pages (13.00

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER Phil Anderson VVOXI.....130 pages 07.00

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI.. 88 pages 1650
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER Phil Anderson WOXI _88 pages E6 50

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTCRY. FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. PA. Kinde ...... .......... _122 pages. C7 50

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS 11929  19341 94 pages __.16.95
JISION BY RA01011925, iJankin I 140 pages .17.85

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 1 Wireless Sets 1-881 204 pages 12/50
AIRE LE SS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 2 'Hardback - Standard Sets of World War Ili 430 pages 136.00

Maps & Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK IRSGBI _50 pages . C3.75

AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS (Al SIZE( .20 pages 113.00

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 740 x 520nen 03 50

3714 LOCATOR MAP Of EUROPE NEW EDITION 1080. 6811min

ET CIO

RADIO AMATEURS MA. OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION $80 x 680rrun 07.00

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK IRSGBI 60 pages .

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE .32 pages 15.75

Morse
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS IRSGBI 28 pages
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis. .84 pages_.1695

14 25

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES IBP3121 F A. Wilson 134 pages... £3.95

ARM. UHFMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTERS MANUAL Various Authors 446 pages -115 50
ARRL UHF.MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL IARRLI 400 pages _.115.50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK COMPONENTS & OPERATING VOL 1 (RSG131 110 pages. £10.50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 IRSGBI 120 pages ....C15.75

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK BANDS & EQUIPMENT VOL 3 IRSGBI 140 pages.. C15.75

OR BUY ALL 3 FOR .034.00

Operating & Handbooks
ALL ABOUT HAM RADIO Harry Helms .290 pages .116 50

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL IRSGBI. Ray Echereley GIFTJ. ......... pages .112.73

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 75th E drtion 360 pages 124 00
ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 ON CD-ROM 130.00

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION 420 pages C1850

COMPLETE DXER Bob Locher 204 pages C9.50

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL I. Steve Ford /04 pages El 1 50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkut ............ -....-.- ..... ..... ............ ..... 129 pages

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL( J. Kearman KRIS 1824pp.gp;. . u100C6.00

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOKIRSGEb $
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300 ID Poole

TRANSMITTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLESD.

Joseph D Moell & Thomas N Curies 325 pages. (23 95

Packet
NOS INTRO. TCP1P OVER PACKET RADIO an Wade G3NRW 356 pages El I 50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER IRSGBI Dave Comber GBUYZ & Marlyn Corti G8NZU

PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS rARRLT .148pages __MSC
YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford K1381MY 170 pages......C750

Propagation
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293 J.G.Lee.. .116 pages C195

QRP
0 ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3FUV 96 pages L9 DO

INTRODUCING ORP Dick Pascoe GOOFS . A8 pages 1695
,..,IF/Cs GRP NOTEBOOK ARRL, 2nd Edition Doug DeMaw WIF8 175 pages C7.50

Test Equipment
-,ETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239 RA. Penlold 102 pages f3.95
,ANDS -ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES Bern/ Ross .228 pages ...X19.96

ilOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267 R A Penlold.....104 pages (3-50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTON BP249. A.A. Penlold 102 pages 13.50

MORE ADVANCED USES Of THE MULTIMETER 8P265 R.A.Penlold .96 pipes (2-95

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315 F.A. Wilson ...122 pages (4-95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4HWR .126 popes E10 00

'EST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR Clive Smith G4FZH .170 page. 11095

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO W I On W6SAI 163 pages 18.85

/HFUHF HANDBOOK RSG13) Dick Biddulph G8PDS 180 pages -118 75

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287 F.A.Wilson .431 pages (5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTROINIC COMPONENTS BP285 . ................_-...166 pages (4.99

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 BP321 R.A. Penfold. .162 pages _14.95
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 -13P322. RA. Fanfold. .214 peges.__14.95

FAULT FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BP391 133 poges......C4.99

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop. 198 pages E4 95

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC 328 pages....C15.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK Third Edition. Vivian Capel 210 pipes -112.95
NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK. Kenn Brindley .......... _....... ....... ___306 peges..-C12.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 R A Penlold 89 pages ____E3.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309 R A Fanfold... 92 pages -.....C3.95

oRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299 Owen pages -14.95
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinctair .439 pegee...X13.95

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393 A FlInd 136 pages .__14.99

LEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248 R.A. Penfold 104 pass
THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324 R Brewster ........ _ ............ pages

NDF RSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS IARRLI .314 pages 115 50
.ALVE AMPLIFIERS Morgan Jones....._._.....___._.._..... --374 pages....C25.00
W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRLI. Doug DisSAAW WIFE. ------___________.195 pages (7.50

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK. Doug DeMaw W1FB. .. ._.-260 pages C8.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396 R A Fanfold .242 pages......C595

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.

FA. Wilaon .249 pages 1395
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316 Owen Bishop

PRACTICAL RE HANDBOOK 2ND EDITION Ian Hickman .302 pa04 ---E 11195
SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN Joseph Can 405 pews ....C23.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR tARRL,

Les Hayward W7201 & Doug DeMaw WIFB 256 pages _111.50
SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK 320 pages...115 50
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOWER & OTHER 1F T SELECTOR -140mM...119.95
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR. UPDATT 5 -476 pages...124.95
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES IBP4011 .T78 pages C5.95

Projects
BUILD YOUR OWN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER. Randy L Hundenion. -350 pages_12495

:OIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160 B.B Babanl 106 pages. 13 95

OW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R.A.Penlold 68 pages 02.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 8P192. RA. Penfold.. 92 popes 12.95

PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK 12nd Edition'. Ian Hickman

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWLa BP304. R.A. Penfold 92 pages £3.95

RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD 312 pages -119.95
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275. RA. pages C3 95

Valves/Tubes
is LECTRON TUBE LOCATOR George H Fathauer 350 pages s. 195

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS ITUBES & TRANSISTORSI (Original publishers Genteel Electric'

Republished by Antique Electronic Supply (Aroonal- ..... .......... 475 pages -110-50
,iANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV. INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE EQUIVALENTS pages

L2 95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 1 _

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 2... 42 pages ....._12.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 3

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 4 48 pages ...-.12.95

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL iOriginal Publishers Radio Corporation Of America). Re -published by
Antique Electronic Supply (Among' . 384 peges....C10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES

Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Republished by Antique

'UBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK . 160 peges...115.50

(01202) 659930
E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
FAX: (01202) 659950
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82
Please note: Cash not accepted with mail orders.=
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Order Fora
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Practical Wireless - 1 year.
J £25 (UK)

J £30 (Europe 1st class)

J £32 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

Special joint subscription with Short Wave
Magazine - 1 year.

£50 (UK)

J £59 (Europe Airmail)

J £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £74 (Rest of World Airmail)

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE ISSUE.

Monitoring Times - 1 year (12 issues).
J £38 (UK)

J £43 (Europe Airmail)

£49 (Rest of World Airmail)

Satellite Times - 1 year (12 issues).
J £38 (UK)

J £43 (Europe Airmail)

J £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

Photocopies of this
page are acceptable

BINDERS/BOOKS
Binders

Please send me Practical Wireless binder(s)
@ £6.50 each.
£1 P&P UK, £2 P&P overseas £
Books Please send me the following books

£

Postal charges:
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK)
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more
items (overseas surface)
£2 per binder (overseas surface)

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK
MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon

GRAND TOTAL

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER
PURCHASES IN

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PAYMENT DETAILS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

between the hours of 9 00am - 5 00pm Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Name Card number

Address Valid from to

Signature

Postcode Telephone number

Telephone number
I enclose cheque/PO
Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of £

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow
28 days for delivery.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Please note:
ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN STERLING,

CASH NOT ACCEPTED WITH MAIL ORDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
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SCANNING SPECIAL

giw
 'PRO -50 Mods - Peter

Julian G7PRO

customises his Tandy

PRO -50 scanner

NEW BROADCAST

SECTION

 Bondman Europe

 LM&S

 Off The Record

PLUS

JW Reviews
The NewitiliC
NRD-545" -

Receiver
 Vertical Reiped

 Listening The
Lafayette Way

 The Long & The
Lat Of It 50

and all your regular
favourites tool -

July Issue On Sale

Now - f.2.75  MA OINK
 MAW" SC-004'

iffe-PVCAL--0

Miss It Miss Out!

1Coming Ilext
144onth in

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS

121

a THE UK'S BEST SELLING INDEPENDENT
AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE

CC

ma Next Month in Practical Wireless, the
SE magazine that brings you Amateur
eCt Radio & So Much More

REVIEWED!
= Dick Pascoe GOBPS has been testing the new Alinco
42) DJ -C.5 credit card sized hand-held - read his review to

CP Jock King G4EMC tests out the MFJ-1026 deluxe

sc
READER QUESTIONNAIREit Fill in our questionnaire and help us to provide the

8= magazine that you want to read and by doing so you
could win a prize!

ANTENNAS IN ACTION!
More antenna hints and tips from Tex Swann G1TEX

"le in the column that is devoted to antennas and
associated products.

see what he thought!

noise cancelling antenna.

EXAMINATION TIME!
ID We bring you a comprehensive list of RAE courses

taking place up and down the country.

Plus all your regular favourites including
News

Radio Basics
Radio Scene

Bargain Basement
Letters

and much, much more!

a.

 Contents subject to change

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? -
SEPTEMBER ISSUE ON SALE 13 AUGUST 1998

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

N. IRELAND

micron electronics
124 Great Victoria Street

BELFAST
YAESU. ICOM. KENWOOD. ALINCO 

AMATEUR & SW radio specialists

TEL: 101 2 321 4 38610

-

SURREY =
Chris Rees
G3TUX

The QRP Component Company
IM) Hut xx Ha.knlcrc Swres GI 27 214F

Tel:1014281(1615M

Fax: t11142/4 frh1794

KITS, KEYS & QRP
MAII 1/141*.il  9A14 U) (WM Iran Si:mints,

SAE 11114I LISTS ANII LITERATURE

es
Ab. rifts

BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

DORSET

BOOKS BOOKS
BOOKS

PW PUBLISHING
BOOK SERVICE
Tel: 01202 659930
Fax: 01202 659950

AV'

To reach almost
40,000 readers
every month,
ring Chris on

(01202) 659920
and advertise

YOUR company

fr

 
SCOTLAND

JAYCEEJAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

20 Woodside Way, Clennahes, Fire K'l7 5DF

Td:(01592I 756962 !LAU or Night,
Fat No. 610451

New opening Moan: /menial frakit van rn ipm
Vandrdak %on io 4pm (loin! Simla, S timid%
kEN14()01) 14ES4 is ICON APPROVED DEALERS

.4 good stod of new and secondhand
equipment always in crock

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

Nos ice/C.13./Amateur/SWI. Equipment.

Full range seranelltand equipment
always available.

18 Fairmile Road. Christchurch.
Dorset 10H23 21.J

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

LONDON

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS
For all quipment

NEW, SECONDHAND EX -DEMO

132 High St.. Edgware. Middx HAS 7E1.

Tel: 0181-951 5781/2

Fax: 0181-951 5782
()poi NI,. In z., ,n 'au

ti

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 5. Enterprise House. Cwmhach

Industrial Fstate. Aberdare.
Mud rilamorpan CF44 OAl

Tel: 101685i 870425
Fax:1016851 876104

A lull range of transmitting A: receiving
antennas mailable Mr the amateur

commem1.11 market.

KENT El=
KANGA QRP KITS
We stock a complete range of QRP kits
for beginners or the more eyed! Prices

start Irmo Just E3.95

Send an SAF: for our free catalogue or
check out our nun pages:

kanga.demon.ca.uk
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Neaview Muse, cent Road hal
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AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
CONIMUNICATIONS

{1,e stink all nunkes of equipment
tor the 1m:war and Listener.

Part (:.chance %tvIcimic

I MI h. Node lnaltEtrial vntre. ,Acr Road.
Wink. Vaa,lonESurtanAtate 8522 1 Hi

Tel/Fax: 1019341 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bodge Street. Earlestown. Newton
le -Willows.

Merseyside WA 12 90A

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

LONDON

hATI N
Son

For all your amateur radio needs

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax:

0181-566 1207

-40L,ir11, -

EASTERN ENGLAND

WATERS & STANTON PLC
Spa Howse. 22 Maln Road. Hockley

F.ssex S.S5 4QS

Tel: 1017021 206835/204965
Fax: (017021205843
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SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for. Yaesu.
Kenwood. Isom AOR &

Cushcraft

SM House. School Close. Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate. Eastleigh.

Hampshire SOS ?BY
Tel: (1)17031 2.55111

Fax: (017031 2635071

SCOTLAND

TENNAIVIAST
SCOTLAND LT1)

Masts from 2511  Aft

Adapt -A -Mast

101505) 503824
NI Maim Knott 11.111. iOnlairt. A 1! :111
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the IC -07E - ideal for short range contacts* and repeater operation

Owning an Icom IC -07 will not be a painful experience, in fact far from it, as this mini -handheld

definitely falls into the 'mighty atom' category, including wide -band Rx capability for VHF broadcast,

airband, FM and TV.

 Receives 30-1300MHz
wide frequency range

 Ultra compact body with

drip -resistant construction

 Economical - only 2 x AA
(R6) alkaline or Ni-Cd
batteries needed

 Economical output -
300mW RF

POWER

OM IC -07E

Band switching and a
minimum of function
switches give simple
operation

200 memories provided
for storing operating
frequencies and other
settings such as tuning
steps, operating mode etc.

wom.(0K) Ltd. sY,Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 81.D. Telephone: 01

internet: http://www icomuk.co uk

EEPROM memory - needs
no back-up battery and
gives maintenance -free
memory storage

Digital squelch for high-
speed squelch attack and
release

Large internal speaker

LCD backlight with timer

Power -save function

Tone scan function

and much, much more...

741. Fax: 01227 741742.
-mail: icomsales@icomuk co uk

Cott nt 011 us!
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FT -847
Ultra -Compact Satellite

and All Mode Transceiver

4 into 1 does go!
Technology moves inexorably

onward, evolving, adapting, forever
changing. At the same time. today's

Radio Amateur puts even more demands
upon designers to build quality, sophis-
ticated, but easy to use stations for Voice,
Packet, Satellite, CW, VHF, UHF, HF, just to

mention a few Yaesu's designers took on
that challenge, and following in the
footsteps of the revolutionary FT1000,
FT1000MP and FT920 are now proud to
offer today's Radio Amateur the station in a
box - the all new Fr -847!
The Yaesu Fr -847 Ulna -Compact Satellite

and All Mode Transceiver has jumped the
technology with a transceiver ready for the
new millennium. With it's high-tech design

and revolutionary features, the FT -847 is

truly the one radio that can do it all!
Massive band -width coverage from a single

unit, the FT -847 has many features to keep

it at the top of the evolutionary pile. These
include crystal clear 100 watts on HF and
50MHz, a massive 50 watts on 2 meters
and 70cms, Yaesu's effective DSP for

bandpass, noise reduction and notch
filter, and direct input of frequency on the
supplied keypad. Silky smooth tuning with
0.1MHz tuning steps, Cross band and full
duplex, CTCSS and DCS encode and

decode built in. And for Satellite
reception, normal and reverse tracking.
A matching ATU (Automatic Antenna
Tuning Unit) is also available as an option.

FEATURES
 All band performance ISSB CW FM AMI

 100 Watt output on HFI50MHz bands

 50 Watt output on 144430 MHz bands

 Cross -band full Duplex operat.on

 Normal Reverse tracking for

satellite operation

 CTCSS 8 DCS encode/decode built-in

 High resolution 0.1Hz tuning steps

for ultra smooth tuning

 Digital Signal Processing filters

(Bandpass. Notch Noise Redaction)

 Simplified tuning with Shuttle Jog control

 Direct frequency keypad entry

 Dedicated satellite memories.

with 8-charader Alpha Numeric Labels

 TX Freq (MHz): I 8 - 50 (amateur band)

144-146,430.440

 RX Freq (MHz) 0.5-3050.54

108.174/420-512

 Emission modes: LSB. USB. CW. AM. FM.

PACKET(96001200bps: External input.)

 Freq Steps(Min) 0 1Hz for SSB and CW

10Hz for AM and FM

 Modulation Types

SSB J3E Balanced filtered camer

AM A3E Low-level early stage)

FM F3E Vanable reactance

FSK J1D. J2D F2D Audio frequency

shift keying (external input). FlO

Frequency shift keying

IV'UHF external input)

 Options

FC-20 Automatic Antenna

Tuning Unit (External)

FVS-IA Voice Synthesiser

ATAS-.,r) Active T.- -

2.A.idIS
...choice of the World's top DX'ers
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http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Specifications guaranteed only within amateur
bands. Some accessones and/or options are
standard in certain areas. Check with your local
Yaesu dealer for specific details.
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